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Abstract 

 

Radiophonic Feminisms: The Sounds and Voices of Contemporary 
Latina Radio Hosts in the U.S. Southwest, 1990-2017 

 

Esther Díaz Martín, Ph.D. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2018 

 

Supervisor:  Héctor Domínguez Ruvalcaba 

 

In this dissertation, I draw on theories of gender, voice, and sound to explore Latina 

feminisms across contemporary popular radiophonic media at the turn of the 21st century. 

My investigation centers on the work and personal narratives of Latina radio hosts and 

podcasters located mainly on the West Coast including: Alicia Alarcón, a borderland 

journalist, writer, and political commentator in AM Spanish-language host who began her 

career in radio during the height of the 1990s anti-immigrant movement; Marlene Quinto, 

an immigrant, working class, bilingual and bicultural early millennial who migrated to Los 

Angeles from Central Mexico in the early 1990s as a child and participated in an important 

moment in West Coast music culture shaping the sound of a new generation of  FM 

morning radio; three recent Latina podcasts—Super Mamás, Chicana M(other)work, and 

Locatora Radio—which speak from different points of Latina positionality reflecting their 

generational status, professions, and particular ethnic and political identities; and the 

YouTube-based podcasting genre of Contestaciones which are parodies composed by 

borderland Latinas to counter the late 2010s trend of explicit misogyny in the genre of 
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Mexican Regional music. Through a close listening methodology, I identify the distinct 

ideologies that undergird each of these projects and qualify them as distinct radiophonic 

feminisms. I argue that their work revamps the testimonio genre as a testimonio en vivo, a 

live, and ongoing bearing witness to injustice that calls to immediate action by sonically 

interrupting gendered cultural violence. Their work is a trabajo que no se ve, an unseen 

labor and product that advances women’s status in society. It acts through horizontal 

women-organized sonic spaces of convivencia through which women (re)construct 

feminist epistemologies.  
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Introduction: Hearing Latina Voices 

This dissertation listens closely to the work of contemporary Latina radio talk hosts 

across U.S. Southwest commercial AM/FM radio and independent web-based broadcasts. 

It seeks to understand how they sonically express feminist ideologies through their voice, 

music choices, and other mediated sounds. I select from the work of Latinas who articulate 

feminist politics, broadly defined as a commitment to advancing the social, cultural, and 

political status of women. Beginning from this broad definition, this project underscores 

the multi-dimensional ideological discourses that underpin each case study, highlighting 

the plural, complicated, and sometimes contradictory gendered versions of personal and 

political empowerment in popular culture. Through a close listening methodology that 

draws from the fields of Chicana Feminism, Literature Studies, and Sound Studies, this 

project uses sound as an entry point to re-describe cultural history. Moreover, it 

incorporates the conocimiento of Latina radio hosts as shared through interviews and co-

editing in line with a decolonizing Chicana feminist approach to scholarship.  

I highlight significant moments in popular Latina feminism of the last 30 years 

(from the late 1980s to the present) previously overlooked by Latina/o Studies scholars 

beginning with Alicia Alarcón, a borderland journalist, writer, and political commentator 

in AM Spanish-language host who began her career in radio during the height of the 1990s 

anti-immigrant movement. I continue with Marlene Quinto, an immigrant, working class, 

bilingual and bicultural early millennial who migrated to Los Angeles from Central Mexico 

in the early 1990s as a child and participated in an important moment in West Coast music 

culture shaping the sound of a new generation of FM morning radio. Into the Digital Age 

of radio, I highlight three recent Latina podcasts—Super Mamás, Chicana M(other)work, 

and Locatora Radio—which speak from different points of Latina positionality reflecting 
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their generational status, professions, and particular ethnic and political identities. Finally, 

I discuss the YouTube-based podcasting genre of Contestaciones which are parodies 

composed by borderland Latinas to counter the late 2010s trend of explicit misogyny in the 

genre of Mexican Regional. I trace some ideological currents heard across their works. 

Alicia Alarcón and Chicana M(other)work podcast are rooted in the legacy of Chicana 

political advocacy and class consciousness, their main axis of critique is on state and 

economic institutions that directly oppress women of color and immigrant communities. In 

contrast, the millennial voices of Marlene Quinto, Super Mamás, and Locatora Radio root 

center their analysis on the politics of the Latina body and the women’s everyday 

techniques for surviving and thriving in the world as it is. The parodic genre of 

Contestaciones, works to disarm a very specific form of misogynist violence heard through 

mainstream Mexican Regional music. Each case study reveals how their specific lived 

experiences, situated knowledge, and consciousness of an intersectional subject positions 

formulate feminist ideologies that counterpoint hegemonic feminism by addressing the 

specific concerns of Latina subjects. I offer three concepts that articulate how Latina radio 

hosts use radiophonic media critically to advance feminist work: 1) I argue that they 

revamp the literary genre of testimonio as testimonio en vivo, 2) They establish sonic spaces 

of convivencia that providing a horizontal shared space for the (re)construction of women’s 

knowledge and feminist epistemologies; 3) Through the immaterial yet intimately physical 

quality of radio, their work constitutes a type of trabajo que no se ve, an unseen labor and 

work that interrupts the narratives of gendered cultural violence.  

With a few exceptions, the limited scholarship on Latina/o radio hosts has thus far 

documented the work of influential men and their engagement with immigrant 

communities. This dissertation makes a significant contribution to this field by 

documenting previously ignored and emerging Latina actors and by connecting their work 
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to a history of women’s cultural and political work across the U.S./Mexico borderlands. 

Thus, this project counters narratives that sideline Latina popular cultural producers as 

inconsequential by exploring the complex ideologies and techniques that formulate their 

aesthetic and political projects.  

The broader field of Latina/o cultural studies tends to give more attention to text-

based, visual, and audio-visual fields of cultural production.1 Within the smaller field of 

Latina/o sound-based media studies, scholars have overwhelmingly focused on the study 

of music genres and music cultures.2 While Latina/o radio studies are few in comparison, 

they overwhelmingly signal the importance of radio for working-class, immigrant 

populations, and to some extent, women. On the subject of women’s participation in early 

radio, Sonia Robles’s 2012 dissertation examines the origins of radio in Mexico and the 

transnational policies that shaped the sonic representation of Mexican femininity during 
                                                
1A note on terminology: For the gender neutral I use “Latina/o” (singular) or “Latinas/os” (plural). I use 
“Latina”/“Latinas” to specify women and “Latino”/”Latinos” to specify men. This choice reflects that the 
vast majority of my research subjects and participants self-identify as cisgender (meaning that their 
biological sex aligns with their gender identity in the female/male-man/woman binary). In Chapter 3, 
however, I use “Latinx” to reflect the queering of “Latina/o,” a term that has recently proliferated in 
political advocacy and academic circles, and which responds to millennial cultural makers sensitivities that 
propose an alternative to the gendered “Latina/o”. “Latinx” as used in these circles, reflects the inclusion of 
a wider spectrum of sexed and gendered identities as well as sexualities. “Latina/o” also reflects a reversal 
of the gender hierarchy implied in the traditional male/female ending in “Latino/a”.  
2Important works include, Aparicio, Frances. Listening to Salsa: Gender, Latin Popular Music, and Puerto 
Rican Cultures. Wesleyan University Press, 1998, Broyles-Gonzalez, Yolanda. Lydia Mendoza’s Life in 
Music/La Historia de Lydia Mendoza: Norteño Tejano Legacies. Oxford University Press, 2001, Cepeda, 
María Elena. Musical ImagiNations: US-Colombian Identity and the Latin Music Boom. NYU Press, 2010, 
Foster, David W. “Paquita la del Barrio: Singing Feminine Rage.” CiberLetras: Revista de crítica literaria 
y de cultura, vol. 1, no. 2, Jan 2000, Gonzalez, Martha. “Sobreviviendo: Immigrant Stories and Testimonio 
in Song.” Díalogo, vol. 18, no. 2, Fall 2015, Habell-Pallán, Michelle. Loca motion: The Travels of Chicana 
and Latina Popular Culture, NYU Press, 2005. Kun, Josh. Audiotopia: Music, Race, and America. UC 
Press, 2005, Madrid, Alejandro L. Transnational Encounters: Music and Performance at the U.S.-Mexico 
Border. Oxford University Press, 2011, Paredes, Américo. With his pistol in his hand. A Border Balland 
and Its Hero. University of Texas Press, 2010, Rivera, Raquel Z. et al. Reggaeton. Duke University Press, 
2009, Simonett, Helena. Banda: Mexican Musical Life Across Borders. Weslayan Universtity Press, 2001, 
Vargas, Deborah. Dissonant Divas in Chicana Music: The Limits of La Onda, University of Minnesota 
Press, 2012, Zolov, Eric. Refried Elvis: The Rise of the Mexican Counterculture. US Press, 1999. 
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the post-revolutionary period from the 1920s to the mid-1940s. Robles maintains that the 

early radio enterprise directed by the Mexican government presented female radio 

performers as symbols of dignity, abnegation, moral strength and purity, promoting 

patriarchal authority. On the U.S. side, the same radio performers were presented as foreign 

and exotic yet culturally intelligible for the consumption of White listening audiences. By 

the 1930s, Mexican commercial radio provided women a medium to exert their place and 

value in society outside traditional domestic roles (Robles 99-105). Although the lyrical 

content of music broadcasted during this time period shaped gender roles by 

“domesticating machismo”(30) and promoting misogyny, as Robles argues, it also 

provided a medium for singers including Lucha Reyes, Lydia Mendoza, Toña la Negra, 

Las Hermanas Padilla, Las Hermanas Águila, and the radio actress Amparo Montes that 

served as a vehicle to challenge the traditional gender norms that portrayed women in the 

arts in a negative light (176). Two radio talk hosts are briefly discussed, Carmen Madrigal 

and “Carmina” who translated the magazine advice column format to radio. Their work 

advocated bourgeois domestic femininity (181).  

Early Pan-American radio failed to represent the growing Mexican American 

communities of the U.S. Southwest and the Caribbean-origin Latino communities of the 

East Coast. Yet, U.S. Latino voices were also present during this early epoch. One 

documented example is the Los Angeles-based Pedro J. Gonzalez, a Mexican American 

singer-songwriter of the group “Los Madrugadores” and host of a morning show by the 

same name. He used his show as an on-air community bulletin board to publicize local 

employment opportunities, advertise ethnic-run businesses, denounce the unlawful 

repatriations of Mexicans during the Great Depression, and play rancheras and corridos 
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about injustices suffered by immigrants (Casillas, "Radio" 182).3 As a backlash for his 

politically charged messages, he was falsely convicted of a crime and served time in 

infamous San Quentin state prison (where he organized prisoners to demand better 

conditions). His conviction was overturned, and he was then deported to Tijuana but later 

returned to the U.S. to continue broadcasting for social justice (Artenstein et al.).4  

There are no specific studies of Latina/o radio covering the period between 1950 

and 1975. A moment in Latina radio sound culture is mentioned in Vicki L. Ruiz’s history, 

From Out of the Shadows: Mexican American Women in Twentieth-Century America. In 

the context of Americanization programs in the Midwest, intended to assimilate Mexican 

American communities into the fold of White America between 1930 and 1960, a group of 

Mexican women in Chicago organized a visit to the NBC radio studios, presumably to visit 

the locale where radio soap operas were produced and broadcasted (50). Indeed, there 

exists a gap in the research about the cultural lives of Latina women during the 

Americanization period. As Ruiz explains, Mexican American women’s conflicts with 

both U.S. and Mexican cultures was more complex than that of men, yet it is the young 

men, the pachuchos, who have received more scholarly attention. Ruiz cites advertisements 

                                                
3González’s story as detailed in the documentary Ballad of an Unsung Hero (Cinema Guild, 1984), later 
became the basis for the film Break of Dawn (Vanguard Cinema, 1988) (Casillas, “Radio”). 
4A number of texts document Post-Mexican Revolution (Border) Radio, as outlined in D. Inés Casillas’s 
forthcoming entry on Spanish-language radio for Oxford Bibliographies. These are: The American Radio 
Industry and Latin American Activities, 1900-1930 (University of Illinois Press, 1990) by James Schwoch, 
Radio Nation: Communication, Popular Culture, and Nationalism in Mexico (University of Arizona Press, 
2000) by Joy Elizabeth Haynes, Mexican Modernity: The Avant-Garde and the Technological Revolution 
(MIT Press, 2005) by Rubén Gallo, Americans All: Good Neighbor Cultural Diplomacy in World War II 
(UT Press, 2012) by Darlene Sadlier, and La Guerra de las ondas (Plantea, 1992) by José Luis Ortiz Garza. 
These titles focus on the development of Latin American and Mexican radio as an industry in relation to 
U.S. Good Neighbor Policies, commerce, and the promotion renewed Mexican identity and national pride. 
Two other texts that focus on this epoch, Border Radio: Quacks, Yodelers, Pitchmen, Psychics, and Other 
Amazing Broadcasters of the American Airwaves (UT Press, 2002) by Bill Crawford, and Una Radio Entre 
Dos Reinos (Vergara Books, 1997) by Jose Luis Ortiz Garza focus on U.S. salesman’s exploitation of 
Mexico’s lax at the border during this time (Casillas, “Radio”).  
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in the Spanish language press and songs such as “El corrido de las pelonas” to illustrate the 

contradictory messages directed towards young Mexican American women (52-57).  

Also from this period, the Latin American Library at Tulane University holds The 

Louis J. Boeri and Minín Bujones Boeri Collection of Cuban American Radionovelas 

(1963-1970), a significant collection of Spanish-language radio soap operas produced in 

Miami, Florida by exiled Cubans writers, technicians, and artists who left the island after 

the 1959 Revolution as well as some Mexican writers. These radionovelas, and other 

broadcasted genres including biblical dramas, political and advice programs, were licensed 

to radio stations across Latin America, the U.S., and Europe offering a largely unexplored 

resource for the study of the political, cultural, and commercial ties between these two 

countries during the Cold War era.  

The most comprehensive study on Latina/o radio is Dolores Inés Casillas’ Sounds 

of Belonging: U.S. Spanish-Language Radio and Public Advocacy (2014). Focusing 

specifically on U.S. Spanish-language radio, Casillas highlights public advocacy as a 

central narrative framework. In agreement with Robles and Ruiz, Casillas’ periodization 

begins with the Good Neighbor era (1920-1940) when government initiatives promoted a 

cultured, folkloric, cosmopolitan and markedly foreign sound of Latin America while 

ignoring the presence of Latinos in the U.S. The next period encompasses the Civil Rights 

Era (1960-1980) when Chicanos benefited from gains made by Blacks through the 

establishment of the Community Relations Service (CRS) within the Federal 

Communication Commission an offshoot of the 1964 Civil Rights Act (Title X) which 

provided a means to appeal discriminatory practices in broadcasting and unfair 

representations of minorities (57). As a result, two community radio stations—in continued 

economic precariousness—where established in rural agricultural areas, which continue to 

operate to this day, with the purpose of serving Spanish-speaking migrant and immigrant 
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communities, Radio Bilingüe in Fresno, California, and Radio Cadena in Yakima, 

Washington (58).5  

Monica De La Torre’s dissertation, Feminista Frequencies: Tuning-In to Chicana 

Radio Activism in the Pacific Northwest, 1975-1990, recuperated part of the history of 

Radio Cadena through the oral histories and archives of Chicana community radio 

producers and hosts who founded the community station KBBF FM in Santa Rosa, 

California and KDNA (Radio Cadena) in Granger, Washington. De La Torre highlights 

that Chicanas were early adopters and innovators of community radio, following Title X 

of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. They created content that was unique to the Chicana 

experience and implemented anti-sexist practices within the radio station and promoted 

women’s professionalization in the field of radio. She argues that Chicana radio activism 

or “feminista frequencies” integrate Chicana feminist politics through women-centered 

programing that took aim at the problem of male-centered cultural nationalism within the 

Chicano movement. While De La Torre’s project and mine share a similar focus on 

documenting and highlighting gender politics in Latina/o radio, her concept of “feminista 

frequencies” is limited to the gender politics within the Chicano and Chicana movements 

as documented through community radio. By contrast, my conceptualization of 

“radiophonic feminisms” encompasses a larger field of Latina politics that includes radio 

hosts that identify with Chicana feminism (Chicana M(other)work, Chapter 3), as well as 

those who draw from other sources of feminist rhetoric including second-wave feminism 

(Alicia Alarcón, Chapter 1), popular culture (Marlene Quinto, Chapter 2 and YouTuberas, 

Chapter 4), Indigenous, Women of Color, and Queer feminisms (Locatora Radio, Chapter 

                                                
5By “migrant,” I am referring to communities of workers who regularly travel within the U.S. and across 
the U.S./Mexico border following seasonal work. By “immigrant,” I am referring to communities of 
foreign born individuals and their families who re-located to the U.S. with the intention of residing in the 
U.S. permanently or for the foreseeable future. 
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3), and the narratives of multi-cultural feminism as coopted by the free market and the 

language of positive psychology (Super Mamás, Chapter 3). Moreover, I am looking into 

the commercial and independently produced web-based broadcastings, two media that are 

not traditionally privileged as sites for academic study, and at the intersection in which 

these two industries meet and evolve in the last thirty years.   

Another understudied Latina/o radio collection from this time period is housed the 

Library of the University of Texas. The Onda Latina Collection archived by historian John 

Mckiernan Gonzalez, contains 226 digitally preserved recordings of interviews, music, and 

information programs related to the Mexican American experience which were 

broadcasted through the University of Texas in Austin station Longhorn Radio from 1976 

to 1982 (“Onda Latina”).  

Following Casillas periodization in Sounds of Belonging, a third period begins 

roughly around 1986 with the passing of the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) 

aimed at curbing Mexican immigration, which had increased beyond the Bracero Program 

(1942-1964). This period continues through the 1990s and post 9/11 period and is 

characterized by the Latina/o community’s reaction to anti-immigrant sentiment and new 

laws further marginalizing undocumented immigrants. As a result, immigration politics 

became a common and persistent topic across Spanish-language radio throughout the U.S. 

(85). Community radio and Low Power FM (radio that operates with 100 watts or less) 

provided an alternative to profit driven commercial radio, which further consolidated as a 

corporate and liberal enterprise following the FCC Telecommunications Act of 1996 that 

loosened restrictions resulting in massive corporate consolidation. While corporations 

aimed to serve the  metropolitan markets with large Latina/o populations, community and 

Low Power FM, made greater strives to served economically and legally vulnerable 

Latina/o listeners while also making a greater effort to dissolve gender and racial 
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discrimination in the workplace (Casillas, “Spanish-Language”).6 Adding to this list is the 

work of Alicia Yvonne Estrada, who discusses the one-hour weekly show Contacto 

Ancestral, aired through the Los Angeles-based community station KFPK (Pacifica Radio). 

Beginning in 2003, Contacto Ancestral is created by and for the Maya diaspora to affirm 

Maya identity, local and hemispheric historical memory, and the community’s political and 

economic rights (209).7  

A number of recent graduate publications center on the politics of immigration as 

heard in Latina/o radio. However, these tend to focus on the work of early morning male 

radio hosts and pay only minimal attention to how gender politics are reflected in the 

discourses around immigration. Veronica Zavala’s Master Thesis discusses the work of the 

nationally syndicated and Los Angeles-based, Eddie Sotelo “El Piolín,” arguing that his 

on-air assurances to immigrant listeners helped sustained the emotional livelihoods of 

Mexicana and Central American immigrants. J. Luis Loya García focuses on Sotelo’s 

humor tactics termed, “mojarra aesthetics”—a cross between cynicism and shock-jock 

radio that insults everyone equally and thus no one should take offense (120-124, 165). 

Here, I differ from Loya García’s analysis because humor based on misogyny, 

homophobia, and racism (to name a few of Sotelo’s xenophobic characteristics), may seem 

harmless in its surface, but when promoted in the mainstream to hundreds of thousands of 

                                                
6For a larger discussion of the development the industry of Latina/o radio see Albarrán, Alan B. “Who 
Owns Spanish Media in the United States?” International Journal of Hispanic Media, vol. 8, 2015, 
Castañeda, Mari. “The Role of Media Policy in Shaping the U.S. Latino Radio Industry,” in Contemporary 
Latina/o Media: Production, Circulation, Politics, edited by Arlene Dávila and Yeidy Rivero, NYU Press, 
2014, pp. 186-205 and “Altering the U.S. Soundscape Through Latina/o Community Radio,” in Routledge 
Companion to Latina/o Media Studies, edited by María Elena Cepeda and Dolores Inés Casillas, Routledge 
Press, 2016, pp. 110-122, and Jimenez, Carlos. “Media in the Fields: Indigenous Mexicans, Emergent 
Technology, and Community.” Ph.D. diss, University of California, Santa Barbara, 2016.  
7A current archival project led by Luis Cárcamo-Huechante seeks to digitalize a selection Contacto 
Ancestral as part of a web initiative on Latino and Indigenous Radio in collaboration with the Nettie Lee 
Benson Latin American Collection at The University of Texas at Austin (Cárcamo-Huechante, C.V.) 
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listeners of all ages, is consequential. My article, “Don Cheto, el cronista del pueblo: Una 

reactualización del mito del “Don” y validación de una memoria colectiva de la comunidad 

Mexicana transnacional en Estados Unidos,” examines how this early millenial radio host 

(also based out of Los Angeles) reimagines the stereotypical “Don” as a means to narrate 

the collective memory of transnational Mexicans through storytelling. 

Casillas’ writings on Spanish-language radio, besides the titles already mentioned, 

underscore its “distinct immigrant character: arguing that Spanish-language radio is 

inherently a transnational media that doubles as a window to home countries left behind 

and as a social and political tool for immigrant listeners as they learn to navigate the United 

States” (“Spanish-Language”). One article focuses on the role of laughter in Renán 

Almendárez Coello morning show “El Cucuy” during discussions of immigration matters 

(“Adiós El Cucuy”). Another article points to the interaction between radio hosts and 

callers who routinely invoke hometowns in Mexico and the U.S. to produce nostalgic 

feelings of belonging and provide “acoustic visibility” to marginalized audiences 

("Puuurrrooo MÉXICO!" 58-59). Casillas also pays attention to the post 9/11 moment 

when Latina/o listeners surveyed changes to immigration policy, political actions, and the 

activities of the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) by listening to the radio 

(“Sounds of Surveillance”). In Chapter 2 of Sounds of Belonging, however, Casillas pays 

specific attention to the gender politics heard through the discourse and sounds that frame 

immigration lawyer call-in segments in both “El Cucuy” and the “Línea Abierta,” a 

segment of the public station Radio Bilingüe. She notes how most callers tend to be women, 

suggesting their role as the protectors of family integrity. In contrast, to their agentic role, 

men are the ones addressed with calls for political action (98-99). The political 

empowerment of disenfranchised immigrant men is thus instituted through masculinist 

speech, further silencing the effort of Latina women (103).  
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A number of recent texts focus on Latina/o listening audiences. As discussed in 

Casillas’ bibliography, these include an ethnographic study on the listening habits of Latino 

janitors at a large research university, a survey of Los Angeles listening “tastes” according 

to socioeconomic status, the role of radio in the lives of Latino soldiers during WWII, the 

correlation between electoral ads and voter turn-out, and Latino youth listening practices 

in relation to their political education, and Casillas own piece on radio listening (loudly) 

on the job as a self-signaling of race and class identity.8 While my analysis discusses how 

audiences are imagined and interpellated as particular intersectional subjects by Latina 

radio hosts, my focus in this project is not on the modes of listening created by work in 

question or the listening experiences of audiences from their perspectives as that type of 

analysis would require a different methodological approach.9 

As Casillas notes, there is a significant need for scholarship that explores Latina/o 

radio beyond West Coast productions. For instance, Radio Marti, a Cuban-American anti-

Fidel Castro organization previously funded by the late President Reagan. Other gaps 

include the history of Latina/o radio in Midwest and East Coast Puerto Rican hubs 

(“Spanish-Language”). Alberto Laguna’s, Diversión: Play and Popular Culture in Cuban 
                                                
8See: Anguiano, José. Latino Listening Cultures: Identity, Affect, and Resilience in Chicana/o Music 
Practices. Ph.D., diss, University of California Santa Barbara, 2012; Arnheim, Rudolph and Collins Bayne, 
Martha.  “Foreign Language Broadcasts over Local American Stations,” in Radio Research, 1941, edited 
by Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Frank N. Stanton. Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1941; Davila, Arlene, Latinos Inc: 
The Making and Marketing of a People, UC Press, 2001, León Orozco, Graciela. The Education and 
Empowerment of Immigrant Latinos through Talk Radio, Ph.D. diss. University of the Pacific, 2001, 
Panagopoulos, Costas and Green, Donald. “Spanish-language Radio Advertisements and Latino Voter 
Turnout in the 2006 Congressional Elections: Field Experimental Evidence,” Political Research Quarterly, 
vol. 64, no. 3, 2011, pp. 588-599, Rivas-Rodriguez, Maggie. “Embracing the Ether: Radio and the Latino 
WWII Latino Generation.” In Beyond the Latino WWII Hero: Social and Political Legacies of WWII. 
edited by Maggie Rivas-Rodriguez and Emilio Zamora, University of Texas Press, 2009, pp. 21-37, and 
Rodriguez, América. Making Latino News: Race, Language, and Class, SAGE, 1999. 
9Regarding American radio, Susan Douglas discusses modes of listening produced by American (white 
male) radio forms of exploratory listening, story listening, and listening of jazz as a racial aural trapdoor, 
and the gender politics of white male-centered radio and white male listening. On the topic of podcasting, 
Angela Iraheta is currently conduction a Masters Capstone Project at San Jose State University which 
surveys Latina listeners listening experiences, choices, and desired programing (Personal Communication). 
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America (2017), makes significant strides in this effort by discussing the entangled history 

between the U.S. government and Miami-based Cuban American radio stations, including 

Radio Martí, in the 1960s and beyond (60-69). Through the optic of “diversión,” as both 

an archive of ludic popular culture and a performative logic that produces sociability, 

Laguna discusses how Cuban Americans make sense and narrate their community lives (8-

9). In Chapter 2, he focuses on the generational position of morning radio hosts Enrique 

Santos and Joe Ferrero, children of Cuban exiles raised in the U.S. circa the year 2000 (58-

88). While his analysis of Ferrero and Santos does not touch on gender politics, his 

discussion on Pepe Billete, a stereotyped puppet of a Cuban American man that began as 

YouTube meme and turned into turned Sirius XM radio and social media personality, 

touches on his conflating of race and sexuality by using language that normalizes 

hypermasculinity (173-182). In addition, as part of Tom McEnaney’s larger discussion on 

the development of early Pan-American radio in Acoustic Properties: Radio, Narrative, 

and the New Neighborhood of the Americas (2017), he includes a discussion on Cuban and 

U.S. “radio wars” following the Cuban Revolution.  

Finally, two current publications authored by leaders in commercial Spanish-

language radio chronicle the trajectory of a number of popular (mostly male) radio hosts. 

The first is En la misma sintonía: Vidas de la radio a project of Juan Carlos Hidalgo, a 

radio strategist and C.E.O. of the Pan-American music charting company radioNotas. This 

is an independently published collection containing forty-seven biographies of prominent 

Latina/o and Latin American radio hosts, of which only three are women.10 The second is 

El Cucuy: En la cumbre de la pobreza, Renan Almendárez Coello’s autobiography.11  

                                                
10Reflecting the gender politics of Spanish-language radio industry, as I will discuss in Chapter 1, Alicia 
Alarcón is excluded from this collection.  
11The following archives provide additional starting points for future research projects on talk-based 
Latina/o radio: The Kosofsky Ethnic Radio Collection housed at The Paley Center for Media which holds 
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The current period in the history of Latina/o radio is characterized by the merging 

of analog and digital technologies allowing local stations global reach through internet 

broadcasting, as well as providing new avenues for amateur producers to speak to specific 

national and transnational listening audiences as identified across different nodes of 

intersectional identities, be it ethnic, political, professional, gender, sexual, etc. Podcasting, 

as I will discuss in greater length in Chapter Three, counterpoints the Latina/o identities 

promoted by liberal corporate Spanish and English-language media, through a proliferation 

of radiophonic, or radio-like, voices that not only express diverse subjectivities but re-

imagine the genre of talk radio. In agreement with Casillas (“Spanish-Language”), the 

current period of Digital Radio period begins in the first decade of the 21st century with 

the increased access and quality of wireless and mobile technologies. In the late 2010s as 

the “digital native” millennial generation came of age, a new economy of production based 

on sharing proliferated amateur production of web-based sound media through internet 

radio, podcasting, and user-created music playlists.  

Indeed, the saliency of both analog radio and online streaming (web-based 

broadcasts accessed on-demand), is reflected in the statistics provided by the marketing 

research firm Nielsen (previously Arbitron). Their 2016 report, Latina 2.0 details that 

Latina women out-index all other White and non-White ethnic groups in all categories of 
                                                
late 1990s and early 2000s recordings of the Southern California-based AM station Radio Unica and the 
New York-based Radio WAD, among others (“Kosofksy”); The Latino USA Records (1986-2000) housed 
at the Nettie Lee Benson Latin American Collection, a weekly English-language radio program hosted by 
Maria Hinojosa in collaboration with National Public Radio (Texas Archival, Latino USA); and La Hora 
Presbiteriana Audio Collection (1953-1957), a weekly 15-minute Spanish-language program produced by 
the West Texas Presbytery for broadcast in southwestern Texas and Mexico (The Presbytery). This list, 
omits the possibility that media conglomerates including Univision, Entravision, Liberman, iHeartMedia, 
and Spanish Broadcasting System, among others, keep their own archives which could potentially be 
accessed by researchers. In addition, the personal archive of Alicia Alarcón (discussed in Chapter 1), 
contains over one thousand CD recordings, among a number of items such as her book and magazine 
manuscripts, documenting her work in AM radio from the mid 1990s to the present. Other personal 
archives like Alarcón’s remain to be discovered.  
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media consumption and media ownership. This suggests their bicultural literacy, increased 

economic and educational attainment, and the role of communication as a gendered cultural 

value as specifically significant. Beyond a marketing analysis, I concur with Casillas’ 

suggestion that radio is an extension of oral traditions such as testimonios, storytelling, 

songtelling, and chisme (gossip), as stressed by Chicana/o and Latina/o scholars, that long 

“Radio, with its audio feature, is an extension of such [sic] oral traditions, that stand in as 

“flesh” for Latina/o bodies “as sound evidence of past and continued injustices.” Moreover, 

“Oral practices help circulate stores, archive experiences, and strengthen emotional ties for 

Latinas/os with allegiances to more than one culture, language and nation” (“Radio” 181). 

This dissertation examines the extension of oral traditions in radio through an analysis of 

Latinas’ gendered voice and sound. Whereas Casillas argues that Latina/o radio serves as 

an “acoustic ally” to produce, “a sense of political recognition to a listenership long 

neglected by English-language media and defined by class, race, language, and/or legal 

status” (184), my analysis looks to other sites of recognition between radio voices and their 

listeners, including the intersections of ethnic identities, class, gender, and sexuality.12 
 

THE EMBODIED POLITICS OF LATINA VOICES IN POPULAR CULTURE 

This project is rooted in my childhood experience of listening to my mother’s voice. 

Growing up in rural Mexico, her unrelenting storytelling lulled my two sisters and me to 

sleep. After immigrating to California, her endless sobremesas, the time spent talking at 

                                                
12Other important studies on Third World women and radio include: Abreu, Rita. Damas con antifaz: 
Mujeres en la radio 1920-1960. Editorial Ink, 2017. Buddle, Kathleen. “Aboriginal Cultural Capital 
Creation and Radio Production in Urban Ontario.” Canadian Journal of Communication, vol. 30, 2005, pp. 
7-39 and Gold, Tami, and Gerardo Renique. “A Rainbow in the Midst of a Hurricane: Alternative Media 
and the Popular Struggle in Oaxaca, Mexico.” Radical Teacher, vol. 81, no. 1, Apr. 2008, pp. 8–13. 
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the kitchen table after meals, connected us to our family’s history and instilled with us a 

sense of pride that helped us face the racism and anti-immigrant sentiments out in the 

world. The sound of radio and the sound of media in general, were also a constant presence 

in my childhood, as they are for the average Latina/o household, which spends an 

approximately thirteen hours a week listening to the radio and twenty-eight and a half hours 

watching television (Statistica.com; Nielsen.com "Audio Today"). In fact, the voice of 

Alicia Alarcón (discussed in Chapter 1), filled our two-bedroom trailer home, as my mother 

tuned-in to AM radio while going on about her day as a full-time homemaker. For my 

father, AM talk radio was a constant companion during his daily six-hour night shift at the 

dairy where we lived and worked. During school vacations, when the family came together 

to share la comida, he would often recap his previous nights’ radio listening on topics 

ranging from national politics to U.F.O. and paranormal sightings including the infamous 

goat’s blood-feeding alien el chupacabras. 

My intellectual pursuits have centered on marginalized spaces of knowledge 

production. Within the context of literary studies, I have pursued learning about women’s 

intellectual and cultural work, especially when course syllabi explicitly left women out of 

the cultural canon. Motivated by the intellectual freedom encouraged by my mentors at UT 

Austin, I have written on the politics of gender across popular Latina/o cultural spaces 

(“Don Cheto,” “Contestaciones”). While pursuing my graduate studies, my interests in 

reading gender politics in popular culture grew from my daily experience of listening to 

the local radio stations La Zeta and Radio Mujer-Austin during my daily commutes. This 

preliminary informal research totaled five years, two years as a working professional, and 

three years as a graduate student. In the Fall of 2015, while taking a course on the literature 

and cultural life of Latin American radio with Professor Luis Carcamo-Huechante 

simultaneously with a course on U.S. Mexico border sounds with Professor Dustin 
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Tahmahkera, my academic and leisurely interests aligned to formulate the question that 

frames this research project: What does feminism sound like in popular Latina/o radio 

cultures?  

This question was sparked by the marked contrast in the sonic performance of 

femininity and feminisms I kept hearing in radio during my daily commute. Marlene 

Quinto, the chola immigrant co-host of the comedic talk and music morning show, El Show 

de Don Cheto (discussed in Chapter 2), would angrily confront the misogynist comments 

of male listeners and insist on the acceptance of non-heteronormative genders and 

sexualities. Meanwhile, she would deny being a “feminista” due to the negative 

connotation carried by this term in Mexican working-class popular culture. By contrast, 

the male and female radio hosts of Radio Mujer-Austin, a satellite station of Radio Mujer 

based in Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico, sonically performed and promoted femininity as 

domesticity through urban and middle-class aesthetic sensitivities.13 In the few instances 

when gender violence was discussed, the focus was on helping victims through by 

promoting and providing mental health resources that would enable victims to help 

themselves. Yet, some of their more patronizing male hosts would also casually use 

homophonic and misogynist language as part of their humor. However inconsistent, both 

of these examples illustrate moves to address violence against women in Latin American 

and Latina/o cultures.  

The sites for violence against Latina women are numerous, especially for women 

that are more vulnerable to abuses due to their precarious economic and legal status. In the 

home, women are subject to physical, psychological, and sexual violence from their 

                                                
13Due to time and space considerations, this project does not include my research on this station and its 
hosts. My interview with Alejandra Frias, host of the advice show Desde el alma, will serve as material for 
a future publication.  
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intimate partners and other family members. Immigrant women from lower economic 

classes are subject to abuse and exploitation en route to and once settled in the U.S. In 

medical institutions, Latinas continue to be subject to forced sterilizations and abusive 

medical birth practices. Women maquiladora workers at the U.S./Mexico border endure 

exploitation, sexual abuse, and continue to be targeted for rape and murder giving rise to 

the concept of feminicidios, a harrowing epidemic of gender-based killings.14  

These types of visible forms of violence against women receive due attention in 

academia, mass media, and by advocacy and community organizations. Using Johan 

Galtung’s framework for understanding the dimensions of violence, they are “direct” as in 

the case of killings and physical abuse, or “structural,” carried out systematically by state 

and/or social institutions as in the case of exploitation, discrimination, and legal 

marginalization. These types of visible violence limit the life and movement of individuals 

and leave a mark on their psyche (Galtung 291-292). The third type of violence is less 

perceptible because it operates symbolically through the narratives that normalize the more 

visible forms of violence. “cultural violence” legitimizes direct and structural violence by 

“changing the moral color” of violent acts so that they are perceived as acceptable (292). 

For instance, in the case of the feminicidios in at the U.S./Mexico border, the victims are 

often directly or indirectly blamed for their murders because of the attire they wore, or the 

fact that they were walking home without a chaperone, as if these actions legitimize the 
                                                
14 For an analysis of gender violence in relation to coloniality see Lugones, María. “Colonialidad y 
Género.” Tabula Rasa. Bogotá-Colombia. no. 0, July-December 2008. 73-101. Also, Morash, Merry et al. 
“Cultural-Specific Gender Ideology and Wife Abuse in Mexican-Descent Families” International Review 
of Victimology. vol. 7, issue 1-3, Jan. 2001, 67-91. For an account of sexual abuse en route to the U.S. see 
Martinez, Oscar. The Beast: Riding the Rains and Dodging Narcos on the Migrant Trail. Verso, 2014. For 
a discussion on forced sterilization see Minna Stern, Alexandra. Eugenic Nation: Faults and frontiers of 
Better Breeding in Modern America. UC Press, 2016. On the topic of feminicidios see Portillo, Lourdes et 
al. Señorita Extraviada. Women Make Movies, 2001. For a comprehensive discussion on the role of 
legality see Villalón, Roberta. Violence Against Latina Immigrants: Citizenship, Inequality, and 
Community. NYU Press, 2010.  
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disposability of women’s bodies (Wright 157). Alicia Schmidt Camacho identifies a 

“Lupita Epoxy” narrative that defines Mexican and Central American migrant women’s 

subjectivity within the neoliberal political economy of the 1990s. She is “an ultramodern 

superheroine, one whose special skill is wholly identified with the labor process  Like the 

superheroines of fiction, however, she finds that her powers bind her irrevocably to the 

demands placed on her” (240-241). Through an analysis of female worker’s testimonials 

from the border, Schmidt Camacho recognizes a “fronteriza subjectivity” that places the 

loss of bodily integrity as a central narrative (241-242).   

Cultural violence pervades popular culture and Latina radiophonic feminisms 

principally contest this type of violence which is the common currency of misogyny in 

everyday life. Here, I define popular culture as the aesthetic material and immaterial 

productions and practices that either demark consumers as “low status” or in binary 

opposition to elite forms of production. As affirmed by Pierre Bourdieu, the valuation of 

cultural production across a hierarchy of value, from “high-brow” to “low brow,” is 

underpinned by socialization processes through which the dominant classes define 

aesthetic values while dominated classes are taught to value aesthetic forms already 

legitimized. In this framework, popular culture is equated with “low-brow” tastes and 

accordingly perceived as being less valuable for use as a subject for academic study. A 

defining characteristic of popular culture is its low cost for consumers and/or producers, 

making such products or practices widely accessible (Parker 158-163). Moreover, and in 

agreement with Stuart Hall, popular culture one of the key “sites where this struggle for 

and against the culture of the powerful is engaged; it is also the sake to be won or lost in 

that struggle” (239). 

In the current era of globalization, the marketization of cultural identities continues 

to blur cultural borders, as such, popular culture is an especially relevant entry point to 
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understand the social complexity of the current moment (Martín-Barbero 191). The mass 

circulation of TV, radio, and video blurs national identities so that the act of consumption 

is a key determinant of citizenship. Through consumption, people respond to their 

biological, symbolic, and ritual needs and desires and in doing so agree, as a society, as to 

what is valued as “ours” (García Canclini 53). Thus, popular culture is both a site for the 

negotiation of values and identities and an entry point to understanding the larger 

restructuring of society in the current age post-millennial age. This age is defined by a 

number of still evolving concepts including globalization, late capitalism, the Digital Age, 

the Imagination Age, and the Social Economy. By design, I do not discuss my case studies 

through any one of these lenses in particular but will refer to each concept throughout in 

connection to the aspects of the current social, economic, and cultural moments that each 

case study reflects.   

If cultural violence, as Galtung suggests, changes the moral color of violent acts, 

this project closely listens for the sonic means through which Latinas wash out its veneer. 

While Latina feminisms are typically discussed from the perspectives of literary, visual, 

narrative, ethnographic, and political analysis, by paying attention to the sound within and 

around Latina radiophonic voices, this project makes a unique contribution to the fields of 

Latina/o, Women, Gender, Feminist, Media, Cultural, and Sound Studies. As such, my 

theoretical framework is interdisciplinary drawing from concepts discussed in these 

interrelated fields as oriented through a Sound Studies approach to the study of popular 

culture.  

Through an interdisciplinary approach, this dissertation examines the gender 

politics of radio, both on and off the air, by paying attention to both narrative elements—

which include the spoken content, themes, and the cultural contexts in which speech 

occurs—and by closely listening for sonic elements that frame and add meanings to their 
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radio hosts’ speech including their gendered performances of voice, music choices, and 

sounds in the broadcast and recording environments. I orient my analysis through Jonathan 

Stern’s proposition that thinking about sound can be an “analytical point of departure or 

arrival. By analyzing both sonic practices and the discourses and institutes that describe 

them [the study of sound] re-describes what sound does in the human world, and what 

humans do in the sonic world” (2).  In this way, a Sound Studies methodology involves 

listening closely for sonic elements in and around Latina radiophonic voices, for their 

affects (or what they produce and intend to produce in listeners) and their agency, as 

expressed in sonic strategies through which individuals and communities enact power. 

I draw from Chicana feminist theories on the embodied politics and women’s sites 

of knowledge production to read the politics of sound and voice. In this way, this 

investigation aligns with the project of Chicana academics who beginning in the 1960s 

voiced the need to create and recover their own epistemological expressions and articulate 

alternative theoretical models rooted in the perspectives of Third World women-a category 

that includes women of color in First World countries. Through a construction of theory in 

the flesh, “the physical realities of our lives—our skin color, the land or concrete we grew 

up on, our sexual longings – all fuse to create a politic born out of necessity” (Moraga and 

Anzaldúa 21). This vision named El Mundo Zurdo, looks within the self and the “deep core 

of our roots” for silenced spiritualties that empower women of color to engage in daily 

struggle against multiple oppressions and to “recognize the effects that our external 

circumstances of sex, class, race, and sexuality have on our perceptions of ourselves-even 

in our most private unspoken moments” (218). One strategy articulated by Gloria Anzaldúa 

is that of writing as if “speaking in tongues.” Rejecting the style of “esoteric bullshit and 

pseudo intellectualizing” learned in school that aims to distance the writer from her own 

words, she urges women of color should evoke the social from personal realities, “not 
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through rhetoric but through blood and pus and sweat” (181-193). Using this method in her 

seminal book, Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza and the subsequent this bridge 

we call home, Anzaldúa articulates a process for connecting with intuitive knowledge or 

conocimiento by use of la facultad, a perception that transcends the blinding paradigms of 

reasoning and rationality (Ohmer 148-159). The optic of theory in the flesh and 

conocimiento allow me to hear how radiophonic feminisms constitute a “politic born out 

of necessity” that is concretely situated in the social realities, embodied subjectivities, and 

conocimientos of Latina women.  

Furthermore, this project also aligns with the directive of historian Emma Perez to 

discern the decolonizing imaginary, by paying attention to a third space between colonial 

and postcolonial history where the voices of women of color and other marginalized groups 

are heard in their “silences and gaps.” As Perez suggests, the technologies of sexuality, 

desire, and gender, serve as a point of departure for studying the herstory of Chicanas and 

women of color (23). The histories and silenced archives discussed in this project are 

indeed part of that decolonial imaginary where questions of sexuality, desire, and gender 

echo throughout the work of Latina radio hosts.  

Underscoring the necessity of thinking about feminisms in the plural, I reference 

Donna Haraway’s concept of situated knowledge. In her discussion of a feminist approach 

to the physical sciences, Haraway argues for an epistemological stance that counters the 

premise of the mind/body divide by paying attention to the historical and social location of 

the interpreting subject who is unavoidably limited and embedded in her situated 

knowledge (Haraway 183-201). As reflected in my personal interviews with Latina radio 

hosts, their situated knowledge intersect their childhood, family, and immigrant histories, 

local/regional/translocal kindships, experiences as students and professionals, and so on. 

The concept of situated knowledge is similar to conocimiento as discussed by Josie 
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Méndez-Negrete as, “knowledge of self through interaction with others”—a collaborative 

knowing that engages senses and emotions (“Pedagogical Conocimientos”). For women of 

color, family history narratives help us understand the social and cultural worlds in which 

we interact to gain “insights and knowledge about whom we are in relationship to this very 

nation that aims to promote so-called freedom, equality, and justice for all—as we critically 

examine family histories in context of social histories” (Conocimiento Rationale). 

Chicana and women of color feminist scholarship provide tools to think about how 

Latinas experience and respond to multiple layers of oppression. Chela Sandoval’s concept 

of differential consciousness outlines a type of oppositional conciseness that “queers and 

kaleidoscopes” other modes of oppositional consciousness (equal rights, supremacist, 

separatist, and differential). It is a “kinetic motion that maneuvers, politically transfigures, 

and orchestrates while demanding alienation, perversion, and reformation in both 

spectators and practitioners,” it permits subjects to “function within, yet beyond, the 

demands of ideology” (30).  The concept of intersectionality as developed by Black 

feminists, signals that oppression is experienced not through distinct and fundamental types 

(gender oppression vs. racial oppression, for example), but through layered and intersecting 

paradigms that work together to produce injustice (Hill Collins 18).  

In contrast to the highly specialized language of academic feminism, women 

outside of academic circles draw from a number of both hegemonic and popular feminist 

ideological traditions to conceptualize their particular politics. For the women I study, these 

include ideas about gender and gender activism that originate in a Mexican transnational 

cultural imaginary. In very general terms, feminism in Mexico passed through three stages. 

In its early stage and into the early 20th century middle-class women advocated for 

intellectual equality, the right to education, and valorized supposed feminine attributes. In 

the mid and late 20th century, influenced by Second-Wave feminism, women advocated 
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for greater sexual and domestic equality. Into the 21st century, feminismo popular is 

centered on concrete political action to achieve women’s right to her own body and against 

misogynist violence.15 

                                                
15 In Mexico, the word feminism first appeared around the turn on the 20th century among elite urban 
circles. At this time and place women were concerned with re-vindicating the intellectual equality between 
men and women, the right to education, and the valorization of “feminine” attributes such as emotional 
capacity, moral superiority among others (Cano 345). Women’s emancipation was imagined through 
education, a tradition of print culture, women’s magazines. In the post-revolutionary era there was little 
progress made in terms of political changes but feminist adopted a Marxist analysis placing greater 
emphasis on the economic state of women and egalitarian elements of feminism. During this time Mexican 
feminist met with Mexican feminist in the U.S. adopting a wide platform of issues that continued an 
egalitarian stance between genders but continue to make clear distinctions between men and women’s 
social functions (349-350). There were ruptures between conservative and leftist factions, the former 
adopted a morality as a platform for gender equity while the latter, firmly grounded in Marxist thought, 
stressed economic conditions (351). The concerns of women from popular classes were incorporated into 
feminist struggle beginning in the 1930s, but also at this time the term “feminism” as dropped, as it was 
associated with bourgeois women under a Marxist analysis. The notion of women’s social function as 
solely defined by her biology as mother was also questioned. In the 40s the movement for women’s 
suffrage began but it would not be established until 1953 with the passage of article 34 (353). 
 
The next period of advance occurred in light of the counterculture movements of the 1960s, university 
women were influenced by the Women’s Liberation movement (otherwise known as second-wave 
feminism) of U.S. feminists (354). The adoption of the concerns of women’s liberation (a critique of 
inequality in daily life, domestic work, and moral sexuality) displaced the earlier concerns of feminist 
struggle in Mexico. The activity of feminists of this era such as Rosario Castellanos, resulted in greater 
attention to the inequity between sexes especially in topics of sexuality and domestic labor where women, 
especially working women, suffered a double weight in responsibility as workers and in the home (354-
355). In tandem with the U.N. evocation of 1975 as International Women’s Year, multiple reforms were 
made in Mexico to liberate women from oppressive laws such as having to have a husband’s written 
permission in order to work (356). Other important achievements in terms of laws against sexual abuse and 
women’s rights over their bodies were made in this decade. Feminist critique of culture also flourished 
during this time, but again this was a field that did not involve the concerns of women outside middle-class 
circles.  
 
Working class women mobilized around addressing a diversity of issues relevant to popular classes 
beginning in the 1980s this is known as “feminismo popular” (358). Feminismo popular is grounded in 
grassroots movements born out of localized political struggles and is manifested through practice, less than 
through theorization and literary debate (Gargallo). In the 1990s feminist ideas materialized most 
noticeably with the Ley Revolucionaria de Mujeres decreed by the women in EZLN, their demands 
revolved around women’s right to their own body and against misogynist violence (Cano 359) and in the 
Mujeres de Negro. Patricia Ravelo Blancas highlights a crucial point of conflict between grassroots 
feminism and middle-class feminism that played out in the context of women response to feminicidios in 
Ciudad Juárez. In 2004 she issued a contentious statement of non profit organizations that moved in to help 
victims of feminicidios but, in her assessment, had become stagnated in their work and become career 
ladders for the personal benefit of some, thus re-instating hierarchical relationships of power between the 
state and the politically disenfranchised (21).   
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One key idea which resonates throughout the critique of gender inequality in 

Mexican culture is the cultural trope of the “mujer abnegada,” the abnegated woman, who 

is the counterpart to the patriarch, macho subject. Normative gender roles in Mexico reflect 

the influence of the hegemonic role of Catholic doctrine which positions women as 

subordinate to men and instates marriage and motherhood as women’s most respected 

social roles. The mujer abnegada is trained to be subservient to all others in the household, 

and especially to the men. As her dignity and her sexuality are one and the same, she is 

condemned to a long chain of sexual abstinence (virginity, fidelity, and frigidity) which 

confine her at each stage in life. The macho, on the other hand, is first and foremost an 

egotistical creature. All societal structures accommodate for his free exercise of sexuality 

which is his greatest predilection. Monogamy is deemed for him impossible and demanding 

and his numerous romantic conquest must be advertised (Alegría 273-277). The macho 

subject is self-centered, he sees women as obliged to provide him with comfort and 

pleasure and is expected to express his manhood by pleasuring his body in excess through 

drinking, wenching, and the like (Rincón 27). In this framework women are socially 

confined by the so-called virgen/puta dichotomy, that is, the discourse of colonized 

femininity that enforced the idea that a woman’s body is not her own, but an instrument 

through which to measure male honor, an object for male sexual pleasure, and designed to 

nurture sons and reproduce itself through daughters (Anzaldúa 53).  

As Chicana scholars have observed, in addition to Catholic doctrine, certain ideas 

of femininity linked to pre-Hispanic origins also play a role in the Mexican cultural 

imaginary. Namely, the narratives around the histories and myths of Nuestra Señora de 

Guadalupe, La Malinche, and La Llorona have served to both normalize and contest 

masculine domination. In the most conservative accounts, Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe is 

presumed to represent a passive mother, a mere receptor of her children’s pain. But 
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Chicanas and Mexicanas have reinterpreted her as a “working Goddess” who advocates 

and labors for her children (Cotera). Likewise, La Malinche, or Malinalli Tenepac/Doña 

Marina, translator and mistress to Hernán Cortés, is popularly deemed as the ultimate abject 

subject and traitor to the nation but is reclaimed as a remarkable woman who broke through 

the power structures of her time to become a spokesperson and leader (Romero and Harris). 

La Llorona is not only the spirit of the broken and remorseful mother Malinche, but is also 

reinterpreted as a wailing advocate against injustice (Alarcón, “Tradddutora"). 

The feminisms of Latina hosts also echo the goals of North American feminist 

movements. The widely used “wave metaphor” distinguishes three periods characterized 

by distinct goals. In the 19th and early 20th century, the principal concern was women’s 

suffrage, education, and civil liberties. The goals of Second-wave feminism, also known 

as the Women’s Liberation Movement, centered on consciousness-raising, a process to 

recognize and challenge male domination. Advocating that “the personal is political” 

women looked to how patriarchy as a totalizing ideology permeates personal institutions 

such as marriage, child-rearing, and sexual practices. Postfeminism or the “third wave” is 

characterized by the marketization of feminism under the “we can have it all” mantra, 

turning women into hyper-consumer of feminine paraphernalia and equating liberation 

with economic success within a capitalist framework.16   
                                                
16 The wave metaphor identifies three major distinctive time periods in the evolution of Western feminism. 
First-wave feminism centered on women’s suffrage and originated alongside the 19th century temperance 
and abolitionist movement in both Britain and the U.S. Of principal concern were the issues of women’s 
education, civil liberties, and social roles. Even after the slow attainment of women’s voting rights in 1928, 
women were still expected to lead quiet lives in the home. Women’s participation in the workforce to aid 
war efforts of the early century produced slow advancements leading into the 1970s (Sanders 20-23). 
Second-wave feminism is also known as the Women’s Liberation Movement, as defined and experienced 
by mostly White U.S. women. The goals shifted legal equity, to consciousness-raising as a process to 
recognize and challenge male domination. This movement took place in the context of the 1960’s Civil 
Rights Era and the Vietnam War, a time that saw an intensification of the political mobilization of minority 
groups challenging oppressive legal and social institutions. Second wave feminists advocated that “the 
personal is political” in a move to recognize that male domination is experienced in personal institutions 
such as marriage, child rearing, and sexual practices. The idea of patriarchy was developed beyond the 
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The concerns of contemporary Latina feminists (some of whom do not identify with 

one or both of these terms as part of their politics) are varied and connect to multiple 

feminist histories and epistemologies. The objective of this dissertation is not to establish 

definite their ideologies and particular feminist thinkers or movements, but to understand 

each case study as a singular example of feminism that is situated from within specifically 

situated knowledge and intersectional subject positions. My use of “feminisms,” in the 

plural, aims to reflect this specificity.  

 

CLOSE LISTENING AS A DECOLONIZING RESEARCH METHOD 

As Christine Ehrick concludes from her study on the gender politics of early South 

American radio, the “sound of patriarchy” is the absence of women’s voice. As an 

extension of the historical exclusion of women from speaking and professing, early radio 

barred women’s voices due to supposed technical limitations. As new frequencies were 

added that allowed women’s higher pitched voices to be more clearly carried by radio 

waves, women’s main flaw continued to be that they did not sound like men (16)—an 

argument which remains current, as we often hear women in public arena criticized for 
                                                
notion of a dominant paternal figure to encompass the totalizing ideology and culture that women 
internalize to accept a status of inferiority (Thronham 28-32). The model of French feminism, rooted in 
phsychoanalytic theory and focused on the way in which language constructs sexual difference, is also 
inserted into second-wave feminism and took hold in Cultural Studies into the 1980s (34). At the turn of the 
twenty-first century, some argue for era of “postfeminism” with a general reluctance against second-wave 
feminism as was portrayed (and misrepresented) in popular media. Postfeminism, in this sense, seems to be 
characterized by heterosexist debates around issues of victimization, autonomy, and responsibility, but 
lacking a critique of gender (Gamble 36-40). One critique of postfeminism is that the marketization of 
feminism under the “we can have it all” mantra has turned women into hyper-consumers of make-up, pills, 
cosmetic surgery, etc., but ignores that some women’s “liberation” is facilitated by the exploitation of 
others. This “third wave” of pluralist feminism is criticized for turning away from addressing social 
injustices in favor of individual liberation as defined by market forces (44-45). In this context “popular 
feminism” is understood as the market cooption of women’s liberation (Erdman Farrell). Although the 
wave metaphor is widely taught, it is criticized for its neglect of the experiences of women of color, men, 
and young people, among others, and it is challenged by historians for creating a misleading notion that 
feminist politics only occurs “in dramatic waves of revolutionary activism” (Laughlin, et al. 77). 
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having a “shrill,” “childish” or overly “sensual” voice. In such spaces of unwelcome, her 

voice is socially and aesthetically “dissonant.”17 Thus, a woman’s voice on the radio is 

heard as “a performance of the gendered body and as a challenge to the regime wherein 

women are disproportionately expected to be silent (or at least quiet)” (17). Following this 

line of thought, my methodology listens for moments in which sonic femininity creates 

both dissonance and solidarity between Latina radio hosts and their gendered audiences. 

Through a close listening methodology, which I define here, this project tailors an approach 

to the study of popular culture-oriented through the emerging field of Sound Studies.  

Sound Studies is an interdisciplinary and adaptable field that opens a possibility to 

imagine new methodologies for the study of sound in popular culture (García Quiñonez 

68). In contrast to musicology and popular music studies, which are the fields that closely 

proceeded it, its main focus is not on the development and economies, technologies, media 

industries that allow for their production, distribution, and appreciation. Rather, it considers 

sound phenomena within and across more expansive contexts such as the relationship 

between cultures and technologies, science, urbanization, etc. As Jonathan Stern proposes, 

it is about “thinking across sounds” to discern how different aspects of sound interact with 

each other to construct sonic life (2-3).  

“Close listening”, in contrast to the literary method of “close reading” where the 

objective is to separate the author from her biography, does connect the layered “text” of 

speech (materiality of voice and contextual sounds) to speaker’s personal and social 

                                                
17As I was editing these paragraphs, Iris Cisneros, a Latina sports announcer made history by becoming 
the first woman to narrate a sports match in U.S. Spanish-language television. A survey of the first thirty 
comments posted in reply to the Univision Deportes Twitter post capturing the moment in which Cisneros 
sang her first “Gooooooool!” clearly demonstrates the idea of “dissonance.” The vast majority of male 
commenters expressed their disapproval and dislike for her narration and the quality of her voice. Some 
questioned her credentials or her possible familial connections to Univision executives. (@UnivisionSports, 
“Así cantó el gol @IrisCisneros_ ¡Gol histórico por ser el primero narrado por una mujer!” Twitter, 10 
March 2018, 8:55 PM, twitter.com/UnivisionSports/status/972692587847938048) 
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biographies. However, like close reading, it is primarily concerned with discerning how 

the internal mechanisms of a text work to reveal a unifying idea. In other words, a close 

listening methodology pays attention to meaning derived from the internal mechanics of a 

text, the meaning derived from the author’s biography, the social context in which speech 

is produced, and the cultural history of the medium. This method aligns with Celia Haig-

Brown’s idea of listening differently, “not yielding to the temptation to blithely 

answer/investigate our own questions rather than those that come from beyond our cultural 

and social imaginations and epistemologies” (418).18 

In my close listening to the work of Latina radio hosts, I employ three modes of 

listening that I categorize as inductive, contextual, and dialogic. The three modes allow me 

to question the authorial intentions of speakers within their distinct social contexts and 

answer my guiding question: how does the sonic performance of femininity encode 

feminist ideologies in popular culture?  

The inductive mode of listening refers to studying a large number of sonic texts 

(live and recorded broadcasts, podcasts, Youtube posts, etc.) in order to recognize general 

themes, storylines, and ideas. This meant listening and re-listening to hours of audio 

material throughout the course of three years while I formulated, investigated, and edited 

my research. I kept organized notes on each sample’s structure, topics covered, opinions 

expressed, vocal features, and any other note-worthy linguistic or sound phenomena. Using 

these notes, I indexed each sample with three to seven keywords using the “tags” feature 

                                                
18My close listening methodology party departs from Charles Bernstein’s notion of “close listening” as a 
consideration of prosody in light of the performance of and sounding of poetry (3). However, while 
Bernstein’s framework thinks about the performance of a written text, here I am proposing a critical tool 
for considering talk radio as a primarily speech-based genre that largely bypasses the text and the 
hegemonic institutions that legitimize knowledge. 
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of the note-taking software Evernote. This tool provided me with a count of the total 

number of the tag’s occurrence allowing me to identify important recurring themes.  

The contextual mode of listening is oriented around key works that have aimed to 

define Sound Studies as an analytical approach. These are Michael Bull and Les Back’s 

“deep listening,” Jonathan Stern’s idea of “thinking sonically,” and the methodological 

orientation of musicologist Alejandro Madrid. Bull and Back list four “aphoristic 

reflections” at stake in the practice of considering sound as a point of departure for cultural 

studies. These are:   
• Sound makes us re-think the meaning, nature, and significance of social 

experience. 
• Sound makes us re-think our relationship to community. 
• Sound makes us re-think our relational experiences, how we relate to others, 

ourselves and the spaces and places we inhabit. 
• Sound makes us re-think our relationship to power (4) 

 

This re-thinking through sound is concerned with elements outside of specific sonic 

events that extend to the social, spatial, and power structures that organize and give 

meaning to sound and listening experiences. In a similar fashion, Jonathan Stern suggests 

a process of “redescribing” through the study of sound in order to understand “what sound 

does in the human world, and what humans do in the sonic world” (2). For Stern thinking 

sonically means thinking conjecturally about sound and culture in order to “ask big 

questions” about cultural moments, crises, problems. It is a challenge to think across 

sounds to consider sonic phenomena in relation to one another, “as types of sonic 

phenomena rather than as things-in-themselves—whether they be music, voices, listening, 

media, buildings, performances, and another path into sonic life.”19 Along with this 

intention, my dissertation is thinking sonically by questioning the relationship between the 

                                                
19 Emphasis in original. 
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self-production of femininity through sound, the diverse meanings and affects of womens’ 

voices, and different types of radiophonic media. I draw further inspiration from 

musicologist Alejandro Madrid’s insight into the performative power of “popular musics.” 

He formulates nontraditional music research questions along the logic of “asking not only 

what these musics are—but also what they do and allow people to do in their everyday 

lives” (2). Likewise, my objective is not only to describe the work of Latina radio hosts 

(what is heard) but also inquire what their work allows them to do across different aspects 

of their personal and social lives. Contextual listening reveals that personal histories and 

verbal performances are intrinsically connected.  

The dialogic mode of listening, in reference to Mikhail Bakhtin’s “dialogic 

imagination” emerges as a result of engaging with research subjects as research participants 

through personal interviews. Bakhtin’s “dialogic imagination” stresses the temporal 

interconnectivity of “socially significant verbal performances” across literature and 

language. Similarly, the dialogic mode of listening pays attention to elements of language 

within a spoken discourse that are socially significant. As Bakhtin notes,  

at any given moment of its historical existence, language is heteroglot from top to 
bottom: it represents the coexistence of social-ideological contradictions between 
the present and the past, between differing epochs of the past, between different 
socio-ideological groups in the present, between tendencies, schools, circles and 
so forth… forming new socially typifying “languages.” (291) 

 

Through dialogic listening, I identified specific language practices that I then brought to 

the attention of the speakers during our interview sessions to gain insight as to the dialogic 

connections between their language practices and personal histories.  

While my close listening methodology paves the way for the formulation of my 

interpretive analysis, I also incorporate the insight of my research subjects as shared with 
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me through personal (qualitative) interviews. This decision to cross disciplines and engage 

with my subjects aims to decolonize research by bridging the gap between my observations 

and the equally valid interpretations of the Latina radio hosts. My objective in doing so is 

to de-center my role as the sole interpreter or “expert” knowledge-maker. This approach is 

inspired, informed, and modeled after Indigenous, Chicana, and Latina American 

decolonial and feminist approaches to research.  

Looking to Indigenous scholarship, I connect with the political grounding of Māori 

scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith who characterizes anti- or decolonial methodology as a 

project of “researching back” the encounter between West and the Other that has privileged 

the knowing of the one encountering the “other.” The objective of this approach is to yield 

a recovery of the self, a knowingness of the colonizer, an analysis of colonialism, and a 

struggle for self-determination (7-8). In Chicana scholarship, the work of Meredith Abarca 

explains a process in which she had to abandon academia-sanctioned ethnographic 

interview protocols in order to engage with her research participants who were a group of 

friends and acquaintances of her Mexican American mother. Using the language of her 

participants she had to re-conceptualize her interviews as charlas, and re-theorize concepts 

such as epistemology and sensory-logic to chiste and sazón, in order to fully capture her 

participants meaning-making practices. Paloma Martinez Cruz, in her discipline 

transgressing work connects Mesoamerican’s knowledge-production across 500 years of 

mestiza history. Her methods include archival research, fieldwork, ethnography, and 

literary criticism to become a “re-conquistadora,” exploring herself as a subject through 

scholarship, as urged by Chicana writer Ana Castillo. The ethical and political grounding 

of these texts scaffold my own methodological and theoretical imagination.    

I identified the subjects and participants based on my own listening and informal 

interviews with family and friends. After assessing the feasibility of scheduling and 
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conducting interviews I decided on interviewing a maximum of five participants. Three 

were interviewed as groups. My first contact was through e-mail or social media 

messaging. I introduced myself as a listener and doctoral student interested in conducting 

a formal interview for the purposes of my doctoral dissertation. In my follow-up contact, I 

provided participants with an IRB approved consent form that detailed the objectives and 

procedures of the interview and information about the confidentiality and a second two-

page form with possible interview questions. Once participants reviewed this form and 

agreed to participate, we established a time and place for conducting the first interview. I 

conducted four interviews in person and one over the phone. As per IRB approval, 

participants were not required to sign a waiver, however, I provided a physical copy of the 

consent form signed by me at the start of our meeting. The first interview was expected to 

take one hour, but generally took an hour and a half to two hours and a half form my time 

of arrival to departure. I recorded the interview on two personal devices, a dedicated 

smartphone and an iPod, as a backup measure.  

After concluding the interview, I followed up with a thank you e-mail and an 

invitation to schedule a 30 minute follow up phone conversation within two-week’s time. 

In this second conversation, participants had an opportunity to follow up on questions or 

answers they wished to modify or expand. I also prepared 2-3 additional questions based 

on my reflections throughout the week. I recorded the phone call using a similar procedure 

as in the first interview session. I then listened to and transcribed the interviews with the 

aid of ExpressScribe software and a foot pedal which allowed me to slow-down, speed-up, 

and quickly rewind and replay sections of the interview as I transcribed the contents. This 

painstaking process provided me an opportunity to perceive elements of speech and sound 

that I might have otherwise missed.  I then re-read my transcriptions and highlighted parts 

of the text that connected to particular themes and topics I was listening for as well as new 
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themes that arose which I had not anticipated. I then coded particular segments using the 

“tags” feature of Endnote, as described above.  

Once I completed a first draft of the chapter, I e-mailed a protected copy to the 

interviewee so that she would provide me with additional feedback. As stated in the consent 

form, the interviewee reserved the right to decide if the content of her interview should or 

should not be included in my final draft. The objective of sharing the chapter draft with 

interview participants and incorporating their feedback was to provide an additional 

measure to ensure that the experiences they shared with me were represented in a 

responsible and ethical manner. As per the indications of my IRB proposal, I password-

protected documents containing the interview material, will not share or use transcriptions 

for any other purpose and will delete all interview related files at the conclusion of a 5-year 

period from February 2016. 

I organized my questions using a responsive interview protocol as outlined by Irene 

Rubin and Herbert Rubin.  Through responsive questioning the interviewer asks main 

questions, probes, and follow-up questions that are not predetermined, as in the case of a 

survey, but are flexible and open-ended with an attempt to follow “the flow” of the 

conversation. Rather than stressing detachment, the researcher and the interviewee develop 

a “conversational partnership” conveying that the researcher has respect for the 

interviewee’s experiences and insights and emphasizing that the interviewing is a joint 

process of discovery (Rubin and Rubin 172-185). For instance, I shared my own personal 

background and my relationship with identity categories in question, terms such as 

“respondona,” “hocicona,” Latina, “Mexicana,” “migrante,” and Chicana. In some 

instances, I decided to disclose personal information on sensitive topics as my family’s 

history and experiences with sexual abuse, alcoholism, drug abuse, domestic violence, 

immigration history, and poverty. Another element in my practice of responsible 
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questioning, not accounted by Rubin and Rubin, was the allowance for linguistic code-

switching between English and Spanish. I encouraged participants to express themselves 

in whatever language they felt most comfortable or to code-switch or “use Spanglish” if 

they wished to. As a fluid Spanish/English bilingual speaker, I mostly responded or 

introduced new questions in the language established by the interviewee. But, as a person 

with a strength for professional vocabulary in English but for colloquialisms in Spanish, I 

also allowed myself to code-switch according to my own need for expression, and in order 

to keep the conversation flowing.   

 

RADIOPHONIC TECHNIQUES: TESTIMONIO EN VIVO, TRABAJO QUE NO SE VE, AND 
SONIC SPACES OF CONVIVENCIA 

This dissertation thinks sonically about the work and personal narratives of 

contemporary Latina radio hosts by working to discern how technologies that mediate 

sound—analog and web-based radios—and the sonic objects they mediate—Latina 

women’s voices—inform, give shape, and give meaning to one another. Voice, in this 

framework, is a multi-dimensional object that is both material and metaphorical, a product 

and a performed activity that resonates the embodied and socially situated knowledge of 

the speaking subject. By considering sound and the concept of voice together, my analysis 

re-embodies the metaphor of “voice” frequently presented abstracted from the Latina body 

as something that is metaphorically “heard” through literary texts, political actions, or 

votes. I introduce the concept of Latina radiophonic feminisms to encompass the plurality 

of feminist praxes heard across radio and radio-like platforms as developed by women who 

share the experience of U.S. Latina subjectivity which is defined by a political minority 
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position, and the negotiation of bicultural tensions between Latin American and North 

American cultures.  

Moreover, I propose a new periodization in the history of Latina radio culture that 

overlaps the post IRCA and post 9/11 period where immigration politics play a defining 

role in the political life of Latinas/os, as suggested by Casillas, into what media scholars 

have labeled the Digital Age, a term that signals both the technical innovations that have 

transformed our social selves but also new models for what constitutes political action in a 

globally shrinking and constantly plugged-in society. In this context, I situate Latina radio 

hosts centrally as producers and participants within the changing dynamics and politics of 

current global media and cultural trends. 

Throughout this thesis, three original and overarching arguments explain the sonic 

techniques of Latina radiophonic feminisms: 1) They re-interpret the testimonio genre as 

sonically as a testimonio en vivo; 2) They constitute a type of gendered invisible labor I 

term, trabajo que no se ve—that is, an operation that works through the dialogic channels 

of women’s work through sound both mediated and in everyday life to interrupt misogynist 

cultural violence and; 3) They (re)construct women’s spaces of convivencia which are 

multi-generational spaces organized and maintained by women with cariño and reciprocity 

with horizontal power relationships that, in the current social moment, merge with the logic 

of the imagination age and the sharing economy. 

  

As a politically charged expression, the narratives and sonic techniques of feminist 

Latina radio hosts re-interpret the testimionio genre as a testimonio en vivo; a sound-based 

narrative framework for political action in the digital age. The testimonio genre emerged 

in the mid-to-late 20th century in South and Central America as a form of overtly political 

writing based on spoken words, a “writing from the margins” that served as a vehicle for 
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people with limited or no access to the written word to inform people outside a 

community/country of the circumstances of violence and oppression and the desire for 

drastic change. The testimoniante gives her story to an interlocutor who records, 

transcribes, edits, and prepares a text for publication. Her testimonio, is not simply a 

personal matter but the story of a community, a text that incorporated a “plural self.” In 

terms of genre, it occupies an intermediate position between literature, ethnography, 

personal narrative, and political biography which gains “narrative power from the 

metaphor of witnessing,” that is, the witnessing of the testimoniante (narrator). As such it 

is a type of “life history imbued with intent” (Haig-Brown 419-420). Testimoniantes are 

shape-shifters, who “perform an act of identity-formation which is simultaneously personal 

and collective” (420).20 To make meaning or reading testimonios “seriously,” they must be 

read through their material and political contexts it cannot be forced to conform to 

“externally imposed and culturally b(i)ased assumptions about appropriate forms of 

representation” (420).  

Chicana/Latina scholars have adopted and re-defined the testimonio methodology 

for expressing their experiences as oppressed subjects within the institution of U.S. 

academia. A group of eighteen scholars who call themselves The Latina Feminist Group 

writes,  

Seeking to contest and transform the very disciplines that taught us the skills to 
recover our subjugated knowledges we reclaimed testimonios as a tool for Latinas 
to theorize oppression, resistance, and subjectivity.” (18-19)  
 

                                                
20The testimonio of Rigoberta Mechú, a Maya-Quiché woman and winner of the 1992 Nobel Peace Prize, 
I, Rigoberta Menchu: An Indian Woman in Guatemala, is the best known and most controversial text in this 
genre. Prepared by the Venezuelan anthropologist Elisabeth Burgos-Debray, the controversy surrounding 
this particular text called into question the factual authenticity of Menchu’s words giving rise to questions 
of power and the construction of truth, see Arias, Arturo, and David Stoll. The Rigoberta Menchú 
Controversy. Minneapolis, Minn: University of Minnesota Press, 2001. 
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In their use, testimonios take place in a relational framework where group histories 

and lived experiences intertwine with “global legacies of resistance to colonialism, 

imperialism, racism, antisemitism, religious fundamentalism, sexism, and heterosexism 

(19). While they acknowledge their privilege as writers, scholars, and activists, they 

connect to what they identify as five key components of the testimonio genre; a product of 

narratives lodged to memory, shared out loud and recorded; a narrative that speaks for the 

experience of a community;  a “collective bearing witness” that conveys outrage at multiple 

forms of violence toward women, and; a movement towards “utopian visions of social 

formations… that are formed on the basis of equality, respect, and open negotiation of 

difference” (20).  An evident difference from the tradition of Latin American testimonios 

is that as women who do have access to the written word—in all its signification of 

privilege and power—they do not require an outside interlocutor to hear, transcribe, and 

edit their words, instead, they acknowledge, “we have made ourselves the subjects and 

objects of our own inquiry and voice” adding a dimension that seeks to mediate power 

relationships (20-21). 

Linda Prieto and Sofia Villenas, further theorize the method of Latina/Chicana 

testimonios where the co-researchers, co-subjects, co-writers are defined as interlocutoras, 

taking part in a dialogue “to bear witness to each other through our voice and authoring” 

(404). In this reciprocal “witnessing” there is a radical shift in the role of the researcher 

who, in the Western tradition, is tasked with extracting knowledge or learning about 

subjects to one who is mindfully learning from and learning with herself in community 

with others through a process that requires reciprocity and confianza—an evolving and 

expansive psychocultural construct defined as mutual trust and willingness to engage in a 

reciprocal relationship. In the Mexican transborder culture, confianza also designates 
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generosity, intimacy, and personal investment in others even when favors, confidences, or 

assistance have not yet been exchanged (Vélez-Ibañez 44-45). 

My addendum to the testimonio genre, shares in the key elements described above. 

It is the expression of a marginalized group, as I have already explained, but also hociconas 

to borrow from Rita Urquijo-Ruiz’s description of women who rebel against “patriarchal 

norms of decency, decorum, and language in order to continue to voice her demands” often 

risking “censorship and physical violence when her words are considered offensive or 

distasteful in nature” (107). This descriptor derives from the Spanish word “hocico” as a 

derogatory reference to an animal’s mouth which signifies that a woman’s vocalized 

agency is animalistic, savage, and unintelligible within the social and political norms 

established by patriarchy. Moreover, radiophonic hociconas enact deviant genders, desires, 

and sexualities. They often question heterosexism and heteronormativity or the alignment 

of women’s bodies with domestic, docile, subservient, or harmony-seeking roles as part of 

a supposed naturalized state of femininity. Moreover, they reject gender idealizations and 

stereotypes assigned to Latinas from both Hispanic and U.S. cultures. Within the Hispanic 

cultural imaginary, the virgin-mother/whore dichotomy dictates that women are either 

idols to be venerated or whores to be used, but either way, their role is understood through 

their desires of the male order. In the U.S. cultural imaginary, Latina women are 

stereotyped as hypersexualized bombshells or “breeders” whose brown-baby producing 

bodies are physical threats to (White) national security (Lugo-Lugo and Bloodsworth-

Lugo).     

Hocicona speech is a particularly transgressive act and as such is constantly policed 

for its quantity, quality, content as reflected in the repertoire of pejoratives directed at 

women including; “bocona,” “respondona,” “contestona,” “alcahueta,” “vozarrona,” 

“chismosa,” to name a few. As Gloria Anzaldúa noted,   
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Ser habladora was to be a gossip and a liar, to talk too much. Muchachitas bien 
criadas, well-bread girls don’t answer back… hablar pa’ ‘tras, repelar. 
Hocicona, repelona, chismosa, having a big mouth, questioning, carrying tales are 
all signs of being a mal criada. In my culture they are all words that are 
derogatory if applied to women—I’ve never heard them applied to men. (76)  
 

Anzaldúa theorizes that the Chicana wild, untamed tongues are Coatlicue’s split 

tongue, the tongue of our Antigua Diosa that was the female whole before the order of male 

domination (the Aztec then the Hispanic) fragmented her into the three aspects: La Virgen 

de Guadalupe, who is silent, La llorona who is wailing, and La Malinche whose very name 

is made to recall a suppose “treason” to la raza mexicana enacted through her acts of speech 

(Borderlands 26-28). 

Within the traditionally male-centric medium of talk radio, radiophonic hociconas 

are radio testimoniantes. They speak of their own experiences but also speak for the 

experiences of other minority subjects that experience intersectional oppression within the 

order of white patriarchy. As such, their testimonios are iterated from a “culturally and 

politically rooted position [from which] the narrator becomes the voice… of a self who 

recollects her memories and those of others in her community” (Klahn 120). These 

testimonios en vivo, are constructed not by an insider and a foreigner (as in the case of the 

Latin American tradition), or even by a group of highly trained writers (as is the case of 

testimonios in the Chicana/o genre) but by popular radio voices and their listening 

communities. Listeners participate both metaphorically, in the imagination of radio hosts, 

and materially by attending events, calling in, writing letters, and through social media 

messaging and posting.  

While the testimonio is written as a self-contained piece of evidence with a 

beginning, middle, and end, the testimonio en vivo does not follow a chronological or 

teleological order. Generally, there is no prologue where intentions are clearly established, 
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but rather, intentions and ends are negotiated collaboratively between hosts and listeners. 

In contrast to the lengthy editorial process that transforms spoken words to text, radio and 

radio combined with social media creates a much more immediate and intimate relationship 

between testimoniantes and audiences making the call for a different kind of call for 

political action, one that is ongoing and immediate. 

Through a telephonic sobremesa with my mother, we arrived at the concept of 

women’s work against cultural violence as a type of trabajo que no se ve. Her conclusion 

went something like this, 

Tu hermano vende carros, tu hermana hace cuentas en el banco, pero nosotros no 
sabemos bien lo que tú haces porque haces un trabajo que no se ve, leer un libro, 
estar pensando, o hablar sobre algo no es algo que se pueda ver.  

Your brother sales cars, your sister handles money at the bank, but we don't know 
exactly what you do because you do a work that is not seen, reading a book, 
thinking, or talking about a subject is not something that can be seen. (Personal 
Communication) 
 

In that conclusion, my mother acknowledged my struggle as a first-generation 

doctoral student attempting to define both the work and the product of my intellectual labor. 

Thus, I adopt the word “trabajo” as opposed to the English “work,” “labor,” or “job” 

because the Spanish term implies both an action and a material and/or immaterial result. 

Latina radiophonic feminist trabajo is undergirded by three dimensions of invisibility.  

First, as has been widely discussed by a number of feminists thinkers, there is the 

question of women’s biological reproductive work which has gone by the hand of work 

within the home or “domestic work” and “emotional labor” and which generally goes 
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unnoticed, unpaid, and unaccounted for in an economic analysis.21 Rosario Castellanos 

sums up the misery of domestic work best:  

…esos trabajos sui generis, tan peculiares que solo se notan cuando no se hacen, 
esos trabajos tan fuera de todas las leyes económicas, que no se retribuyen con 
una tarifa determinada o que se retribuyen con el simple alojamiento, 
alimentación y vestido de quien los cumple; esos trabajos que, como ciertas 
torturas refinadísimas que se aplican en cárceles infames, se destruyen apenas han 
concluido de realizarse. (56) 

...that work that is sui generis, so peculiar that it is only noticed when it is not 
completed, that work so outside all of the economic laws that they are no paid but 
are simply compensated with housing, food, and clothing; that work that, 
comparable to certain forms of sophisticated torture applied in infamous prisons, 
is destroyed as soon as it is completed.  

 

Invisibility through erasure is also implied in the pervasive practice of suppression, 

erasure, devaluation, and appropriation of women’s knowledge, cultures, and intellectual 

contributions to society. In this sense, the work of Latina radio hosts such as Alicia Alarcón 

and Marlene Quinto, have advanced the careers of men in positions of higher prestige to 

the detriment of their advancement, and when their stories and contributions are left out of 

official records by deliberate omissions.  

The second dimension of invisibility is that of the characteristic of sound as a non-

visual object that is nonetheless physical. As such it operates by “touching” the listener 

both physically through their hearing apparatus of the ear, and emotionally by producing 

intimacy and empathy. As I further elaborate shortly on my discussion about women’s 

spaces of convivencia. 

                                                
21 For a discussion on emotional labor and the debates around domestic work in the framework of Marxist 
analysis of capital see Weeks, Kathi. "Life within and against work: Affective labor, feminist critique, and 
post-Fordist politics." Ephemera: Theory and Politics in Organization, vol. 7, no. 1, 2007, pps. 233-249. 
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Finally, trabajo que no se ve produces change within the non-visible space of 

people’s minds, by creating new perspectives from which to experience and interpret the 

world. Voicing and sounding interruptions to misogyny are thus critical instruments for 

contesting the visible forms of misogyny which include but are not limited to physical and 

sexual assault, discriminatory policies and practices within public and private institutions, 

and sanctioned murder.  

The space that is sonically imagined through the engagement of Latina feminist 

radio hosts and their listeners does more than generate feelings of belonging and inclusion 

across U.S. ethnic enclaves and home countries, as suggested by Casillas of U.S. Spanish-

language radio in general. The sound and voice of Latina feminist radio hosts (re)produce 

women-centered spaces as sites for knowledge (re)production that are organized in terms 

of affect and reciprocity, expressed in Spanish as convivencia. Convivencia is more than 

“cohabiting” in English. It implies a sense of co-habitation with others in given spaces, 

imbued with cariño, or loving care (Urrieta and Villenas 525). In spaces of convivencia 

“social relations are orchestrated and organized on women’s terms… legitimacy is 

constructed through reciprocity, material and emotional resources are distributed equitably, 

and organization is maintained within horizontal relations of authority. Such spaces are 

culturally and historically produced, and can be created and maintained in a variety of 

social contexts” (Díaz and García 79-80). They are multigenerational gathering spaces 

where younger women are recruited to build the community (83).  

Contrasting with spaces of convivencia created through the physical co-presence of 

participants in each other’s homes, in a workplace, public meeting place, etc., radiophonic 

spaces of convivencia are experienced in a virtual and sonically imagined space. The 

heightened physicality of sound, in absence of other presence through other senses, 

intensifies the sense of intimacy and belonging created through convivencia. Similar to the 
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experience of listening to a telephone earpiece, the sensorial and sensual aspects imbued 

in the acts of mediated speaking and listening produces “intimate intersubjectivity” or “a 

liminal space between objectivity and subjectivity” that is beyond the exchange of 

information between individuals, but that is also the sharing of “experiences and feelings” 

that construct social lives (Scott 490). Speaking and listening are acts of “touching” that 

constitute a way of knowing, or sonic empathy, that transgresses and blurs boundaries 

between individuals (491). In this way, “listening is an interior biological activity of sound 

waves entering the body and vibrating internal bones” but it is also an “invasion of borders” 

(491) which is at the root of the definition of intimacy as both closeness and openness.  

Radio listening is largely a communal experience for Latinos who listen in the 

shared physical spaces of their work and home (Casillas, “Listening Loudly”). On-demand 

audio streaming, however, requires more on the part of the individual listener who does 

not simply turn the dial to the “on” position to their preferred station, but has to complete 

additional steps such as has downloading and installing particular software or audio apps, 

conducting keyword searches, or follow up on word of mouth or social media 

recommendations. The listener must then decide to download an episode, and finally 

choose a time and place for listening. In other words, is a more individualized and private 

medium as reflected in the invocation of particular listening audiences, not through a 

general interpellation as “ustedes,” “all our listeners,” and so on, but rather through the 

imagination of a listening community such as other “super mamás”, Chicana mothers, or 

“locamores,” to name a few. 
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CHAPTER ROAD MAP 

Chapter One presents the work of Alicia Alarcón, Mexican native and trained 

journalist and one of the very few political commentators in Los Angeles-based AM 

Spanish-language radio who was active in this medium from the early 1990s to 2015 and 

continues to publish weekly columns in a local newspaper and through social media. 

Alarcón’s radiophonic feminism is oriented through class consciousness and a journalistic 

ethic that is firmly grounded in principles of liberal democracy. She provides critical 

commentary on local, state-wide, national and international current events in politics and 

culture. Her journalist ethic articulates a crucial response to post NAFTA anti-Mexican and 

anti-Central American sentiment while also addressing larger problems within U.S. 

Latina/o culture such as sexism in the home and workplace, the conservative censorship 

and profit drive of Spanish-language media, and morning radio misogyny. Countering the 

narrative promoted by Spanish-language media which imagines Latinos as primarily 

immigrant, working poor, and uneducated, Alarcón mounts a much broader political 

agenda that critiques the narratives of American Exceptionalism, White supremacy, and 

the institutions of late capitalism. Beyond promoting cultural citizenship or belonging, 

Alarcón insists on the need to engage Latinos as full legal citizens who hold both civic and 

moral responsibilities. For this chapter, Alarcón provided me with 150 hours of recordings 

that sampled her morning show from 2008 to 2015. After listening and coding and 

digitalizing this archive, I conducted two interviews with Alarcón in her home. As per the 

principles guiding of my methodology, Alarcón also read the draft and provided me with 

comments, suggestions, and edits.  

Chapter Two discusses the sound and voice of Marlene Quinto, a first-generation 

immigrant millennial from Mexico and Los Angeles who centers her feminist politics on 

embodying a so-called, “gordibuena” voice. This chapter argues that Quinto’s radiophonic 
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feminism articulates a new vision of gender that is informed by millennial Latina/o migrant 

experiences, urban culture, and U.S./Mexican transnational ranchola imaginary. By being 

one of the first to experiment and exploit new media technologies, including social media, 

the personal app, podcasting, and Internet radio, Quinto radicalizes internet talk-based 

radio through an aesthetic of "sonic desmadre." This description underscores the 

heightened co-presence, liveliness, and intimacy achieved by Quinto through her constant 

blunders, provocative speech, and linguistic code-switching. I have been listening and 

archiving selections of Quinto’s work on commercial radio and social media for the last 

three years. During that time, Quinto left her morning FM radio job and started a weekly 

podcast and Internet radio program; she has since returned to FM morning radio. I 

interviewed Quinto in her home studio and over the phone and followed a similar procedure 

for incorporating her feedback in the final draft.  Chapter One and chapter Two underscore 

the formation of testimonios en vivo. 

Chapter Three turns to podcasting, a medium that gained popularity with the 

increased access to mobile technologies and high-speed internet since the mid-2000s.  The 

number of podcasts produced by Latinas has grown exponentially also during the course 

of my research. My chapter focuses on three of the most prominent podcasts from the Los 

Angeles area: Super Mamás, Chicana M(other) Work, and Locatora Radio. I examine and 

compare their sounding of femininity and their implicit and explicitly stated objectives, as 

well as their use of technologies of self-representation including such as branding and 

sharing. I pay particular attention to how they imagine and reach their specific listening 

audiences and how these formations reflect particular feminist objectives. These podcasts 

underscore new subjective formations based primarily on translocal and professional 

identities, lived-experiences, and political ideology, as opposes to the standard sociological 

categories of race, ethnicity, class, gender, and sexuality. I conducted personal interviews 
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with seven out of nine podcasters. In one instance I was invited to participate as a guest 

interviewer for a special podcast episode. In this chapter, I further define how each of these 

podcasts reflects particular women’s spaces of convivencia.  

Chapter Four examines “contestaciones” a YouTube-based musical genre through 

which amateur Latina singer/songwriters parody misogynist Mexican regional ballads. 

Contestaciones seek to express the silenced stories and voices of women who are portrayed 

as “mujeres abnegadas,” unworthy of being in a relationship, deserving of mistreatment, 

and as mere bodies for men’s sexual enjoyment. Instead, this web video based genre offers 

versions of empowered women who scorn and dismiss undesirable men and express their 

romantic aspirations and sexuality. However, contestaciones also work with the narratives 

of patriarchal order and, as such, often re-inscribe heteronormativity and the idea of 

feminine virtue.  This chapter problematizes popular versions of feminism by highlighting 

their specific internal contradictions.  

As an extension oral traditions, Latina radiophonic feminisms create spaces for the 

(re)production of women’s knowledge and ways of knowing. Latina feminist radio hosts 

create and define their self-originating sonic and speech genres for and in collaboration 

with their specific communities of listeners. In these sonic space of analog and web-based 

radio, diverse popular feminisms emerge that counterpoint hegemonic feminism through 

the filter of specific Latina intersectionalities. 
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Chapter 1: Alicia Alarcón a Critical Voice in AM Spanish-Language 
Radio 

The sound of radio is a ubiquitous presence in the lives of U.S. Latina/o 

communities. Ninety-seven percent of an approximate demographic group of 56.5 million 

tunes-in to this medium each week out-indexing all other U.S. ethnic groups in terms of 

both reach and amount of listening time (nearly thirteen hours per week). Marketing studies 

explain this preference for radio as reflecting its “cultural relevance” for Latina/o listeners 

(Insideradio.com). But beyond "cultural relevance," as Inés Casillas argues, the 

commercial success of U.S. Spanish-language radio is a result of its open catering to a 

working-class and immigrant and audience, who, through the acts of listening and 

participation via phone (and more recently social media), experience a sense of political 

belonging within a country where they are regarded as second-class citizens (Casillas, 

“Radio” 181-184). Casillas signals to the portability and relatively low cost of owning a 

radio, making it possible for the average Latina/o, who makes about $35,000 a year, to 

listen while engaged in "brown-collared" occupations—a term that signals the correlation 

between low-level service work and brown bodies. She notes that the Latina/o radio listener 

“tunes in as early as 4am; indicative of graveyard, swing shifts and or/early treks to work” 

("Listening (Loudly)"). Indeed, a 2014 report indicated that the morning commute or “AM 

drive” time-slot between 6am to 10am was the time preferred by 30 million Latina/o 

listeners making this time one of the most coveted and lucrative positions for both radio 

stations and radio hosts (Nielsen.com, Morning). As a site of competition, the politics of 

gender are particularly amplified both on the air—through shows that often rely on 

capturing audience’s attention via sexually charged innuendo and “battle of the sexes” 

routines—and off the air manifested as workplace sexual harassment and gender 

discrimination, particularly evidenced by the exclusion of women as lead hosts. The insight 
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of Alicia Alarcón’s experience in Spanish-Language media will demonstrate that there is 

a direct link between the two. It is not uncommon, for instance, to learn of sexual 

harassment allegations made against male morning radio celebrities who are known for 

their raunchy antics on air.22  

In an industry were women are systematically discriminated, denied opportunities 

for advancement or else steered into secondary and/or stereotyped on-air roles, Alicia 

Alarcón, a trained journalist, fiction writer, and political commentator, has achieved the 

rare feat of succeeding as a news and political commentator in Los Angeles morning radio 

for over twenty years. In contrast to the masculinist repertoire of sexually charged and 

misogynist humor, sensationalism, celebrity gossip, self-help, segments featuring astrology 

and other forms of popular mysticism mixed with immigration politics, Alarcón delivers 

commentary on national and global news and culture that is also entertains through a sound 

of feminized intellectuality. In direct competition with the music and the morning 

entertainment fare described, her discussion of immigration politics is only a piece of a 

much larger thematic agenda that addresses the politics of race, class, gender, and age as it 

pertains to Latina/o communities. Her voice reflects her situated knowledge as a working-

class Mexican immigrant and a strong ideological commitment to the principles of U.S. 

liberal democracy. Moreover, her delivery is distinctly feminist and sonically feminine. 

Her politics align with oppressed minorities and gives voice to a generation of Latina/o 

immigrants affected by anti-immigrant and anti-working class politics at the turn of the 

century. Her sonic performance delivers a version of feminine intellectuality that uses 

                                                
22A recent well-known case, for instance, is that of Eddie “Piolín” Sotelo who was the number one 
syndicated morning show host when he fired from an Univision-owned station in 2013 after a co-host and 
producer came forward will allegations of sexual harassment (Johnson and James). A 2004 survey of 114 
Spanish-language broadcasters and related personnel from the greater Los Angeles area regarding their 
working conditions corroborates that sexual harassment and gender discrimination is a rampant problem in 
this industry (Valenzuela and Hunt). 
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sounds of femininity sarcastically—with the sound of desmayo (fainting) for instance—

and deliberately and unapologetically through a poetic expression of heterosexual desire.  

This chapter achieves multiple objectives. The first is writing an overdue (and yes, 

celebratory) account of Alicia Alarcón’s work as a journalist, radio host, and writer with a 

career that spans over four decades in Southern California Spanish-Language media. Until 

the recent surge in Latina broadcasting through podcasts, Alarcón was one of the very few 

Mexican-origin female political commentators in AM talk radio. And, perhaps more 

importantly, she has kept an extensive personal archive of her radio broadcasts and writings 

dating back to the early 1990s and into the present. This archive is both extremely rare, as 

radio broadcasts are typically ephemeral, and provides a unique resource for studying the 

political lives of California Latinas/os at the turn of the 21st century. This time frame spans 

two anti-immigrant political movements that scapegoated Asian and Latinos immigrants 

as the cause for economic recessions and the legal and political battles waged to 

disenfranchise them (Yatani 3-15). Into the new millenium, Alarcón commented on the 

9/11 terrorist attacks, two major U.S.-led military aggressions in the Middle East, the 2007-

2012 Great Recession, a still-current housing crisis, and the election of the first Black U.S. 

President along with the re-emergence of white nationalism in politics, particularly in the 

state of Arizona.  

Using a close listening methodology, the findings presented in this chapter are 

based on the contents of approximately 150 hours of broadcasts recorded between 2001 

and 2015. This was a representative selection that Alarcón shared with me out an estimated 

1000 hours of audio records in her personal archive. As explained in the previous chapter, 

close listening is a method for listening inductively to recognize essential themes and 

sounds within a large body of work, contextually, by connecting elements of sound to a 

range of social contexts, and dialogically by paying attention to the sonic aspects of 
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language practices in relation to a speaker’s politics. Close listening allows me to think 

sonically, defined as Jonathan Stern as a process of “redescribing” in order to understand 

“what sound does in the human world, and what humans do in the sonic world” (Stern 2). 

Thinking sonically is about thinking across sound in relation to broader social contexts. In 

this dissertation, I am thinking about the relationship between performed sounds of 

femininity and the iteration of popular Latina feminisms at the turn of the century. 

Moreover, as part of a decolonizing approach to research, my discussion engages 

with Alarcón’s own analysis of her work and career trajectory in radio which I acquired 

through two personal interviews, an ongoing exchange through phone and email, and 

through her review, corrections, and suggestions on this draft.23 Through close listening 

and engagement with Alarcón as a research participant and co-editor, I conclude that 

Alarcón’s radiophonic feminism reflects a Pan-American consciousness and critique of 

racial, class, and gender inequities and a progressive political agenda within the framework 

of liberal democracy and the neoliberal economic project.  

Alarcón’s personal archive thus constitutes a decolonial imaginary, as defined by 

historian Emma Perez, as a third space between the narratives of colonial and postcolonial 

history where the voices of women of color become apparent as “silences and gaps” in the 

official histories and archives. In this third space the technologies of sexuality, desire, and 

gender echo through suppressed voices and serve as an entry point to assert herstories that 

are otherwise silenced and/or delimited by dominant narratives (23). As such, the second 

objective of this chapter is to listen for the decolonial imaginary heard through Alarcón’s 

“voice,” as both metaphor and an embodied gendered practice of sound. In her “voicing” 

of the Latina/o immigrant experience, and in her speaking-back and speaking-through both 

                                                
23For a more thorough account of my interview methodology see Introduction. 
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the misogyny of Spanish-language media industries, gendered cultural violence, and the 

legacy of White supremacy that frames U.S. history and politics, Alarcón locates the 

Latino/o community as subordinate within the racial, economic, and political hierarchies 

of the U.S. For Latina women, their social and political status is further devalued by 

overlapping misogynist narratives originating from both U.S. and Latin American cultures. 

Thus, the performance and performative dimension of Alarcón’s voice brings into being 

Spanish-speaking Latinas/os who are informed political subjects concerned with political 

topics beyond their immediate self-interest and who see themselves as part a larger counter-

hegemonic narrative of U.S. history. This narrative counters the notion that Latinas/os are 

foreign subjects who threaten the economic and political stability of White America and 

also expands the Latina/o subject as imagined by mainstream U.S. Spanish-Language 

media as eternally precarious and nostalgic.24  

A third, and final objective of this chapter, develops the concept of testimonio en 

vivo which intends to describe the work of Latina radiophonic feminisms as narrative genre 

as mediated by radiophonic media including radio in relation to the exchange between hosts 

and their audiences through various communication technologies including phone calls, 

letters, emails, and social media. As previously discussed, testimonio en vivo is an update 

and reconceptualization of the text-based testimonio literary genre that originated in Latin 

America and which has been taken up by Chicana and Latina scholars. It is a sound media-

based narrative framework for political action in the Digital Age through which women of 

color speak and write as both testimoniantes and interlocutoras in an engagement with 

their co-hosts, listeners, and social media followers to express a “collective bearing 

witness”—borrowing from the Latina Feminist Group—of their oppression, resistance, and 

                                                
24For an account of the analytical takes on the concept of “voice” see Introduction. 
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subjectivity within a context in which Latina women are subaltern subjects in the 

intersecting hierarchies of capitalism, White supremacy, and patriarchy. 

The construction of a testimonios en vivo requires confianza, or an evolving and 

expansive psychocultural construct defined through mutual trust and willingness to engage 

in a reciprocal relationship. Confianza designates generosity, intimacy, and personal 

investment in others even when favors, confidences, or assistance have not yet been 

exchanged (Vélez-Ibañez 44-45). I add that the ongoing construction of confianza is a type 

of Latina feminist praxis for the enactment of deviant genders, desires, and sexualities that 

counter heterosexism and heteronormativity, or the alignment of women’s bodies with 

domestic, docile, subservient, or harmony-seeking roles as part of a supposed naturalized 

state of femininity. Through their testimonios, Latinas reject gender idealizations and 

stereotypes assigned to them from both White America and Latin America. Furthermore, 

“en vivo” signals a new type of testimonio that shares the decolonizing, therapeutic, and 

transformative results recognized in previous text-based formats, but as primarily a sound 

and digital media-based genre, functions through the perception of a radiophonic media as 

live spaces where urgent calls to action are immediate and ongoing demanding change now 

through the re-shaping of cultural values, as opposed to seeking a long-term engagement 

with governmental or human rights institutions.  

I divide this chapter into three sections. The first section outlines Alarcon’s career 

as a newspaper-based journalist, writer, and radio host and examines her internal critique 

of Spanish-language media highlighting her experiences with gender-based discrimination 

and sexual hostility in the workplace. The second section presents Alarcon’s “dissonant” 

voice as a constitutive element of her progressive liberal politics. The third section focuses 

specifically on her performance of sonic femininity though the techniques of desmayo and 
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regaño and how she employs these to mount a critique of White supremacy and the culture 

of late capitalism.   

BIOGRAPHY AND CAREER, GENDER POLITICS OF SPANISH-LANGUAGE RADIO 

Alicia Alarcón was born in Jocotepec in the state of Jalisco, Mexico in 1953 and 

was the fifth of ten siblings, nine biological and one adopted. Her family moved to Mexicali 

in Baja California, a city bordering Calexico, California seeking better economic 

opportunities. There, her father worked in U.S. agricultural fields and her mother 

supplemented their income doing seamstress work from home.25 As a teenager, Alarcón 

saw the effects of working in the fields had on her father and older two brothers and two 

sisters, “They would come exhausted after working long hours in the fields, at the end of 

the week, you would see blisters on their hands.” With the intention of making a 

professional life in Mexico, she attended Universidad Autónoma de Baja California 

earning a Bachelor’s degree in Public Administration in 1982 while also earning a 

Teaching Certificate of English as a Second Language at California State University, 

Fullerton. She eventually became an English teacher at the Linguistic Department of the 

University of Baja California. In 1983 she married Joe Alarcón and moved to Los Angeles, 

where she developed a more favorable opinion of the U.S. encouraged by the number of 

career opportunities available. The same year she was hired by La Opinión, the largest 

Spanish-language newspaper in the U.S. It would take her ten years to ascend to the role 

of Editor of her own section. In her final years at La Opinión, Alarcón also worked as a 

Latin America correspondent for CNN radio, and as a television correspondent for 

Univision, the leading U.S.-based Spanish-language television network. While working for 

                                                
25 The Bracero Program (1942-1964), began as a temporary measure to relieve worker shortages in the 
early years of World War II and was extended through several agreements between the U.S. and Mexico 
until its termination in 1964 (Bracero History Archive). 
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Univision, Alarcón produced and hosted interviews with prominent Latin American writers 

including Octavio Paz, Isabel Allende, and Carlos Fuentes (Personal Communication).  

Alarcón’s career in radio began in 1994 at a time when, according to Alarcón, La 

Opinión had moved away from its commitment with Mexican people to become a corporate 

voice for the Los Angeles Mayor and his interests (2/4). This new direction and the 

increased censorship of her columns coincided with a significant event in the newspaper’s 

history when, in 1990, La Opinión sold fifty percent of its stake to The Times Mirror 

Company, a media conglomerate which also owns The Los Angeles Times and several other 

newspapers across the U.S.26 Alarcón, then a columnist, was an ardent critic of Spanish-

language media, particularly what she termed “radio porno” critiquing the recklessness and 

pervasiveness of sexually-charged and misogynist speech, as I will discuss in more detail 

shortly. Her opinion pieces upset several (male) heavyweights in radio and television. As 

a result of their complaints, La Opinión demoted Alarcón from her role as a columnist to 

that of a reporter. In response, she left La Opinión to pursue an opportunity with “Radio 

LABIO” an AM radio project produced in Los Angeles and transmitted across eleven West 

Coast stations that were looking to cash in on the growing Spanish-language listener 

market.27 She trained with Valerie Geller, a renowned radio consultant during the one-year 

unpaid project that featured political commentary and current events programs and 

developed a 24-hour talk radio format. The line-up of hosts included lawyers, doctors, 

                                                
26Responding to the crisis of print media, the newspaper has since experimented with various web-based 
formats under the direction of Monica Lozano (AP). In 2012 it sold its remanding majority shares to the 
Argentine newspaper La Nación (Lazarowitz). 
27AM stands for Amplitude Modulation, a coding of sound into radio waves that functions by regulating 
the distance between the center and the crest of a soundwave. By contrast, Frequency Modulation (FM), 
modifies the rate of waves per signal. The maximum power capacity allowed by the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) for AM radio is 50 Kilowatts. The AM radio signal can travel farther 
and can cross objects (such as buildings and mountains) better than FM, but carries more background noise 
while FM provides a far superior quality of sound, or fidelity, but cannot not travel as far (Schnickel). 
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journalists, and other professionals. The most successful of these stations was KTRB-AM 

based in Modesto, California with a 50 Kilowatt capacity which covered much of Central 

and Northern California (Vanderknyff).28 As a result of its success, Latina/o immigrant and 

community advocacy invited Radio LABIO to lead public forums on the topic of 

immigration politics. In fact, this is how I came to know about Alicia Alarcón through my 

parents who listened to her show and attended one of her talks at Ballico Elementary School 

located in Merced County.29  

From 1996 to 2013, Alarcón worked for several Spanish-language AM radio 

stations based out of Los Angeles. Including XPRS 1090 AM (1996-1998), KWKW 1300 

AM (1998-2000), KBLA 1580 AM (2001-2005, 2008-2010, 2013-2015), and KTNQ 1020 

AM (2006-2008, 2010-2013). During her initial time with KWKW 1300 AM “La 

Mexicana” Alarcón wrote her first book, La migra me hizo los mandados, later translated 

as The Border Patrol Ate my Dust. In it, she edited a collection of immigration stories 

selected from the hundreds mailed by her listeners at her request. In 2008, she self-

published a longer fictionalized account of a Central American political refugee titled, 

Revancha en Los Ángeles, also based on a series of letters sent by a very determined listener 

(Personal Communication). Through these publications, akin to the testimonio literary 

                                                
28 Radio LABIO or “Lip” in Spanish, stands for Latin American Broadcast Industry Association. Juan 
Andres deHaset, an immigrant from Panama and previous cosmetics entrepreneur based in Southern 
California teamed with Valerie Geller, a former associate of talk station KFI-AM/Los Angeles, to serve the 
Spanish-speaking market recognizing the need for an all-talk radio network targeting Latinas/os of Mexican 
and Central American descent in the West Coast. A similar effort through KPLS 830AM “La Voz” had 
failed after one year of airing when Orange County denied a request for permission to expand their antenna 
facility. That project changed to the less costly format of English-language children’s programing 
(Vanderknyff).  
29Radio LABIO was particularly successful in the California’s Northern Central Valley because of the 
saturation of country music radio stations in this region. It bought the signal of a 60-year old country music 
AM station based out of Modesto which had lost to the market to FM stations. While Radio LABIO was 
produced in Los Angeles, it was not heard in Southern California as it had no station affiliation there. 
However, it benefitted from the 50,000-watt Modesto station which covered much of Central and Northern 
California (Vanderknyff). 
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genre, Alarcón gave voice to Latina/o immigrants by providing a platform from which they 

could tell their stories and contest reductive narratives that stereotyped them as a criminal 

element under the xenophobic term of “illegal alien.”  

From 2000 to the present, Alarcón has operated as an independent radio 

producer/host and freelance columnist for local print-based Spanish-language weekly 

magazines. This arrangement allows her greater intellectual and political freedom as she 

can align her politics with that of her sponsors, chiefly Clínica Médica San Miguel, a 

medical organization that caters to low-income immigrant Latina/o communities in the 

greater Los Angeles area. The control over her schedule also allows her to travel to 

Mexicali often, mainly to visit and attend to her mother who recently passed away at the 

age of 97. She is currently working on a third book based on a murder case she covered 

during her time as a radio talk show host with KTNQ 1020 AM (Personal Interview 

04/22/2017) 

Alarcón’s critique of Spanish-language media begins with her experience working 

at La Opinión. There, she challenged a culture in which gender-based discrimination 

limited the career opportunities and job benefits available to female workers. Early in her 

post-college career, she petitioned for a job there in 1983, determined to save the linguistic 

integrity of this important publication which, at the time, was riddled with misspellings and 

grammatical errors (1/4). To her dismay, her first assignments where menial tasks, such as 

cutting news-wire ticker tape and answering the phone for the all-male editorial staff. She 

slowly crawled up the professional ladder by continually presenting the editor original 

story ideas, some as finished pieces of writing stapled to the back of her assignments of 

wedding, baptisms, and quinceañera announcements, or, as Alarcón describes, “la sección 

que le dan a todas las mujeres” (“the section assigned to all women”) (2/4). With the 

complicity of some of the editors at La Opinion, including the sports editor Fernando 
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Páramo, she began writing pieces on cultural and social events on her own time. One 

particular article in which Alarcón described Peter Ueberroth, the former chief executive 

of Major League Baseball, as the most important person of the year for his role in bringing 

the Olympic Games to Los Angeles in 1984 received excellent reviews. Two weeks later, 

Ueberroth was chosen as Time Magazine’s Man of the Year. Despite proving her abilities 

as a reporter and positions available, the directors continued to deny her petitions for a 

promotion. Determined to move up in rank, she organized a meeting with the publisher 

Ignacio Lozano and asked Páramo to attend. She recalls, 

I asked Fernando Páramo, the sports editor to be with me in the meeting, he 
showed Mr. Lozano the article that I had written for his section and Fernando said 
clear and loud that he did not understand why I had not been considered for a 
position as a reporter. He added that I had the talent and abilities to do a great job. 
Everything changed after that. I was promoted to reporter in the social and 
entertainment section. It was one of the happiest days of my life. (Personal 
Communication) 

 

Alarcón’s struggle to ascend professionally in the newsroom reveals the alignment 

of a gendered distinction made between “hard” news topics as a masculine field of 

production vs. “soft” topics delegated to women and lower-ranking workers. “Hard news” 

refers to “timely, important, and consequential topics in politics, international affairs, and 

business,” while “soft news” includes topics deemed as less politically socially 

consequential such as topics relating to the world of entertainment, celebrities, and lifestyle 

(Distinctions). Concerning style, hard news is presented in an impersonal and unemotional 

manner focusing on the societal consequences of politically relevant events. Conversely, 

soft news is reported in an episodic, personal, and emotional style that centers on the 

implications of events on individuals (Reinemann et al. 233). The hard vs. soft news binary 

aligns with notions of what naturally appeals to masculine vs. feminine attention. Soft news 
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(as feminine/emotional writing) rank lower in prestige and pay and are more often assigned 

to women (North 368-369). Further, the assignment of female writers to the tasks of writing 

announcements for family celebrations and ceremonies re-enforces normative ideas about 

gender insisting on women’s domestic roles as the ones primarily responsible for 

maintaining the family unit. While getting this promotion was certainly a big step for 

Alarcón, the editors assumed that the task would suffice for her long-term professional 

aspirations (as a woman) reasserting the workplace through a masculinist and heterosexist 

framework.  

During the four years she held this role, she continued to write unsolicited (and 

unpublished) opinion pieces as a means to prove she could handle a more demanding role. 

In her fifth year, she was finally promoted to editor of Teleguía, a Sunday edition 

supplement that under Alarcón´s direction, became a venue for critiquing the 

sensationalism, sexism, and dearth of news programs in Spanish-language television in the 

mid-80s. She became a critic of the what she qualified as pornographic content in local 

Spanish-language radio. She signaled out radio hosts Alfredo Nájera and Renán 

Almendarez Coello especially and their brand of heterosexist and misogynist humor as 

“vulgar, corriente” (“vular, ordinary”). Nájera, for instance, would incite female callers to 

participate in a dialogue where they would become the object of his sexual fantasies and 

he, in turn, would misrepresent himself as a type of sexual counselor, “como un tipo de 

psicólogo en cuestión de temas que en mi opinión llegaron a la pornografía y una falta de 

respeto a las mujeres en general” (“a type of psychologist regarding topics that in my 

opinion reached the level of pornography and a lack of respect for women in general”) 
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(Personal Interview 04/22/2017).30 In her critique of “radio porno,” Alarcón equates male-

led sexually explicit conversations with misogyny and cultural violence by reading the 

exchange as exploitative of women who are passive victims who guilelessly participate in 

their own debasing. In doing so, she aligns with a line of feminist critique that stresses the 

inextricable link between pornography, as an oppressive, masculinist mode of expression 

that is premised in gender inequality and the normalization of gendered cultural violence 

that promotes the continued sexual exploitation of vulnerable women and children (Cacho 

ch. 1; Long ch. 2 par. 1-5) but also damages masculinity by rendering unimaginable 

alternative sexual expressions, modes of relationships, and languages when it dominates 

culture and the marketplace (Long ch. 2 par. 2).31 Alarcón notes, 

Cuando entré al escenario radial, mis contrapartes masculinos trataban a las 
mujeres con una gran falta de respeto y condescendencia: “¿Cómo está mi chula?” 
“Mi chorreada.” “Cuénteme mi amor.” Jugaban al terapeuta sexual y conseguían 
confesiones íntimas que rayaban en lo pornográfico que les generaban ganancias 
económicas. Al público se divertía con aquel formato de confesión por un lado y 
de explotación por el otro. Mi lucha con ese formato fue de acusarlos de manera 
abierta de tratar a las mujeres cómo “prostitutas al aire.” (Personal 
Communication) 

When I entered the radio scene, my male counterparts would treat women with a 
great deal of disrespect and condescendence: “How are you my beauty?” “My 
dirty one.” “Tell me, my love.” They would play the role of sexual therapist and 
draw-out intimate confessions that were borderline pornographic and that would 
generate economic gains for them. The public would be adviced of that 
confessional format, on the one hand, and of the exploitation, on the other. I 

                                                
30A digitalized archives of La Opinión from 1926 to 2010 is available for browsing through Google News 
Archive at news.google.com/newspapers?nid=A8NefVh_EAoC&hl=en. Issues from 2000 to the present are 
accessible for keyword search through ProQuest and other major databases. 
31Pornography, as it is known today, has origins in the 1950s Playboy era and subsequent globalization in 
the 1990s and 2000s. Anti-pornography feminist critics signal the etymological origin of the word which is 
a reference to the lowest ranking Greek sexual slaves, “porné,” and it is premised on a relationship of 
dominance. Pro-porn feminists insist that the analytical focus should not be on gender oppression but on the 
way that hegemonic pornography silences the sexual rights and expressions of sexual minorities. The argue 
that anti-porn critiques categorically ignore the nuances of porn participant’s individual choice, 
empowerment, and agency (Long ch. 2). 
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waged a battle against this format by denouncing them openly of treating women 
as “on the air prostitutes.”32 
 

Her criticism not only made evident their implicit promotion of gendered cultural 

violence but also questioned the social value of their work, describing herself as the 

“látigo” or “whip” that would keep these powerful men on notice when no one else had 

dared to do so. In agreement with Alarcón’s critique, Casillas notices a related gendered 

dynamic in the framing Spanish-language radio where call-in segments between female 

listeners and male hosts and invited immigration policy experts. Despite women’s active 

political engagement, radio hosts re-frame their voices and concerns as supportive of male-

identified forms of political participation (Sounds of Belonging 99-100, 125).   

 A second dimension of Alarcon’s critique takes on the issue of the misuse of public 

airways through the production and reproduction of shallow and repetitive content that 

worked to disempower Spanish-language consumers politically,  

A uno le funciona la pornografía y todo el mundo empieza hablar de pornografía. 
A uno le funciona las rancheras todo el mundo se pone sombrero... Se van a la 
música que es para olvidar. También es muy válido. Quieres olvidar. No saber 
qué pasa en el mundo. Pues pon allí la ranchera… (Personal Interview 
04/22/2017) 

Pornography works for one, and they all talk pornography. Rancheras work for 
another, and everyone starts wearing the same hat... They go to music in order to 
forget. That is valid, you want to forget, not know what is going on in the world. 
Well there you go and put on that ranchera...  

                                                
32This statement is not mean to generalize or disqualify the work of all Spanish-language male journalists, 
only those that engaged in the male-centered sexually-charged confessional format. In her critique of 
television programing which she qualified as “un insulto a la inteligencia” (“an insult to intelligence”), 
Alarcón took aim at major TV celebrities including talk show host Cristina Saralegui (nicknamed “the 
Cuban Oprah”), and María Laria for overly focusing on celebrity lives, sensationalist stories, and sexually 
suggestive topics (Personal Interview 04/22/2017). In Saralegui’s defense, while she also covered topics of 
political and social consequence, the programs the network most often chose for re-runs where those of a 
sensationalist orientation. 
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In Alarcón’s assessment, Spanish-language radio values its bottom line above all 

else which makes for an over-reliance on formats that deliver the highest profit margin, 

whatever they may be, and limiting listener choice. By contrast, English-language radio 

offers listeners a broader array of options ranging from shock-jock radio (headed by the 

likes of Howard Stern) to news-driven programs hosted by both male and female hosts 

(Personal Interview 04/22/2017).  

Exclusion and discrimination of women in Spanish-language media is a systematic 

problem that manifests itself within the workplace culture and economy of the industry. 

Alarcón recalls a conversation she overheard between two male members of the newsroom 

in the beginning of her career, “Si dejamos a las pinches viejas que entren aquí nos van a 

quitar el trabajo.” (“If we allow those damned women in here, they will take away our 

work.”) (Personal Interview 04/22/2017). The translation “damned women” does not fully 

translate the meaning of the Spanish “pinches viejas.” “Pinche,” in the Mexican vernacular, 

is an adjective that works as an insult enhancer implying that something is of lesser value, 

but also that something is extremely large, imposing and potentially harmful (“Pinche”; 

Etimologías de Chile). “Viejas” literally translates to “old women” equating old age as a 

negative quality in women as they are no longer objects of male sexual desire. However, it 

is also used to qualify women as nothing but objects for male sexual gratification as in the 

case of prostitutes (“Vieja”). In either case, the signifier “vieja” indicates a woman is 

devoid of a complete human status. Thus, in the qualifier “pinches viejas,” women are 

objectified, dehumanized, and signaled as inferior. However, this very signification gives 

away a misogynist fear that elevating women to the status of equal would be a great threat 

not just to their individual jobs but to the system of male domination. Moreover, “trabajo” 

in Spanish means both a singular job and the idea of work itself. Thus, the editorial meeting 
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as the site where decisions on the direction of the paper were made was the final threshold 

upholding the hierarchies of male(superior) vs. female(inferior) intellectual work. In this 

sense, “quitar el trabajo” meant physically displacing men in the workplace and also taking 

away their traditional claim to more consequential, intellectually challenging, and more 

lucrative work.  
There is a parallel between this contempt for Latina professionals entering 

traditionally Latino-dominated media industry and what Latino journalists of the time 

reported as “Hispanic panic” when they took positions in White dominant news media 

industries (Shafer 204-205). More generally, “Hispanic panic” refers to White anti-

immigrant sentiment rooted in the white supremacist narrative of manifest destiny which 

sees Latinas/os as foreigners despite their long-standing presence in the Southwest. As 

such, the late 1980s and early 1990s radio and newsroom power hierarchy established 

through gender discrimination echoed the U.S. racial hierarchy that positioned Latinos as 

always-foreign subjects.   

 Conservative ideas about the home being a “women’s place” contributed to the 

justification of discriminatory pay practices. As Alarcón noted,  

Los gerentes de las estaciones de radio deberían pensar que una mujer es también 
cabeza de familia, que vive de su trabajo, que tiene que alimentar y educar a sus 
hijos y que tiene hoy, las mismas responsabilidades económicas que el hombre. 
Lamentablemente ocurre lo contrario, porque ellos consideran que no necesitamos 
ningún ingreso monetario y por lo tanto no tenemos buenos salarios y con eso 
discriminan nuestro trabajo (Valenzuela and Hunt). 

The radio executives should think about the fact that women are also head of 
households, they live from their work, they have to feed and educate their 
children, and that today, their financial responsibilities are equal to men. 
Unfortunately, the opposite takes place, because they consider that we don’t need 
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any kind of income and consequently we do not have good salaries with that they 
discriminate our work.  
 

The notion that women do not need an income equal to that of men is based on the 

antiquated idea that a father is responsible for a female daughters’ upkeep until the day she 

marries, at which point she becomes the economic responsibility of her husband. 

Obviously, this ideology excludes women who do not wish to pursue the heteronormative 

role of a financially dependent mother/wife or who are the sole wage earners of their 

households. The workplace struggles of Latina journalists of this time manifested a type of 

“feminismo popular” that addresses economic oppression and gender violence on the 

ground where Third World working-class women worked (Cano 358). Alarcón’s situated 

knowledge as the daughter of a feminist mother informs her politics. She insists that 

economic independence, above all other types of symbolic advancement, is the key to 

women’s liberation.33  
                                                
33Answering my dissertation director’s request to further define Alarcón’s feminism, she responded the 
following statement which deserves to appear here in its original form:  
 
La primera feminista que conocí fue mi madre, ella tenía un año de nacida cuando en 1930 en Estados 
Unidos, las mujeres lograron el derecho al voto. En México, lugar de su nacimiento, cuando ella cumplió 
33 años y tenía cinco hijos, cuatro vendrían después, a las mujeres se les otorgó ese derecho. 
 
Ella fue una de las primeras mujeres que se rehusaron a caminar unos pasos detrás de los maridos en su 
pueblo natal, Jocotepec Jalisco México. (Esa era la costumbre.) También se ocupó desde entonces a 
motivar a otras mujeres a aprender un oficio y buscar ser independientes de su marido. La independencia 
empieza en el bolsillo, decía ella. Esa fue mi primera lección sobre el feminismo. “Las mujeres no deben 
depender de los hombres para para sobrevivir.” “Tú vas a lograr lo que quieres, siempre y cuando te lo 
propongas.”  Eso aparece en su epitafio. Y eso me repitió muchas veces hasta que me lo memoricé y lo 
apliqué a mi vida. Mi madre fue la que me dio mis primeras lecciones de feminismo. Ella no sabía cómo 
definirlo, ni yo tampoco, pero aprendí a corta edad, que la verdadera liberación femenina está en lo que uno 
acumula con sus esfuerzos.   
 
Para mí el feminismo no se manifiesta en el ejercicio de una libertad sexual sin límites, ni tiene que ver con 
ningún tipo de pornografía, el verdadero feminismo heredado de nuestras mamás y de nuestras abuelas es el 
que se manifiesta con la independencia económica. La que le da la libertad de ser generosa y compasiva, si 
así lo desea. La feminista busca en primera instancia ser autosuficiente. Su libertad de acción está vinculada 
con su seguridad económica. 
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In both newsprint and radio, a system of “comdrismo” and “amiguismo” equivalent 

to the “old boys club” excluded women career advancement. Young female journalists 

were caught in a double bind; they were excluded from opportunities to gain professional 

experience because of their gender and subsequently denied promotions due to their lack 

of experience. The vast majority of female media professionals of Alarcón’s generation 

continued working for miserly wages for decades leading many to retire without a pension 

plan to supplement their meager Social Security benefits (Personal Interview 04/22/2017). 

An experience during her time at KWKW 1330 AM illustrates men’s participation in this 

system of exclusion.  

Bastaba una queja de cualquier locutor, para ser despedida... Un día me fui de 
vacaciones y mi compañero de equipo, al que consideraba un amigo, aprovechó el 
momento y pidió a la gerencia que me sacaran del programa. Y a pesar de los 
ratings y mi popularidad, fui despedida. (Valenzuela and Hunt) 

A male host’s complaint was enough cause to be fired... One day I took off on 
vacation and a member of my team, whom I considered a friend, took this as an 
opportunity to petition the executives to fire me from the program. Despite my 
ratings and popularity, I was fired.  

Echoing the sexual harassment testimonies of U.S. women media professionals that 

came to light in late 2017, Alarcón was also subject to sexual hostility in the workplace. 

She recalls an incident from the first day at a new job. The station had recently transitioned 

from a music to news-based format, and a number of the male D.J.s had lost their jobs. The 

remaining male staff followed her as she walked into the recording studio sneering. There 

she noticed at the microphone desk a decorated cake in the likeness of male genitalia. “Así 

me dieron la bienvenida” She said. (That was their way to say welcome). This passive-

                                                
Es la independencia económica la que le permite expresar sin temor sus opiniones. Y a buscar nuevas 
formas de superación interna y externa. La mujer feminista no es una cortesana por necesidad, si lo es, es 
por voluntad propia. Una feminista no se sujeta a la opresión, ni al maltrato, mucho menos al abuso, porque 
se sabe autosuficiente. 
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aggressive act demonstrates not only a misogynist expression of unwelcome and enmity 

but also reveals their insistence that women must be made to “know her place.” Presenting 

a phallic object in this manner meant to intimidate her and mark that particular workplace 

as a male-controlled space. In this cultural context, it also served as a visual analogy to the 

slur “come verga” (“suck it”), a reference to fellatio and an insult linked to sexual 

dominance where sexually servicing a man in this fashion is understood to be humiliating 

and debasing.  

In another instance of career obstruction from her early days in radio, she was being 

considered for a job at the station that was then the home of the notoriously raunchy Renán 

Almendárez Coello, “El Cucuy.” He led her on a station tour that ended at this desk where 

he presented her with a comment piece she had penned as the editor of Teleguía that 

critiques his “radio porno.” The yellowing newspaper clipping has been pinned to his wall 

for years. Later, a person that had sat in the hiring meetings confirmed that Almendárez 

objections were the reason why Alarcón was not hired (Personal Interview 04/22/2017). A 

recent publication directed by Juan Carlos Hidalgo, C.E.O. of the Pan-American music 

charting company radioMONITOR and the Billboard magazine equivalent RadioNotas, 

further demonstrates the silencing and erasure of Latina radio hosts who fall out of the 

good graces of powerful men in radio. Both Alarcón and Marlene Quinto, discussed in the 

next chapter, were omitted from this first-of-its-kind collection of contemporary Spanish-

language radio hosts biographies. In fact, the collection includes only three women out of 

a total of forty-six featured hosts. Of the few featured, they are written about through a 

male and condescending perspective, for instance, the biography of Amalia Gonzáles (a 

former colleague of Alarcón) reads more like a tribute to her boss Teddy Fregoso. The 

name of nine male colleagues appear before Gonzales’ entrance into the narrative. She is 

then portrayed as a fragile and dramatic (hysterical) figure who runs crying to hide in her 
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office after an incident where Fregoso publically reprimanded her. In this account, Fregoso 

then shows “los más grandes sentimientos”/ (“the greatest sensibility”) by promising that 

in the future, he would only reprimand her privately.  

Alarcón’s account fills in the silenced herstories, the decolonial imaginary, ignored 

and/or purposefully omitted by radioMONITOR. She signals to the yet to be written history 

of  Iznarda Cervantes alias “La India Edelmira” who worked alongside with Almendárez 

at Radio Alegría 930-AM and whom Alarcón credits for educating the Honduran 

Almedárez on Mexican comedic jargon. Cervantes career was stalled when she entered 

into conflict with Almendárez’s and Radio Alegría’s management. She was essentially 

blacklisted from radio and now makes a living through live performances at B-rated venues 

(Personal Interview 04/22/2017). Of the same period, Marta Shalhoub ascended to the 

position of programing director for the station KLOVE and generated millions of dollars 

for the company, but was pushed out of the industry and blamed for a drop in the station’s 

profits. In contrast, Alarcón argues, men in radio regularly make money-losing mistakes, 

dip the ratings, and are involved in sexual misconduct, yet they are still welcomed back 

into the industry (Personal Interview 04/22/2017). The omission of these prominent Latina 

radio hosts is not due to their lack of renown, talent, or longevity in radio, but is indicative 

of an industry where a woman who does not “stay her place” will pay the price with her 

career.     

 

A DISSONANT VOICE, STRATEGIC SILENCES 

Recalling Christine Ehrick’s claim that a women’s voice perceived as sonically 

“dissonant” whenever it speaks beyond the parameters allowed to her by patriarchy (16-

17), Alarcón agrees that an opinion expressed through a woman’s voice is already 
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transgressive to the “male ear”, even when listeners have chosen to tune-in to her radio 

program. The act of opinion making, traditionally understood as male territory, produces a 

gendered power dynamic that is always working against the female radio host. Ironically, 

in some instances silence disrupts male-dominance. Reflecting the phallic welcome cake 

incident, she deliberately responded by moving the cake aside in the most unceremonious 

manner possible and continued to her work. This strategic silence was meant to deny the 

aggressors the pleasure they were seeking in seeing (and hearing) her possible shock, 

humiliation, and outrage. She explains her strategy which she honed through years of 

working in a sexist environment,  

Tú debes de ver eso como una plaza de toros donde tú eres el torero y el único 
toro que vas a tener allí es tu trabajo, y si tienes otros elementos no dejes que eso 
te perturbe porque tu objetivo es enfrentar a un toro que también puede ser tu 
amigo o te puede rechazar. (Personal Interview 04/22/2017) 

You should see this as a bullfight ring where you are the bullfighter, and the only 
adversary which you must focus on is your work. If there are other elements, do 
not let those distract you from your objective which is to face that bull who may 
also either work with you or against you.  

Responding to instances of sexual hostility through dramatic showings of outrage 

would be a pointless and time-wasting distraction from the area where she can affect the 

most change.  

Alarcón’s concern for producing socially responsible radio reflects her 

understanding of “voice” as synonymous with a journalist’s responsibility within the 

framework of liberal democracy. She critiques the tried and true method of producing 

(mediocre) talk radio by overreliance on listener calls. In that model, radio hosts introduce 

a theme or question mean to incite controversy and rouse listeners to call the program to 

argue for their opinion. Alarcón takes this model as a sign of laziness on the producer’s 

part who rely on listeners to create radio content and a lack of respect for the intelligence 
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of Latina/o audiences. In contrast, she describes her process of preparation for a typical 

live two-hour morning show. She is up at 3:00 AM to read a variety of major national 

newspapers including El País (Spain), USA Today (U.S.), The New York Times (U.S.), El 

Norte (Mexico), Proceso (Mexico), El Universal (Mexico), as well as local papers 

including The Los Angeles Times, Hoy and La Opinión. Having the facts, or “estar bien 

documentada” is essential in her practice and conveys a conviction for creating a socially 

responsible engagement between her and her listeners. Consistent with this ethic, she 

begins every broadcast by directly addressing her listeners through a variation of the 

phrase, “Recuerde que lo más importante de este espacio, es Usted.” (Remember, the most 

importnat part of this program, is You). Explaining this logic behind this motto, Alarcón 

reflects,  

El propósito de eso es saber que todo el trabajo que se hizo, que todo lo que estoy 
diciendo es para que esa persona, independientemente del sexo o la edad, piense 
¿ahora cómo voy a usar la información? ¿Respondo o no respondo a lo que me 
acaban de dar?  Ya va a depender de la persona cómo recibe tu regalo. O no le 
importa, o lo menosprecia, o simplemente se van a la música que es para olvidar... 
Trato de que también sepa qué es su mejor opción (Personal Interview 
04/22/2017) 

The purpose is to let them know of all the work that was done, that everything I 
am saying and the information is for that person, independent of their sex or age, 
will then think, “Now how will I use this? Do I respond or not? It will depend on 
each person how they will receive your gift. They may not care, undervalue it, or 
simply go to music in order to forget... I try to let that person which is the best 
option.   

Calling on “Usted” is a call to interpellate, in the Althusserian sense of recognizing 

one’s self as a particular subject within an ideological framework through the material 

rituals of everyday life (Althusser 115-124). Alarcón’s opening statement begins to 

interpellate the listener as a subject within the framework of liberal democracy where the 

free press educates and informs the citizen-subject which is a cornerstone to self-
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governance. In contrast to radio formats such as “radio porno” and the ranchera music 

format that create a passive, nostalgic subject who listens to forget, Alarcón calls for an 

active listener who will need to assume an obligation to think, evaluate, form an opinion, 

and ultimately act as a political subject. This positioning aligns Alarcón’s journalist and 

feminism identities with progressive liberalism. By “progressive” I mean the fundamental 

belief and goal of extending human, civil, and political rights to the most number of people.  

The complementary slogan “aquí le apostamos a su inteligencia” (“here, we’re 

betting on your intellect”), counters the stereotype that Latinos prefer intellectually 

undemanding media programing over content that addresses topics of political relevance. 

This phrase recognizes the existing competition for the radio listening audience and appeals 

for listener loyalty through the implicit about the competing morning radio line-up. It sets 

up a paradigm that aligns music-driven formats with escapism and stupidity and news-talk 

with intellect. It suggests that her competitors promote politically and intellectually 

disempowering modes of listening.  

Alarcón’s politics call for Latina/o civic nationalism and political engagement. She 

stresses the importance of civic participation by encouraging immigrants who have 

permanent residency status to go through the process of naturalization to become U.S. 

citizens and thus be able to participate in the democratic process by voting. This was 

especially relevant in the mid-1990s when the naturalization rate of Mexicans eligible to 

become citizens was only 20%, the lowest of any group. By 2015, the rate had doubled to 

48% but still lags nearly 30 percentage points compared to all other nationalities 

naturalizing at a rate of 74% The most cited reason for not naturalizing is “language or 

other personal barriers” (Gonzalez-Barrera). Accordingly, Alarcón frequently encouraged 

her listeners to become fluent in English.  
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As a transnational Mexicana with familial ties to the Mexican city of Mexicali 

(bordering Calexico on the U.S. side), Alarcón’s civic engagement crosses the U.S./ 

Mexico border. For instance, when a 7.2 magnitude earthquake struck Mexicali in April of 

2010, she used her radio program as a platform to raise funds that would be used to help 

entrepreneurial women in that community. The funds were used to buy supplies and pay 

for their training in the craft of making floral arrangements. The idea for this type of project 

meant to help women become economically independent was inspired by her observation 

of Latina’s immigrant’s entrepreneurial endeavors as street vendors in the commercial 

district surrounding La Opinón headquarters. Based on the entrepreneurial concepts 

forwarded by Fred DeLuca (founder of the Subway franchise) and with the help of 

Mahoufuz Michel, Director of Clinica Médicas San Miguel, and the local Small Business 

Administration, she ran entrepreneurial education workshops that were successful in 

training an approximate 250 women to establish small businesses in their homes. Some of 

them established commercial shops in the zone where they previously worked as street 

vendors (Personal Communication).34  

The objective of helping women achieve economic independence should not be 

confused with the postfeminist marketization of feminism under the “we can have it all” 

mantra, nor should her transnational economic empowerment projects be categorized under 

the neoliberal projects of exporting stimulating small businesses through micro-loans and 

other NGO funded projects. It is a politic born of out her situated knowledge as a Latina 

working-class and transnational feminist who seeks to use her platform as a journalist to 

work in solidarity with other working-class women. Helping women achieve economic 

                                                
34 Alarcón also advocates for greater inclusion of the elderly or, as refers to them, “gente con mucha 
juventud acumulada” (people of accumulated youth).  Through a partnership with her main commercial 
sponsor Clinica Médica San Miguel——she has helped to promote and organize free activities to bring the 
elderly out of the shadows including concerts and day trips to local historical sites. 
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independence is one the many fronts from which Alarcón seeks to interrupt violence 

against women.   

 

SOUNDS OF CRITICAL FEMININITY:  REGAÑOS AND DESMAYOS  

Alarcón credits her success in radio to her efforts to stray true to herself as a female 

voice. She affirms,  “…la mujer tiene que ser ella misma primero. No tiene que modular la 

voz, no tiene que fingir. No tiene que disminuir su sonido ni estudiar cómo ser agradable 

al oído masculino.” (“Women have to be themselves first. She does not have to modulate 

her voice, she doesn’t have to pretend. She doesn’t have to diminish her sound nor study 

how to be pleasant to the male ear”) (Personal Interview 05/05/2017). She distinguishes 

basic vocal training (breathing control, working with a microphone, etc.) and what the 

voice as political and sonic embodiment: 

Tiene que proyectar lo que realmente piensas y sientes sin temor a la censura, sin 
temor a la represalia, sin temor a que te vayan a despedir. Tú tienes que tomar en 
cuenta lo que lleva esa voz. (Personal Interview 05/05/2017) 

She has to project what she really thinks and feels without fear of censorship, 
without out fear of reprisal, without fear of being fired. You have to take into 
account what that voice carries. 

A voice that is fearless does not, however, equate with reckless speech. A public 

voice must be mindful of laws and regulations against defamation through slander and 

FCC-regulated words, for instance. For Alarcón, the consequences of what is spoken take 

precedence over any particular quality of vocal sound.  

The rest of this final section focuses on two particular soundmarks in Alarcón’s 

voice that sonically embody a transgressive femininity and which serve as a technique to 

express an entertaining critique of the broader issues including White supremacy and the 

cultural decadence of late capitalism.  A soundmark, as defined by R. Murray Schafer, is 
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“a community sound which is unique or possesses qualities which make it specially 

regarded or noticed by the people in that community” (272). 

Her program offers a relatively unpolluted sound when compared with the multi-

host chatter, constant station identifiers, background music, jingles, laugh tracks, flushing 

toilets, etc. that typify FM morning radio. It is mostly a monologue that takes the narrative 

form of a rhetorical conversation between Alarcón and “Usted,” her imagined audience. 

Aside from the introductory and segment break music clip (the opening of Sonora 

Dinamita’s infections cumbia “Escandalo”), the listener almost exclusively hears 

Alarcón’s voice. Listener phone calls are infrequent and saved for the very rare occasion 

when listeners are invited to defend the program.35 In few instances, she would read and 

paraphrase letters and emails sent by her listeners. Usually, these were accounts of first-

generation Mexican and Central American immigrants that countered the anti-immigrant 

sentiments promoted in conservative English-language news media. This monologue 

model allows her greater control over the message and the accuracy of information 

presented and supporting her objective of providing listeners with high-quality content. 

Sounding “entertaining” is important, as is indicated by one of her mottos, “Ahora 

más entretenida que nunca”(Now more entertaining than ever). Although she mostly 

covers “hard news” her tone is anything but severe, monotonous, or stark. A “serious” tone 

would be counterintuitive to the goal of captivating her listener’s attention, especially in 

the early morning hours when radio listeners want to be woken up. It should be noted that 

her producer pre-records the mentioned mottos in his (male) voice, implying, whether 

intentionally or not, that the program is inclusive of both females and male listeners. In 

                                                
35This was the case in September of 2009 when the program’s main sponsor was considering moving his 
patronage to a competing FM radio morning show. Coincidently, it was the show that featured Marlene 
Quinto, discussed in Chapter Two. 
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fact, while her politics are rooted in a feminist ideology, the show itself is not geared around 

a gender specific listening audience as is the case of others such as radio station Radio 

Mujer-Austin, or the podcasts discussed in Chapter Three. The verb “entretener” has 

multiple meanings, in Alarcón’s production, it is about holding the listener’s attention in 

such a way as to make enjoyable the action of understanding complex topics. 36  Such topics 

include the harms and benefits of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) 

for developing countries  (04/16/2012), the politics of the B.P. oil spill (06/15/2010),  

Republican obstructionist tactics in the U.S. legislative branches (09/11/2011; 09/14/2011), 

the connection between the U.S. Civil War and anti-immigrant movement legislation in the 

state of Arizona (04/15/2010), and the difference between the 2009 Home Affordable 

Refinance Program (HARP) and the Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP) 

(04/19/10).  

Some of her narrative tactics include, the liberal use of “teasers” or announcements 

about upcoming stories meant to peak interests without giving away key details, the use of 

the popular vernacular and dichos—popular sayings that use humors analogies to convey a 

commonly understood piece of wisdom about the nature of human behavior—hyperbole, 

personification of community voices, vivid language, and warnings that describe the 

potential consequences of news items on the everyday lives of specific groups of listeners. 

This list omits sonic aspects of her voice, which I will discuss in brief below. The following 

transcript from the first five minutes of the July 21, 2009 broadcast demonstrates several 

of the mentioned narrative tactics. In this introductory monologue, Alarcón introduces two 

topics; the passing of a new state budget, and a potential ruling criminalizing child and 

                                                
36The field of motivation psychology discusses the concept of “entertainment” as an effect determined by 
individual motivations, feelings, and though processes. They seek to understand, not what it is, but why 
people seek out and enjoy entertainment (Bryant and Vorderer). 
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adolescent obesity. She then continues with three leads that preview segments that will 

feature her sponsor’s spokespersons; a medical clinic, a financial management company, 

and an immigration lawyer:  

La noticia a ocho columnas en los periódicos es la más importante para el estado 
de California, es que el gobernador de California y la legislatura llegaron a un 
acuerdo sobre el presupuesto. ¿Y cuál ha sido la respuesta de ese acuerdo? Pues 
prepárense todos ustedes que trabajan cuidando personas mayores. Pongamos 
mucha atención, atención, atención aquellos que van a la universidad porque hay 
les hablan. El gobernador de California ha dicho “es mucho, mucho lo que se les 
está dando a los estudiantes a las personas mayores, no podemos seguir así” y 
esto, señoras y señores, ha sido un triunfo completo para nuestro gobernador de 
California Arnold Schwarzenegger y hay que reconocer que cuando alguien se 
sale con la suya, se sale y se salió.  

…a usted que trabaja y ahorita, con tanto sueño, y mire ya despabílese porque 
tenemos que trabajar todavía más, un part-time, buscar algo para el fin de semana, 
aunque sea [sound of desmayo] un reciclaje porque para vivir en este estado tan 
hermoso...y que cada vez cuesta más y más dinero. ¿Qué pretenden? ¿A dónde 
nos quieren mandar? ¿Al desierto? Mm mm, porque la playa es impensable. No, 
no nos vamos a ir a ninguna parte, yo pienso con este presupuesto los demócratas 
en la próxima contienda electoral… ya si no gana un gobernador demócrata no 
van a tener lucha… ahorita tan malos estamos el pinto como el colorado… Hay, 
mire, vamos a ir de renglón por renglón y también los ganadores que están bien 
contentos con el gobernador, pues sus cuates las compañías tabaqueras, las 
compañías petroleras, las personas que ganan más de 500 mil para arriba. A ellos, 
ni un pelo se les molesta y que les quede muy claro ¿eh? ¡Esas personas son 
sagradas! Hay que respetar a nuestro gobernador. 

Antes de entrar a esos detalles Yo quiero comentarle esto que tiene mucho que ver 
con la obesidad de los adolescentes y niños. Mire, no lo quiere asustar pero más 
vale la pena que pare oreja porque ahora… hay un caso que según como falle… 
va a fijar un precedente de que la obesidad de un niño o adolecente es abuso 
infantil y ¡lo van a meter al bote! Así de sencillo. Fíjense en su Yonatan, mire que 
está un poquito despojadito y la Brijidet, también. Porque no hace más que 
alimentarlos en aquellos restaurantes de esos que tarda más en entrar que en salir 
que se llaman restaurantes de comida rápida. Rápida, pues ya estaba congelada y 
hecha desde antes. 

Todo esto y también información de lo que es la depresión, la vamos a tener y 
sobre todo usted que amaneció que “No alcanzo a pagar. ¿Qué voy a hacer? No 
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quiero perder mi casa.”  Nueva información… que usted de ninguna manera le 
arrebaten su hogar. No se trata de una casa, no se trata de paredes, se trata de su 
hogar. Y si usted que se levantó con la triste noticia de que deportaron un 
pariente… ya sabe que el abogado, especialista de inmigración Malik Freeman es 
la persona que yo le recomiendo el teléfono es el (323)… (07/21/2009) 

The soundmark of desmayo—either a prolonged inhale that raises the pitch of her 

voice,  or a deep exhale that creates a the sound of a low-pitch whisper—suggest a the 

image of a dramatic hand to the brow and eyes rolling back in feign indignation. The 

desmayo is a soundmark of hysterical femininity which she employs sarcastically to signal 

an obvious mistruth. She is not fainting with offence but rather performing the ridiculous 

response that the offending opinion would expect from the offended party and, in doing so, 

meta-ideologizes (borrowing from Chela Sandoval) by wearing the mask assigned by the 

dominant (oppressive) discourse artificially to repoliticize language and subvert power 

relations (109-111).  This is heard in the statement that cuts to adult-care and student aid 

will mean that old folks will now how to take up weekend work as collecting and recycling 

bottles and cans, 

…a usted que trabaja y ahorita, con tanto sueño, y mire ya despabílese porque 
tenemos que trabajar todavía más, un part-time, buscar algo para el fin de semana, 
aunque sea [sound of desmayo] un reciclaje porque para vivir en este estado tan 
hermoso... 

...and you who is working right now, sleepy, look and sharpen-up because now 
we need to work even more, take up a part-time job, look for something else for 
this coming weekend, even if it’s [sound of desmayo] a recycling gig because in 
order to live in this beautiful state...  

She goes on to connect the issue of budget cuts to her already established critique 

of racial discrimination through gentrification, a process in which Latinas/os (signaled 

through the personal pronoun “nos” in the following statement) are displaced to less 

favorable neighborhoods, “¿Qué pretenden? ¿A dónde nos quieren mandar? ¿Al desierto? 

Mm-mm, porque la playa es impensable.” (“What are they plotting? Where do they want 
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to send us? To the desert? Mm-mm, because the beach would be unthinkable.)” A media 

discourse analysis of this example reveals how Alarcón transgresses the categories of soft 

and hard news by analyzing this hard news item both in terms of its consequences for the 

individual and the implications for society at large. 

An observation made by Alarcón’s husband Joe, a Chicano software engineer 

whom I met the day I picked up the first batch of CDs, clued me into the sound of regaños. 

As I was leaving their home in Pasadena, Joe who is her most loyal fan and listener, stressed 

that there was something in the way in which Alicia gently delivers tough-love that can be 

slightly off-putting at first, but lead you to a more profound realization. I experienced this 

very phenomenon in many instances while listening through her archive, and, in fact, 

would re-recite a number of her comments to my family as I was working to process what 

Alarcón calls her “joyas y perlas”-the precious jewels of observation and critical analysis 

she strives to gift to her audience. The sound of regaños is marked by raising the volume 

of her voice, while maintaining the pitch on important words and phrases. It echoes the 

tone of parental reprimanding as a “regaño” is meant to signal annoyance or disgust 

through physical gestures and harsh words ("Regaño") and denotes an authoritative stance.  

Regarding the piece of legislation that would criminalize parents for their child’s 

obesity, Alarcón warns, 

…va a fijar un precedente de que la obesidad de un niño o adolecente ES ABUSO 
INFANTIL Y ¡LO VAN A METER AL BOTE! Así de sencillo. Fíjense EN SU 
YONATAN, mire que está un poquito espojadito Y LA BRIJIDIT, TAMBIÉN. 

...it is going to set a precedent that obesity in a child or adolescent IS CHILD 
ABUSE AND THEY WILL PUT YOU IN THE CAN! It is that simple. Take a 
look AT YOUR JONATAN, notice that he is a little fluffy, AND BRIJIDIT, 
JUST AS WELL. 

The statement delivers a double regaño. One signals her agreement with the idea 

that parents are committing a great act of negligence by being careless with their children’s 
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diets by taking the side cautioning listeners of the negative consequences of their actions. 

The second regaño, pokes fun at the anglicized names that immigrant Latina/o parents give 

their children; “su Yonatan,” (Jonathan) “la Brijidit” (Bridget). Raising the volume on 

these names makes a connection between the S.A.D. food (Standard American Diet) and 

the loss of cultural identity. More generally, it is also an example of her critique of the 

cultural dystopia of late capitalism—a term that recently resurfaced to denote the 

absurdities of “the tragicomic inanity and inequity of contemporary capitalism” or, “the 

latest in capitalism” (Lowrey). In other instances, Alarcón has waged regaños against 

predatory lenders who target minimum wage workers resulting in a modern form of 

indentured servitude (09/14/2011) and gun enthusiasts who will offer free shot-guns with 

to costumers with their purchases (06/20/2009). 

In other instances, the sound of regaño marks irony and is employed to bring 

attention to social hierarchies and injustice. In the above diatribe against the governor and 

his “cuates” (buddies), the rich, she ends in a loud pronunciation, “QUE LES QUEDE 

MUY CLARO, ESAS PERSONAS SON SAGRADAS” (“LET THIS BE CLEAR TO 

ALL, THOSE PEOPLE ARE SACRED!”).  Loudness makes for an authoritative 

declaration. But the very aggression in this enunciation calls for an examination of the 

statement’s validity; Are the rich in fact sacred? Is it fair that their money should be 

untouched? Are we complicit in creating modern-day monarchs?37  

                                                
37 Dichos and colloquial language, “tan malos estamos el pinto como el colorado,” “ni un pelo se les 
molesta” (we are just as bad, the spotted and red-colored, not ahair is bothered) promote a agreement 
between the host and her listeners who understand the cultural reference and thus feel like insiders in 
Alarcón’s worldview. This relationship is also maintained through the performance of cordial formalities 
such as refereeing to the audience in the third person as “usted,” “nosotros,” “señoras y señores,” etc. A 
switch to the second person as “estimada amiga,” for example, will signal that Alarcón speaks out of a 
place of more intimate caring.  
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While Alarcón openly supports the Democratic Party and Democratic candidates, 

she does not exempt them from regaños. For instance, in a live phone call with then 

California State Senate member Alan Stewart Lowenthal, Alarcón pressed him on his 

responsibility for the four consecutive tuition hikes at community colleges and universities.  

Lowenthal: …the real problem, because we have dropped so much money from 
education… 

Alarcón: (interrupting) It’s unbelievable! It’s unacceptable! Can’t you just put 
also another proposal, another bill, so you can restrict also the amount of money 
that they can increase in the student’s tuition?  

Lowenthal: There were no bills this year… 

Alarcón: (interrupting) But can you do it Senator? Can YOU do it? Can you 
propose a bill where you can restrict the amount of money they can restrict in 
tuition? Can you do it? 

Lowenthal: Well, the problem is… Yes, we could do that. But the problem is, is 
that the State of California, the legislature, gives, provides the money for the 
university, most of the money that goes… that money, we keep giving less and 
less money. 

Alarcón: Senator, I understand your arguments, but definitely we are so 
disappointed, we are so disappointed at Democrats, needless to say how we feel 
about Republicans, but definitely you are NOT doing a good job, we really expect 
more of you, and let’s keep talking about this matter. (speaks over Lowenthal’s 
goodbye)  

A familiar sound of political radio commentators to crescendo their volume to 

reflect their level of outrage at politicians and political parties. Alarcón, however, goes a 

step further by engaging with elected officials in a dialogue that is critical of their 

performance. While the text of the conversation is cordial, Alarcón voices disapproval 

through interruptions, and the sound of regaños when raising the volume of keywords and 

key phrases. By controlling the direction of the conversation, she commands the 

conversation and performs the role of a critical journalist voices the concerns of the people. 
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As the embodiment of the voice of the people, she publicly shames the elected official and 

insists on the power of the people who can take him out of office for not keeping up his 

promises.   

A final, distinctive soundmark of Alarcón’s radiophonic feminism is her sonic 

iteration of a heterosexual female gaze that celebrates the beauty of male bodies. 

Recounting her participation in a conference call with President Barack Obama, empathic 

gestures in her vocal performance underscore a “complete admiration” of him that includes 

a recognition of his physical beauty. She stated,  

Usted sabe que tengo una sería debilidad (spoken slowly) con nuestro presidente 
(marked pause). Me refiero a una debilidad en cuestión a que mi admiración es 
completa, es (marked pause) es (marked pause) muy auténtica pero, sobre todo no 
le veo ningún límite a esa admiración y cariño que le tengo a un hombre que, 
además de una armonía física… eh… extraordinaria (spoken slowly) que tiene 
(marked paused)(audible sigh) Físicamente es muy armonioso el hombre. Pero 
además de eso, el presidente ha demostrado que tiene un compromiso con lo que 
más lo necesitamos. (Alarcón, 07/05/2015)  

You know that I have a serious weakness (spoken slowly) towards our president 
(marked pause). I am referring to a weakness in concerning my admiration with is 
complete, it is (marked pause) it is (marked pause) very authentic but, above all 
else I don’t see any limit to that admiration and loving care that I have for a man 
that, in addition to a physical harmony,  eh, that is extraordinary (spoken slowly) 
he has (marked pause) (audible sigh) Physically he is a harmonious man. But in 
addition to that, the president has demonstrated solidarity with those of us who 
need him.   

Alarcón defends that women have won the liberty to express admiration for “la 

figura masculina” (the male figure):  

…nosotras también podemos expresar de repente si alguien nos alborotó las 
hormonas, aunque sea el presidente. Y decirlo de una manera casi poética. 
Tenemos ese derecho de quitarnos ese vestido de pura, casta, inmaculada. Sí, tuve 
comentarios del presidente, y de los beisbolista; que si tenían buenas piernas. De 
alguna manera el lenguaje es tan amplio y tan maravilloso que te permite describir 
la figura, en este caso la figura de un hombre, que es tan hermosa como la figura 
de una mujer. (Personal Interview 04/22/2017) 
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We can also express if someone has stirred up our hormones, even if it is the 
president. And say so in a poetic way we have that right cast away that pure, 
chaste, immaculate veil. If I made comments about the president and about 
baseball players if they had nice legs. In a way language is so broad and 
marvelous that it allows you to describe a figure, in this case a male figure, that is 
just as beautiful as that of the female figure. 

Her position on female desire reflects a radical critique of patriarchy that questions the 

prescribed socialization of women to avert and repress their gaze and wear a vestige of 

chastity. In line with her critique of “radio porno” described earlier in this text, she presents 

an alternative to the disempowering language of pornography; a woman-centered “manera 

poetica” (poetic way) that synthesizes desire the physical, emotional, and intellectual 

pleasure stirred through the admiration of exceptionally good-looking men. Beautiful men 

are not simple simply physical objects but complete subjects, as in the case of President 

Obama, who “stir hormones” because of their non-physical qualities such as the alignment 

of political ideologies and ethical values. Unlike liberalist feminist sexualities that promote 

the liberalization of individual expression at the cost of an analysis of patriarchy within 

contested sexual practices (prostitution, stripping, pornography), Alarcon’s feminist 

sexuality proposes an alternative language that extricates the symbolic system of patriarchy 

from a woman-centered expression of desire. In this system, a subject does not “want” to 

take possession of her object of desire, but holds “admiración y cariño” admiration and 

loving care. “Admiración” implies holding the object so it may be gazed, and “cariño” or 

is loving care, a concept that implies feeling esteem, or closeness, and an active giving.    

Placing Alarcón’s in the backdrop of the 1980s “feminist sex-wars,” her position 

most closely aligns with Audre Lorde who a stand against pornography but also against 

self-censorship of the erotic (Rich 526).  During this time hegemonic feminism (mostly 

articulated through the voices of the White academe) divided into two camps, those 

concerned with the liberalization of sexual practices and those that considered certain 
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forms of sexual expressions, such as pornography, as inherently violent. The question of 

“what turns women on?” was limited to lesbian-centric theories (including the work of 

Chicanas) or the (re)inscription of gender binaries that made claims regarding “natural” 

feminine vs. masculine qualities and sensual modes (Rich 539-543). Alarcon’s proposal on 

feminine desire is an alternate counterpoint to both hegemonic and Chicana/queer 

feminisms. It theorizes a radical heterosexual version of feminine desire. Its iteration in the 

popular space of radio constitutes a trabajo que no se ve, a non-visible “unseen work” that 

interrupts cultural violence, by proposing an alternative narrative and langue for both 

female and male expressions of desire rooted in Latina women’s situated knowledge.  
 

Alicia Alarcón’s political critique extends beyond a discourse on immigration, civic 

participation, and women’s cultural and professional empowerment. It responds 

specifically to post-NAFTA anti-Mexican and anti-Central American immigrant racist 

sentiments at the turn of the 21st century. It provides a poignant counter-narrative to the 

discourse of American Exceptionalism and takes a pro-neoliberalist stance while also 

critiquing the culture of late capitalism. The surge in anti-immigrant scapegoating in the 

late 1980s and into the 1990s was a definitive moment in the lives Latinos at a time when 

Alarcón was transitioning into radio. The U.S. xenophobes migrated their focus of hate the 

from communist/Soviets to Asian and Latino immigrants.38 Following a tradition of U.S. 

                                                
38 An increase of immigration from Mexico and Central America, particularly illegal immigration was a 
result several factors; a population boom in Mexico, civil wars in Central America, and U.S.-led economic 
restructuring through NAFTA. In the late 1980s, proponents of neoliberalism looked to the success of the 
European Economic Community in eliminating tariffs and stimulating trade among its members. 
Proponents of a similar international agreement in North America argued that the liberalization of trade 
would increase production and create millions of well-paying jobs for participating countries. After several 
negotiations, the three North American countries, Canada, U.S., and Mexico signed on to the agreement 
that would go into effect in January of 1994. Tariffs and other local and state taxes were eliminated on 
agreed on goods over the next 15 years. Many manufacturers moved to Mexico to take advantage of lower 
wages and overhead costs. Mexico dramatically increased its exports and imports, but failed to support 
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identity solidification through its fear and hatred of the Other (Yatani 5). This era’s anti-

immigrant movement passed: California's Proposition 187 (over-turned in court), under 

which illegal immigrants were to be barred from public education and non-emergency 

public health, and public employees would be required to report illegal immigrants and 

their children; federal welfare reform initiatives that cut student financial aid and job 

training; and state-wide ordinances to make English the official language (Yatani 3-5).  

The notion that “America is a nation of immigrants” is part of the discourse of 

American Exceptionalism—a narrative that emphasizes supposed equalitarian social 

relations, meritocracy, and equal social and economic opportunities (Lipset 53). However, 

this “myth” willfully ignores America’s history of imperialism and violence; a narrative of 

White supremacy that undergirds U.S. history.39 Alicia Alarcón’s critique of xenophobic 

groups including the Minute Men, the Tea Party, Arizona conservative politicians, and 

radio hosts in the likes of Newt Gingrich, Alarcón contextualizes their hatred towards 

Mexican and other POCs within that myth. In one of her most impressive programs, dated 

July 05, 2015, Alarcón reports on the debate over the removal of the Confederate flag from 

the Statehouse in Colombia, Southern California. This debate was prompted by the June 

2015 Charleston mass shooting when a white man killed nine, including Rev. Clementa C. 

Pinckney, the church pastor and a prominent state senator, during Sunday service 

(Corasanti et al.). In her program, Alarcón delivers an engaging lecture on the significance 

of the Confederate flag, the ideological justifications of the enslaving of Africans based on 
                                                
rapid industrialization with improvements to infrastructure and social services. Thus, the majority of new 
manufacturing jobs collected northern cities and the too-rapid import of cheap subsidized U.S. corn 
decimated corn farmers and agriculture-based communities, who, instead of switching to farming berries as 
predicted, migrated north (Bondarenko). In fact, it is estimated that 37% of all Mexican immigrants to the 
U.S. arrived during the 1990s. (Among my circle of Mexican friends who immigrated in the early-to-mid 
1990s we call ourselves “la generación del 94”).  
  
39 See Hodgson and Zinn. 
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Christian scriptures, and the connection between the Mexican-American War (1846-1848) 

and conflict over slavery in the South that contributed to the eruption of U.S. Civil War. 

She goes on to connects this history with the legacy of White supremacy and its symbols, 

including racist effigies and signs hung in trees around the National Mall during President 

Obama’s inauguration and other Right-wing rallies which she has personally witnessed.  

To counter anti-immigrant politics, Alarcón promoted the idea of organizing the 

“Champurrado Party” as both a parody of the Tea Party, and as a metaphor to affirm 

Latina/o political agency. Champurrado is a maize and chocolate-based drink served hot 

and flavored with milk, cinnamon, vanilla and anise seed. It stood for the idea that Latinos 

have a greater ancestral claim to America via the heritage of their cultural indigeneity and 

that, moreover, that we value our diverse cultural heritage (Iberian, African, 

Mediterranean, Indigenous, Asian, etc.) as reflected in a preference for a robust and 

complex drink as opposed to the thin consistency and the singular bitter flavor of the 

English black teas which are a symbol of colonialism. Champurrado with its eleven letters, 

four syllables, its fricative “ch” [ʃ ] and alveolar thrill “rr” [r] sounds is, in itself, a sonic 

assault on the supporters of the English-only movement and sharply contrasting with the 

high-pitched (high-brow) sound of “tea.”40  

Countering the prevalent stereotype that Latino audiences are most interested in 

entertainment programing and news items that directly affect immigrant communities, 
                                                
40A highlight of her fight against institutionalized anti-immigrant racism is her participation in the 
campaign that dismantled a California-wide scheme elaborated by towing companies and state legislators 
who were unscrupulously profiting from undocumented workers. By law, undocumented immigrants could 
not obtain driver’s license, but they could own vehicles. Police would intentionally set up DUI checkpoints 
in predominately low-income immigrant Latina/o neighborhoods with the intention of seizing the cars of 
non-licensed drivers. They would then be auctioned off by the police department, and many of those cars 
would be purchased again by unlicensed drivers creating a cycle of exploitation. Alarcón used her radio 
platform to press legislators as an issue of race-based discrimination leading to a cease of the DUI 
checkpoints. Her program helped form an advocacy network of citizens tackling the problem from multiple 
angles by surveilling the police, sharing and documenting experiences, raising money for direct aid, 
lobbying legislatures, and other direct actions (Personal Interview 05/05/2017). 
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Alicia Alarcón’s work across the mediums of Spanish-language newsprint, radio, and 

literature reflects a much broader thematic agenda that critiques the narratives of American 

Exceptionalism, White supremacy, and the economic and cultural manifestations of late 

capitalism. Her radiophonic feminism reflects an understanding of voice as a responsibility 

to her audience that is guided by the principles of journalism within a liberal democracy 

framework where the primary function of news media is to produce informed citizens so 

that they can fully participate in democratic institutions. Her own understanding of the 

meaning of having a “voice” is one that echoes this performative function as an expression 

of social and cultural identity directed at a specific audience within a social context. As 

such, the voice carries a constitutive power that brings into being social categories and 

subject positions (Weidman 237). Alarcón articulates Spanish-speaking Latinos as 

informed political subjects who are interested in topics beyond their immediate self-

interests and who see themselves as part of a larger narrative of U.S. history, as opposed to 

foreign invaders who destabilize the economy and threaten Anglo culture.  

Alarcón voices the collective experiences of Latinos, particularly the plight of 

recent immigrants by inhabiting their voices in her re-telling of listener’s stories as she 

reads and paraphrases their letters on air and in her writing. By re-fashioning the words of 

her listeners, Alarcón gains authoritative as a representative voice of the community 

legitimizing her as a journalist who is committed to the plight of politically dispossessed, 

immigrant, and working-class Latino community connected by their self-identification as 

“intelligent” listeners among a media culture that aims to infantilize them. A testimonio en 

vivo is mediated dialogue between her listeners and Alarcón as the editor/narrator Alarcón 

builds intimacy through the interpellation of her audience as intelligent listeners, in contrast 

to dominant media that follows a profit-driven mode of production resulting in the 

proliferation of escapist forms of entertainment.  
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Her sound and speech based techniques include silence and meta-ideologizing, and 

the performances of desmayo and regaño. Her positions on women’s empowerment are 

rooted in her situated knowledge as a working-class and immigrant Mexicana, she stressed 

economic independence and a “poetic manner” of expressing feminine desire as admiration 

and loving care.  

This chapter has only scratched the surface of what could be a more extensive 

account and analysis of Alarcón’s work. A pending project based on this initial reading is 

the safeguarding of Alarcon’s extensive personal archive consisting of over 2,000 CD 

recordings, cassette tapes, and hundreds of newspaper articles, social media posts, and 

manuscripts of two books. Adding her archive into a Latina/o collection at a public 

university library would provide researchers with a considerable resource to learn about 

Latino politics in California from the last two decades of the twentieth century and into the 

first two decades of the twenty-first century. In an industry that actively discourages 

women’s participation and in favor of male voices, Alicia Alarcón’s archive is valuable as 

a rare example of the vocal political expressions of working-class Mexican women in the 

commercial radio public sphere. 
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Chapter 2: “Radio ‘pal barrio”: Marlene Quinto and the Sonic 
Desmadre of Gordibuena Feminism 

You have to be quiet porque es un mundo regido por hombres and you are not 
going to win. Yo defiendo lo que yo pienso, y a lo mejor digo lo que las mujeres 
queremos decir y no se atreven porque se van a “ver mal.” Does that make me a 

feminist? (Quinto, Personal Interview 06/09/2017)   

You have to be quiet because it’s a man’s world and you are not going to win. I 
defend what I think, and maybe I say what women want to say and dare not 

because it makes them “look bad.” Does that make me a feminist?41  
 

Starting her career in the mid-2000s as a morning radio co-host for the Los Angeles-

based El Show de Don Cheto, Marlene Quinto became known for her “chola” style, off-

color, and anti-machista remarks that contrasted with the models of docile femininity 

typically heard in U.S. Spanish-language radio. Although she is ambivalent about the label, 

I claim that Marlene embodies a uniquely feminist sound and voice within the immigrant 

Mexican popular culture imaginary and Spanish-language media.42 A sound and voice that 

are articulated from her lived experience and situated knowledge of a working-poor 

Mexican immigrant millennial through the sonic aesthetics of rancholo culture –a mix of 

urban/barrio speech and the cultural imaginary of promoted by the Southern California-

based Regional Mexican music industry (Kun 63). As indicated by the title of this chapter, 

which draws inspiration from Marlene’s mobile app (launched June 2017), her radio 

                                                
41Direct quotes from Marlene all contain code-switching between English and Spanish. I will only 
translate those that would otherwise make the meaning inaccessible to a monolingual English reader. In 
instances when Spanish interjections do not affect the overall message, I omit translation. 
42Marlene is pronounced in either Spanish as “mar-LE-n” or English as “Mar-LEEN.” When referring to 
herself she uses the English pronunciation. Her fans use both. While I am aware of the critique that 
referring to women by their first name instead of their surname has been a devaluing gesture, in this chapter 
I chose to use “Marlene” instead of “Quinto” to echo her public profile as a popular/plebeian performing 
artist.  
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production is directed at those that understand the “barrio,” a Latina/o urban space and 

culture through the lens of Spanish speaking immigrants.  

This project builds on my listening to Marlene Quinto as a fan of the morning show 

for over six years along with a more systematic close listening methodology, as described 

in the Introduction chapter of her more recent work in internet radio and podcasting. I listen 

inductively for themes that construct a political discourse, dialogically to connect 

Marlene’s biography to her radiophonic performance of a gendered, transgressive, 

racialized, “gordibuena” subject, and contextually for sounds that re-imagine the culture of 

the U.S. Spanish-language radio industry as space as more inclusive space for deviant 

voices and bodies. I begin by documenting Marlene’s biography through the framework of 

conocimiento, a socially contextualized family history narrative that delivers a “politic born 

out of necessity” (Méndez-Negrete Conocimiento Rationale; Moraga and Anzaldúa 21). I 

then connect her personal history with her early experiences in radio as the persona 

“Marlene 13,” a meta-ideologizing persona that exploited listener’s misogyny along with 

the different radio personas she portrayed in El Show de Don Cheto; La Bozales, La 

Vozalona, and La Marleona. I continue with a sound-focused analysis of her current web-

based projects and her articulation of a radiophonic “desmadre.” The final section focuses 

on the articulation of “gordibuena” politics and the concept of curating an image through 

social media. Throughout, I will connect her work to the three central arguments that, in 

my hypothesis, define Latina radiophonic feminisms; her imagination of a space of 

convivencia between herself and her particular audience, her iteration of a testimonio en 

vivo centered around the politics of immigrant Latina bodies, and the way in which her 

work constitutes a trabajo que no se ve, an unseen labor and work that interrupts misogynist 

cultural violence.  
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BIOGRAPHY: MARLENE’S CONOCIMIENTO 

Marlene’s conocimiento begins with her mother’s history. She was fourteen when 

she migrated alone from her native state of Jalisco to California to work and endured the 

many hardships that go along with living in the shadows as an undocumented worker, 

including sexual assault. She had her first child at the age of sixteen then migrated back to 

Jalisco where Marlene and her younger brother were born. For some years they stayed with 

an aunt while Marlene’s parents migrated back to the U.S. to work. Some years later, they 

returned to reunite their family by bringing everyone back to the U.S. (Marlene’s first 

migration experience through the hills) but after a short time, they moved again back to 

Jalisco. The details are sketchy in Marlene’s memory, but she is sure to have crossed the 

border twice before the age of five or six. In one of those migrations, Marlene and her 

younger brother traveled with a hired coyote who brought them all the way from Tequila, 

Jalisco to the Tijuana/San Diego border (approximately 1350 miles). That time, they passed 

through the old tunnel sewers. Much like in Gregory Nava’s film El Norte (1983), Marlene 

remembers seeing rats and getting scratches. Shaken, she recalled her experience: 

 I can close my eyes and I can remember cuando tiraba el helicoptor la luz, 
cuando mi mamá se torció el pie caminando y así tuvo que salir a la mitad del 
camino por los cerros. Me acuerdo que me cargó el coyote porque ya no podía 
caminar. (Personal Interview 7/13/2017).  

I can close my eyes and I can remember the helicopter would drop down the 
lights, when my mom twisted her ankle and had to continue on walking through 
the hills. I remember that the coyote carried me because could not walk. 
 

Upon arriving in Los Angeles in the early 1990s, they had absolutely no resources 

and for some weeks lived at MacArthur Park. She recalls, 

Fue difícil porque llegamos al MacArthur Park y no teníamos nada. We would 
beg for money. “¿Oiga no tiene dinero o algo? Y ya nos daban, juntábamos like 
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one hundred pennies para comprar un cup of noodles y comíamos los cuatro, mis 
padres, mis carnales y yo. (Quinto, “El último día”) 

It was difficult because we arrived at MacArthur Park and had nothing. We would 
beg for money, “Excuse me, do you have money to spare? And when people 
would give, we would raise one hundred pennies to eat a cup of noodles and it 
would feed all four of us, my parents, my siblings and myself. 

This historical park in Central Los Angeles that surround a natural spring lake is known as 

a hub for recent arrivals from Central America and Mexico. It is also the site for numerous 

immigrant cultural and political gatherings.43 However, it is also known as a high-crime 

area, a place to secure a fake I.D. and a turf contested by Latino gangs.44 After several 

weeks of surviving this way, a local “güerito,” a well-meaning White man, presented her 

family a small apartment free of rent and offered Marlene’s father a job selling bootlegged 

music cassettes. This gesture rescued them from abject poverty and homelessness, and also 

provided Marlene with a source for musical education in all genres classified as “música 

Latina” (Personal Interview 06/9/2017). When customers returned faulty cassettes, it was 

Marlene’s job to listen thoroughly to sides A and B, and re-package the tape using 

cellophane wrap and a clothing iron—two inventions designed for women’s domestic 

consumption repurposed as tool for collective survival that, unbeknownst to her, gave her 

foundational knowledge for a future career in radio (Personal Interview 07/13/2017).  

This real-life course in music education coincided with the period Sam Quiñones 

terms, “the Sinaloaization of L.A.”—a time when the wind instrument driven banda music 

from the Mexican state of Sinaloa and its infections “quebradita” dancing beat displaced 

the popularity of tropical cumbias and the guitar and accordion-based rancheras. Banda 

                                                
43In 2008, it served as the gathering spot for the historic May Day immigrant rights march of 2008, also 
known as “The Day Without a Mexican” (Baker-Cristales 60-61). 
44Notably, the Pico Union district, adjacent to the South, is one of the central hubs for the notoriously 
violent gang MS-13 or Mara Salvatrucha, which rose in the 1980s out of the ashes of the Salvadorean 
diaspora who were displaced following a long period of violent civil war (Campo-Flores and Romano 23-
24).    
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music owned dance floors of house parties, dance halls, family gatherings and anywhere 

Mexican youth congregated to dance (24). Marlene cites one of the most influential cultural 

exports of the Mexican state of Sinaloa, Rosalino “Chalino” Sanchez, as one of the key 

voices that drew her to the music culture of the Regional Mexican genre, along with the 

music of Valentin Elizalde, and Jeni Rivera. 45   

Speaking about gender roles in the family, Marlene described a patriarchal 

household, due in part, to her parents’ age difference (her father was much older than her 

mom) and the fact that her father was from the state of Guerrero, which for her, explained 

his “caracter fuerte” (stern/strong/tough character). Marlene recalls how her father had a 

say in regulating her body image and role in the home: 

I had long, long, virgin hair. No me lo pintaba. No me pintaba las uñas. No me 
dejaba hacer nada. Si yo le decía “menso” a mis hermanos, he would hit me, era 
muy fuerte. He was nice, pero era muy fuerte... My dad was super traditional. I 
was learning how to cook arroz y hacer de comer. Yo tenía que limpiar. Mi mamá 
hacía que mis hermanos siempre me ayudaran y todo pero yo tenía que aprender a 
hacer ciertas cosas. (Personal Interview 06/09/2017). 

I had long, long, virgin hair. I would never dye it. I would not paint my nails. He 
would not let me do any of those things. If I called my brothers “dumb,” he would 
hit me, he was stern. He was nice, but he was stern... My dad was super 
traditional. I was learning how to cook rice, and make meals. I had to clean. My 
mom would make my brothers help me and everything but I had to learn to do 
certain things.  

Not only did he set limits on what she could or could not do to her body, but he conditioned 

her through physical violence to refrain from verbally chastising her male siblings. 
                                                
45Chalino is lauded for revitalizing the corrido genre—ballads sung in commemorating quotidian hero-
bandits, especially downtrodden men who right a moral injustice, flout the law, and/or perform remarkable 
acts of courage. Like the everyday corrido heroes of his ballads, Chalino, both the person and the 
interpreter, side-stepped the norms and preferences established by the U.S. Latino music industry. 
Chalino’s corridos, which he largely composed, contrasted with the middle and upper class versions of 
cumbia and pop-based Latinidad and the opera-like voices of rancheras and mariachi that appealed to wide 
audiences. His was an “ugly” voice that slurred and used the folk vernacular of Sinaloan campesinos and 
voiced the masculine subjectivity of displaced migrant Mexicans from rural areas who were economically 
dispossessed as a result of neoliberal policies at the later-half of the twentieth century (Quiñones 18-19).   
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Moreover, the work of cleaning and cooking were framed as a woman’s responsibility to 

be learned. While mother played a role in asking the boys to “help,” it was understood that 

it was a role for the female child. This discipline crumbled on the fateful day in which 

Marlene’s father left the family. Marlene recalls the irony of the silence and tranquility in 

which this traumatic moment was carried out. He came home from work and calmly asked 

Marlene (then fourteen-years-old) to empty out a cassette crate and fill it “sus cosillas” (his 

meager belongings). Then and there, while mom was away taking English language 

classes, he said his goodbyes, “cuídense mucho, los quiero mucho, ya me voy” and 

abandoned all emotional and financial responsibilities without providing any explanation. 

Appallingly, however, Marlene’s father continued living in the same neighborhood where 

he could still be seen peddling his cassettes up and down the street, although they never 

again spoke to each other. Adding to Marlene’s confusion, her mother, who was only thirty-

two years old, at the time, found a new romantic partner within weeks, a black man from 

Compton. Marlene recalls:  

Entonces cuando mi papá se fue everybody went a little bit crazy. Yo me pinté el 
pelo blonde… We went to an aunt’s party in Compton, so my mom ahí conoció a 
un negrito, a black guy, mi mom se juntó con él, like al mes. So for us it was like, 
“what the fuck is going on here?” But my mom, she has always been very strong, 
very open, and said, ‘You know what? Ustedes van a crecer, se van a ir y no voy a 
dejar de hacer mi vida por ustedes. No me voy a esperar a que ustedes estén bien. 
Damn! Mi mamá se juntó luego, luego and she straight-up told us in our face. 
(Personal Interview 6/09/2017) 

So when dad left, everybody went a little bit crazy. I dyed my hair blonde… We 
went to an aunt’s party in Compton, so my mom met a black guy there and got 
together with him, like it had only been a month. So for us, it was like, “what the 
fuck is going on here?” But my mom, she has always been very strong, very open, 
and said, ‘You know what? You are all going to grow up, leave, and I won’t stop 
living my life for you. I am not going to wait until you all are okay. Damn! My 
mom got together with him right away, and she straight-up told us in our face. 
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At that time, Marlene resented her mother’s choice at prioritizing her romantic interests 

over her children’s well-being, as she put it. It clashed with the notion that a mother, by 

definition, must be self-effacing and self-sacrificing, a “mujer abnegada” who places the 

needs of others before her own. For Marlene’s mom “living her life” meant rejecting the 

very role that defines respectable motherhood in the order established by machismo culture. 

It provided Marlene an alternative example of what it means to be a “very strong” woman. 

It is not the self-sacrificing mother, but the woman that chooses to takes care of herself 

first.  

As an adult, Marlene reflects that her parent’s relationship was exhausted by the 

many years of living in poverty and their considerable age difference. Her mother was 

slowly becoming more independent and, perhaps, her father had grown resentful. It made 

sense that her mother wanted to live out the experiences she missed on as a teenage mother. 

But at the time, Marlene, resentful of her mother’s attitude, began to act out. She was 

always a heavier child but started eating more compulsively and gaining weight. She was 

hanging out with her mother’s boyfriend’s friends and smoking marijuana, staying out all 

night at the beach with gangsters, coming home at 6 am, and being a nuisance at school 

(Personal Interview 06/09/2017). She even recalls a teacher who gave her a permanent hall 

pass on the condition that Marlene not attend his class for the rest of the year (El ulltimo 

dia). Nonetheless, Marlene described herself as a “dreamer,” maybe not the type to win 

college scholarships, but she knew that she wanted to do more with her life than what she 

saw all around her (Personal Interview 06/09/2017).  

Listening to the Hip Hop and Regional Mexican radio stations became a way for 

her to imagine a possible future as a radio D.J. After hearing numerous announcements for 

open castings, Marlene mustered up the courage to try out. She got an appointment time, 

but due to having to take multiple buses, and getting lost along the way, she showed up 
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hours late to her audition and missed her appointment. However, she credits the Penelope 

Menchaca, the TV show of the dating game “12 Corazones” for her break into the media 

industry by referring her to work as an unpaid intern at La Que Buena a newer station 

owned by Liberman Broadcasting Inc. Despite Marlene’s limited ability to speak in formal 

Spanish, she was knowledgeable of all the subgenres of Latin music. Moreover, she knew 

the cultural vernacular of the working-class immigrant life, and had developed the thick 

skin required to survive in an industry where misogyny is the status quo. As the next section 

will demonstrate, Marlene’s success at La Que Buena was due to her ability to carry out 

meta-ideologizing moves—a wearing of the “masks” assigned by the oppressor’s discourse 

to repolitizice language and subvert power relations, that is part of the methodology of the 

oppressed as described by Chela Sandoval (109-111). Working the stereotypes projected 

on to her in her favor, became Marlene’s strategy for long-term survival.  

 

EXPLOITING LISTENER’S MISOGYNY: MARLENE 13, LA BOZALES , LA VOZALONA, LA 
MARLEONA 

As an “achichincle” or unpaid intern at La Que Buena, Marlene began working 

under the direction of Jose Francisco Garza Duron, a.k.a. Pepe Garza, in 2002.46 She began 

by answering phones, in her very broken Spanish, for Pepe’s morning show making in-

person appearances at promotional events. Marlene’s telephone persona put off a number 

of listeners, mostly male, who sent the station essay-length long emails to complain and 

demand she be fired. In response, Pepe exploited this phenomenon and began to produce a 

segment titled, “Yo odio a Marlene” (I hate Marlene) in which she as “Marlene 13”—a 

reference to the use of the number 13 by Southside gangs—would take to the microphone 

                                                
46 The now award winning composer, performer, and Sony Music executive deemed the “rainmaker” of 
Regional Mexican music (Aguila). 
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to read highlights from said emails and respond in her “chola” way. Unfortunately, there 

are no known recordings of these segments, but Marlene paraphrases from memory: 

I would get hundreds of e-mails from people: “Eres una chola; She should work at 
Power 106; Esta estación es de español. ¿Por qué no habla español?  Ni sabe 
hablar español bien; No habla inglés bien.” Pero yo decía, ¿por qué me odian 
tanto? Siempre he recibido esa crítica desde que empecé mi carrera and I always 
think it’s funny that I bring out that kind of sentimiento en la gente. (Personal 
Interview 6/09/17) 

I would get hundreds of e-mails from people: “You’re a chola; She should work at 
Power 106; This station is in Spanish. ¿Why doesn’t she speak Spanish? She can’t 
even speak Spanish well; She doesn’t speak English well.” But I would say, why 
do they hate me so much? I’ve always received that criticism going back to the 
beginning of my career, and I always think it’s funny that I bring out that kind of 
feeling in people.  

Many of the emails also made derisive comments regarding her physical attractiveness and 

weight. In our conversation, I asked how she felt during that segment. It seemed to me like 

a very a hostile thing to do to a young unpaid female intern. What was the point of that 

segment if not to try and break Marlene’s spirit for entertainment? Wouldn’t this practice 

be considered harassment in the workplace? While Marlene cannot explain what made men 

react to her in such an aggressive way, Marlene makes sense of the “Yo odio a Marlene” 

segment as simply good entertainment and stated feeling deeply grateful to Garza for the 

opportunities offered her early in her career. Her takeaway lesson, as shared by Garza, was 

that in radio listener feedback, whether positive or negative was always good. It was a sign 

that you are noticed whereas silence is always cause for concern. This is especially true, 

given the known unreliability of listener measurement data collected Nielsen Audio 

through its paper-based Diaries and Portable People Meters (PPM) which only measure if 
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and when listeners are tuned-in but not their level of emotional engagement with the 

content.47   

The polemic caused by the sound and voice of Marlene 13 reveals an alignment of 

male-defined desirable femininity with linguistic proficiency in Spanish. A deficiency in 

Spanish marked Marlene 13 as a transgressive foreign subject occupying a cultural 

imaginary of “Mexico de afuera,” Américo Paredes term for the places outside the Mexico 

geopolitical borders where Mexicans maintain their Mexicaness as a key part of their 

cultural identity (Paredes xi). As such, Marlene’s linguistic aberrations aligned with the 

idea of feminine deviancy where a woman who does not “speak correctly” becomes an 

open target for critique on and violence. Gloria Anzaldúa signaled this very notion in her 

statement,  

Deslenguadas. Somos las del español deficiente. We are your linguistic 
nightmare, your linguistic aberration, your linguistic mestisaje, the subject of your 
burla. Because we speak with tongues of fire we are culturally crucified. Racially, 
culturally and linguistically somos huérfanos —we speak an orphan tongue. (80) 
 

Playing the role of Marlene 13 as a “chola,” a figure associated with Mexican American 

gang life, violence, and a masculinized fashion aesthetic (baggy men’s clothes, “angry” 

stylized arched eyebrows, and tense hairstyles), authorized Marlene to voice sonically and 

verbally aggressive counter attacks to sexist machista remarks. The concept of machismo 

as a representation of male dominance, in contrast to misogyny, takes into account 
                                                
47 The PPM tracks exposure to media and entertainment of “panelists” who agree to wear the pager-size 
meter on their body for a given time. The PPM detects inaudible signals encoded in radio, cable and 
satellite television, online radio, cinema advertising and other types of digital media (Weaver). Nielson 
aggregates the data collected in 48 mayor U.S. markets every four weeks and produces local rating reports 
(Nielsen.com, Audio). Although the PPM measure’s accuracy is not perfect, and in fact, has been 
challenged by both Spanish Broadcasting and Univision Radio in 2010 for supposedly creating false results 
(LoBello). PPM reports are the main instrument that determines what a particular station’s airtime is worth 
to possible advertisers. Although will likely evolve as more consumers turn to web-streaming as their main 
source of media consumption.  
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idealized forms of masculinity influenced by Indigenous and European legacies in Latina/o 

cultures. Macho subjects are defined by “self-aggrandizing male bravado that flirts with 

physical harm,” and sexual fame but also attributes signaling responsibility such as 

presence of mind, stoicism, and bravery (Coronado). Within immigrant Latina/o cultures, 

male gender anxiety is exacerbated by the fact that immigrant men take on subordinate 

racial, class, and citizenship positions within society. Thus, machista narratives in radio 

provide a means to regain dominance symbolically through misogynist cultural violence 

(Casillas, Sounds of Belonging 106).48 In responding to listeners’ machismo aggression, 

Marlene 13 was speaking from her conocimiento as a young woman who bore witness to 

and endured her father’s machismo and cultural violence in her everyday life as an 

immigrant female body. Through the chola persona, she advanced Latina social status 

within a culture that sees their very existence as a threat to the order of male dominance.  

After several cycles taking Marlene 13 off air to appease offended listeners, the 

station sided with the audience and retired the character altogether. However, Marlene was 

finally promoted from unpaid intern to a paid position. Not long after, Juan Carlos Razo a 

DJ and host at La Que Buena who was quickly rising in popularity invited Marlene to 

audition as a sidekick for his new morning show, El Show de Don Cheto. Razo playing the 

role of Don Cheto, a 67-year-old rural immigrant from the state of Michoacán fictionalized 

the story of their meeting in the nostalgic style of the storytelling segment “El cronista del 

pueblo” (the people’s chronicler) as such: Marlene was a “chollilla” (a small-time gangster) 

loitering outside a 7-Eleven liquor store with her chola crew. As Don Cheto goes to enter 

                                                
48A similar dynamic is represented in the rise of misogynist “shock-radio” in the likes of hosts like 
Howard Stern, Rush Limbaugh, and Don Imus who rose to fame in the 1980s and 1990s in response to 
white women’s social and economic advances that threatened white-male class and racial privilege and 
their sense of masculinity (Casillas, Sounds of Belonging 106).  
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the store, she blocks his path and requests that he buy a case of beer for her and her 

underage friends. As a father of two (fictional) teenagers, Don Cheto was saddened to see 

this assertive young woman going down “malos pasos” (the wrong path). Instead of buying 

the beer he offers her a job at the radio station and the rest is history. In reality, as Marlene 

shared with me, she crossed paths with Razo outside of the station where they both worked 

and had a casual conversation where he invited her to an audition for a sidekick role 

(Personal Interview 07/13/2017).  

She worked alongside Don Cheto, and the producer Felix Castillo/D.J. Mr. Boro, 

for over a decade from 2002 to 2016 (LinkedIn). During that time, they competed with 

Eddie Sotelo “El Piolín” for the number one ranking of a national syndicated Spanish-

language morning show, finally taking this spot after Soleto was fired from Univision 

Radio in 2013 following workplace harassment allegations (Johnson and James). 

Marlene’s linguistic, cultural and gender transgressive radio persona was instrumental to 

the success of the show. The dynamic between Don Cheto and Marlene offered a 

formulation of gender dynamics that was simultaneously conservative and progressive 

which spoke to the sensibilities of a new generation of immigrant Mexican and Mexican 

American millennials. Razo as Don Cheto played the role of an old-fashioned machista 

patriarch, albeit abstaining from sexual innuendo and profanity in accordance with his role 

as a respectable “Don” figure in the Hispanic tradition. To cross this line would reduce him 

to the status of a “viejo rabo verde” (dirty old man) as opposed to the endearing “abuelito” 

(grandpa) whose outdated machista views on gender and romantic conquest as told through 

the segment “El Casanova de Michoacán” were endearing and benign (Díaz Martín 65). 

This sharply contrasted with the homophobic, misogynist, and sex-based humor, or as 

Alicia Alarcón put it “radio porno,” styles promoted by the previous shows that had held 

the number one rank. Marlene, an adopted god-daughter and daughter-in-law in Don 
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Cheto’s mythological family, enjoyed the privilege being free of Don Cheto’s potential 

male gaze per the moral parameters that a father-daughter relationship prescribe. Moreover, 

she played the role of the sexually curious coming-of-age woman who was the provocateur 

when conversations turned to topics of sex and sexuality. She filled-in with innuendo when 

Don Cheto would only mumble or faintly hint at topics that were outside of his moral range. 

Frequently when Marlene’s words were perceived as too explicit (such as when she named 

sexual organs by their anatomical name) Don Cheto would reprimand, “¡Cááállate 

Marleeeeen!” This dynamic gave listeners (especially women) a respite from “radio porno” 

and aligned with the values of a new generation that accepted a sexually empowered 

woman and who wanted to keep the more detrimental aspects of machismo in check. 

Marlene’s alternating nicknames as “La Bozales” and “La Vozalona,” further 

reflect the intersections between femininity norms and politics of voice in popular Mexican 

immigrant culture. The moniker “La Bozales” began as Don Cheto’s critique of Marlene’s 

bilingualism. Namely, her Spanish pronunciation and grammatical errors, vocabulary gaps, 

and inability to speak without code-switching between Spanish and English. In fact, a show 

promo clip repeated throughout the day would end: 

Don Cheto: Estamos en Facebook y Twitter @showdedoncheto. 

Marlene: ¡Síguenos! 

Don Cheto: Es “sígannos” no “síguenos.” ¡Hable bien!49 

Another routine was the “Marlenazo.” Whenever she would misspeak in Spanish, 

DJ Mr. Boro, who performed the part of an older-brother bully to Marlene, would play an 

emphatic ranchera beat on a cowbell and, on the count of four, Don Cheto joined in to 

mockingly sing “el marlenazo, el marlenazo” in the tune of “El Tucanazo” by Los Tucanes 
                                                
49 “Síguenos” (follow us) is the command for of seguir (to follow) conjugated for the second person 
informal “tú” (you) and “sígannos” is conjugated for the formal and plural form “ustedes” (you all). 
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de Tijuana. “Bozales” is a reference to a “bozal” (muzzle) a device placed over an animals’ 

snout to prevent them from biting or grazing. It referenced the errors in linguistic forms 

and the sound of slurring and murmuring words as if masticating. But it also referenced the 

deviancy of the content of her speech, especially when she crossed the idealized gendered 

norms of femininity as either a sexually chaste virgin-mother or a passive puta (whore). 

Insisting on “La Bozales” as a nickname was Don Chetos attempt to domesticate the 

untamed mestiza/chola voice of Marlene. Language, as Anzaldúa recognized, is 

fundamentally connected to the borderland mestizas' sense of self-worth, “If you want to 

hurt me, talk badly about my language. Ethnic identity is twin skin to linguistic identity—

I am my language. Until I can take pride in my language, I cannot take pride in myself” 

(81). “La Bozales” is thus a manifestation of linguistic terrorism imposed on mestiza 

subjects by the norms of the dominant culture that equates linguistic purism with ideas of 

class and racial superiority. Speaking “well” means conforming to the hierarchies of class, 

race, and gender. The label served as a reminder to mind her place within the established 

order the mythical familia as led by the figure of a traditional “Don.”  

In other instances, co-hosts dismissed each other's speech by calling each other a 

“bofón" or "bofona.” This label had two significations: the first, as a neologism derived 

from “bufón” or jester to indicate non-sensical speech; the second, as an adjective derived 

from the Spanish “bofo” or “fofo” in reference to obese bodies that are heavy, but lack 

fortitude or vigor (“bofo”). If spoken with pejorative intentions, “bofon/bofona” was meant 

to equate fatness as the source for an intellectual deficiency. Interestingly, all three co-hosts 

were overweight, so this play on fat-shamming was not necessarily a misogynist or 

misandric. While Marlene does not make a claim to be discriminated explicitly because of 

her weight, she recognizes a pattern in which women whose bodies and aesthetics conform 

closer to a certain ideal ascend faster in their radio careers, more so now than a decade ago 
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since cultivating a public image through social media has become an informal requirement 

for media professionals. This observation prefaces her gordibuena politics, as I will discuss 

in brief. 

As the headliner, Don Cheto frequently dominated the air space with his stories and 

commentary. In the rare instances when Marlene’s was given a set up to monologue, this 

created an opportunity for a comedic routine in which D.J. Mr. Boro would attempt to 

interrupt her with sarcastic one-liners or sarcastic sounds. For instance, in a reflection about 

the trajectory of her life aired on her last day in the morning show:  

MARLENE: Cuando yo empecé nayen, nayen hablaba inglés y mucho menos en 
una estación tan mexicana como aquí. 

DON CHETO: Y me acuerdo que criticadísimos en su momento. 

MARLENE: … si no me hubieran abierto las puertas yo creo que ya hubiera 
tenido hasta cuatro niños [DRAMATIC TRUMPETS] y anduviera todavía de 
chola como mis amigas. I love you guys pero las morras nunca nunca, cuando voy 
a visitarlas todavía andan en el mismo rollo en el hood [MR. BORO LAUGHS], 
entonces, that’s what I want to do, I wanna inspire you guys. [ECSTATIC  
CLAPPING] 

MR. BORO: Bravo. (El último día)  
 

Marlene’s typical reaction to these type of sonic interruptions would be to laugh off, laugh 

along, or completely ignore the interventions. My intention here is not to point out these 

sound as necessarily violent or damaging, but signal instances in which Marlene’s spoken 

truth as a gendered, classed, a racialized body clashed with a misogynist mode of listening 

conditioned to finding humor in the discrediting of a women’s voice.    

La Bozales eventually becomes “La Vozalona” a name shift with a number of 

implications. It changes the root prefix from “bozal” to “voz” (voice) and adds an 

intensifier suffix -ona” that is also marked as feminine increasing her importance. This new 
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label signaled the loud volume of her voice and her ability which would dominate the air 

space whenever she spoke. For instance, during the “Noti-Che” news segment, the 

exchange went as follows: 

Don Cheto: Usted ya sabe, noticias donde quiera, pero aquí en Noti-Che... (You 
know you can get news anywhere, but here at Noti-Che...) 

Marlene: ¡NOS LA PELAAAAAAN! 

 

This loud “nos la pelan” is one of Marlene’s signature vocalizations, which roughly 

translates to “they can suck it” is a sexually charged provocation that one does not expect 

to hear from a woman, as it references the stimulation of male genitalia. In this way, other 

similar examples, she amplifies her voice through both loudness and gender-bending 

provocations that appropriate and subvert the symbolic system of male dominance.  

Another persona that of “La Marelona” dialogues with the imagination of feminism 

as animalistic and masculinized fierceness that heard as a “roar.”  This nickname is a 

combination of her name Marlene + “leona” (lioness). La Marleona persona materialized 

in instances when men comments (listeners or co-hosts) conveyed sexist stereotypes on 

what women should or should not “be allowed” to do. In such instances, Marlene would 

loudly interject while the producer played roaring lioness sounds in the background. Her 

monologue questioned the logic behind machismo and heterosexist by pointing out double 

standards, and the incongruity behind idealized gender roles and the needs of contemporary 

life that require women to work, as opposed to securing their dependency from men who 

are often unreliable in their supposed responsibilities as providers. Further, Marlene would 

also concede that women played a role in reproducing sexist culture and pleaded with 

women to educate their children differently. Marlene explains La Marleona as a 
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manifestation of her experience growing up as a state of constant vigilance against 

aggression, 

Marleona came from the fact de que no me dejo. I'm a fighter. If you're gonna 
come at me, you need to be aware that I'm a lion, that I'm gonna come back at 
you. I'm a lioness. I'm cool. I'm gonna be good, but I'm always alert, you know, 
on the prowl, to see who's coming at me (Personal Interview 06/09/17).  

 

The woman as a feline metaphor to portray outspoken women who are sexually 

empowered is iconic in Mexican popular culture. Notably, the Golden Age singer/actress 

Irma Serrano as “La Tigresa” comes to mind. Serrano, earned the title of “La tigresa de las 

rancheras” for her passionate vocal-tearing interpretation of heartbreak ballads that echoed 

the sound of a tigress’s roar. In films “La Tigresa” often played a “carácter fuerte” a woman 

that appropriated a macho ethic and refused domesticity (Contreras). Another such figure 

is the telenovela actress and singer Lupita D’Allesio, nicknamed “La Leona Dormida”  (the 

sleeping lioness) also for portraying women who stood up to macho abuse which carried 

over to her private life, she divorced five times and at one point made death threats to an 

ex-husband over parenting disagreements (source). In this tradition, Marlene proudly 

appropriated this nickname “Marleona” through the hashtag “#Lioness1” which she 

occasionally tags on to her social media posts.  

Although to this day long-time Marlene Quinto fans still refer to her as “Bozales” 

or “mi querida Bozales,” she has long left the shackles of that initial inauspicious identity, 

she is not the perpetual “achichincle” subordinate. La Vozalona and La Marleona speak 

back and speak against the abuses of machista culture by making an inventory of the 

discrete ways in which men and women contribute to the oppression of women. Her 

critique is an analysis of intersectional oppression rooted in her lived experiences as a 

working-poor immigrant and bicultural millennial Latina with a deviant body and voice. 
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That lived experience grants her the experiential authority to denounce the fallacies of 

conventional gender roles as prescribed by Mexican machismo. 

 

STREAMING FEMINIST DESMADRE 

Recalling the quote that opens this chapter, Marlene does not often think of her 

radio work as feminist. In fact, her encounters with the label “feminsta” are often as an 

accusation that her gender politics are excessively severe towards men (Personal Interview 

06/09/2017). This uneasy relationship with the “feminista” label revelas that in popular 

immigrant Mexican culture gender politics are largely understood through a binary of 

machismo vs. feminismo, where the former is violent male domination, and the latter, its 

opposite, misandry-a fear and contempt for all boys and men. Her “demasiado feminista” 

politics, however, are based on the reality of the politics of sexuality that affect Latinas 

especially those in Spanish-language media. Marlene pointed to marketing materials, such 

as billboards and website banners, that display the male host front and center and demote 

women co-hosts by reducing the size of their image and by placing them far of in the 

background. Marlene questions, 

Why do we always have to be in the shadows? Why could we never be equal? 
Why does women’s persona have to revolve around sex? Te tienen que poner 
como la “ditzy one,” like you are sleazy, why? Why can't we have two equal 
pictures of two main co-hosts? I feel like every morning show is male-dominated. 
If you look at the main host, es hombre and women are side-lined. Por ejemplo, 
en mi caso, a mí me ha pasado en una de las empresas que trabajaba, if I would 
speak out, they would say “She is a diva! She is always mad! ¿Ya ves como son 
las viejas?” Well, ¿cómo somos las viejas? Nomas porque tú dices, ¿yo me tengo 
que aguantar? I am a bitch because I defend myself and I don't let myself be 
spoken to in a certain way? There is a lot of that in this industry (Personal 
Interview 06/09/17).  
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Why do we always have to be in the shadows? Why could we never be equal? 
Why does women’s persona have to revolve around sex? They portray you as the 
“ditzy one,” like you are sleazy, why? Why can't we have two equal pictures of 
two main co-hosts? I feel like every morning show is male-dominated. If you look 
at the main host, its a man and women are side-lined. For example, in my case, its 
happened to me in the different companies I have worked, if I would speak out, 
they would say “She is a diva! She is always mad! You see how women are?” 
Well, what are we like? Just becasue you say so, I have to put up with it? I am a 
bitch because I defend myself and I don't let myself be spoken to in a certain 
way? There is a lot of that in this industry.  

After more than a decade co-hosting El Show de Don Cheto, the station directors 

promoted Marlene to an afternoon spot as the lead host. In a move that she later regretted, 

Marlene took an offer with a rival radio station. This amounted to a painful severing of ties 

with the radio station that had given her a chance, trained her, and seen her grow. She was 

quickly disappointed to learn that her new co-host pairing was less than what she expected. 

Her voice receded further and further into the background of sidekicks and she felt censored 

and unhappy, as she shared with fans via social media. She described crying on her way to 

and from work over the course of six months. Recounting thirteen years in morning radio, 

two of them as an unpaid intern, getting up at 3:00 am each morning and neglecting other 

areas of her life, she blames herself for not thoroughly researching the new station, the 

people there, and their way of doing things (Radiozote.com 06/16/2017).50 She parted ways 

with this station in March of 2017 and  after taking a much overdue two-week vacation, 

she began posting weekly podcasts featuring personal and in-depth interviews with 

musicians and composers in the genre of Regional Mexican music.51  

She then joined the cast of an internet radio station RadioZote.com where she 

broadcasted a one-woman morning show production through from her home studio in the 

                                                
50I hold a digital copy of Radiozote.com recordings (24 sessions in total) aired between 05/29/2017 and 
08/23/2017. 
51As of March 2018, her SoundCloud.com follower count is 879, with 39 posted tracks, play counts range 
between 900 and 7000 per episode. 
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San Fernando Valley, “Al Chile en Vivo,” a production that I will describe here a “feminist 

radiophonic desmadre.” “Al Chile” recycles many routines from commercial morning 

radio. These include, top of the hour station ID announcements, weather briefs, listener’s 

call-ins, daily themes such as “Martes de mamantes” and “West Coast Wednesdays,” 

listener “saludos” and song requests, local and celebrity news provided by phone-in 

reporters from Los Angeles and from León, Guanajuato, Mexico, and weekly featured 

segments with a sexologist, a tarot-card reader, to name a few. It also added new elements 

not typical of morning radio, such as replays of her more extended podcast interviews with 

artists, shows phoned in from locations where she was away on business such as Léón, 

Guanajuato, and Dallas, Texas. While this production was unpaid, within three months, 

she secured various advertisers and endorsement gigs that helped her stay afloat 

economically. As of March 2018, she was hired back as a co-host in FM morning radio. 

The rest of this chapter focuses on the work she produced as an independent morning show 

host at RadioZote.com. 

The sonic elements in Al Chile reflected the messy process of learning-in-practice, 

risk-taking, re-assessing through trial-and-error the radio narrative techniques learned in 

her previous experiences. The phrase “al chile” roughly translates to “al grano” (to the 

point) but is also a sexually charged euphemism for “spicy” talk that references the chile 

pod as a metaphor for male genitalia. This intentionally suggestive title sets the listener up 

as a complicit participant willing to engage in a “low-brow” listening and demanding 

listeners to check their hypocritical conservative inhibitions at the door. Those that enjoy 

“el chile” talk are willing and interested in uncensored speech that does not pretend suitable 

for a general audience.  

For instance, Tuesdays are “martes de mamantes” (lover’s Tuesdays) where 

“mamantes” is a play on the word “amantes” for lovers. By adding an “m” to the begging 
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of the word it signifies sucking, a reference to lovers providing each other sexual pleasure 

through oral acts. She invites listeners to call-in to share their experiences as illicit lovers, 

akin to the confessional model that Alicia Alarcón critiques, but with the difference of a 

dialogue taking place mostly between female callers and Marlene as directed by her 

curiosity. As such, Marlene not only explored the graphic details of sexual encounters, but 

also questioned human nature and why men and women seek pleasure outside of marriage 

or monogamous partnerships, but without a moralizing or passing judgment on those 

willing to share. However, after every session of “martes de mamantes” she inevitably 

reached the conclusions that “la gente somos un desmadre” (people are a mess). As directed 

by Marlene, this sonic space of convivencia was a semi-private space where her listeners 

felt safe to share their intimate experiences and secrets because, as opposed to FM radio 

which is public and or podcasts which are more permanent, internet radio an on-demand 

and ephemeral medium, minimized the chances that an acquaintance might hear and 

recognize their providing some level of anonymity. A desmadre, in this instance, is the 

confession of truths that are taboo and, at times, self-destructive. Arguably, like the 

metaphor of “airing the dirty laundry” sexual behaviors and desires deemed “dirty”—extra-

marital affairs, oral and anal sex, orgies, partner swapping, and so forth—were placed in 

this open sonic space of convivencia as a way to abolish the shame associated with sexual 

practices outside of the traditional and heterosexist norms.  

Another dimension of desmadre is heard through the sonic layering or errors and 

interruptions that constituted a key soundmark of Al Chile. This was a result of Marlene’s 

playing multiple simultaneous roles as host, music DJ, producer, and technician. At times, 

she also simultaneously streamed a live video feed through Facebook live and interacted 

with listeners comments via multiple social media channels. Her equipment included a 

soundboard, and iPod (for social media), an Android smartphone (for her public phone 
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number, WhatsApp, and Snapchat), a Windows laptop provided by the RadioZote.com 

engineer (for programing songs) and a MacBook mini (for pulling up songs from 

YouTube). These devices would often conflict, for example when listener calls interrupted 

guest segments, or when a personal phone call would interrupt a song playing on her 

MacBook. As a result, her narration would often self-interrupt and holding a number plots 

with different audiences and herself, creating tension and cognitive overload that contrasts 

with the model of the well-oiled morning show productions of commercial radio. The meta-

narrative of her switching between all of these roles and instruments that constantly vie for 

her attention produced a feeling of intensified liveliness. That is, the effect that the 

broadcast is taking place in real-time, when in fact, it may be lagging by any number of 

minutes or seconds (Chignell 90). By exposing the layers of radio production and including 

live social media interaction, Marlene’s desmadre, also heightens the feeling co-presence 

where the space of the radio studio and the space where the listener is imaged as 

experienced as one simultaneous space.  

At times the tension at having to navigate and manage all the devices as a 

technician, while also thinking ahead as a producer, and performing live as a host, erupted 

as through a loud exclamation: “¡AY DIOS MIO, ES QUE SOY UN 

DESMADREEEEEE!” The ideological significations of Marlene’s desmadre differ from 

that suggested by the Mexican critic Octavio Paz, and more recently, Heriberto Yépez. For 

them, desmadre signals psychic matricide and a state of futile chaos that conditions the 

modern and postmodern Mexican (male) subject. Paz referenced the La Malinche as La 

Chingada, a fucked-mother who births an emotionally abject bastard nation. Yépez, writing 

about of Narcocultura, suggests desmadre is a necessary breaking from the excess of 

mothering from a self-abnegated woman. This desmadre produces disaster, scandal, 

confusion, disfigurement, disorder and the carrying out deplorable and socially condemned 
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acts. In this process, the “madraedo” Mexican subject can break away from its 

disempowered status while manifesting frustrated self-authority (79).  

Marlene’s desmadre shares the idea of subversive disorder, but while Paz and 

Yépez reference the destructive excess of (masculine) youth, Marlene’s desmadre is a 

productive expression that is situated in the embodied experience of the Latina subject 

responding to the misogynist excess of U.S. Spanish-language media culture by way of 

feminist transgression. Marlene doesn’t claim to be a “desmadrosa” or a destructive dis-

mothering agent, but the “desmadre” itself, the product of oppressive and destructive 

practices against women in machista social order. In this way, the content carried by her 

voice and her sound aesthetics are techniques of agentic, productive, and transgressive 

femininity that seeks to elevate the status of women in society. 

 

GORDIBUENA POLITICS: CURATING HER IMAGE 

Marlene’s radiophonic feminist sonifies a subject intersected by various layers of 

othering as an unwanted voice, but also an undesirable body in the cultural imaginary of 

Spanish-language media. Namely, she identifies as a “gordibuena” (fat-sexy woman). The 

politics of fat Latina bodies in popular culture are yet to be theorized. While discourses on 

fatness center on the stigmatization of obesity as morally reprehensible or the Latina 

“curves” as a counter-hegemonic aesthetic of natural beauty.52 The “gordibuena” 

subjectivity is rooted in the experience of an obese body that refuses to be stigmatized. By 

naming itself as such, gordibuenas connect to a community of like-minded women and 

men (some of them gordibuenos) that love each other as such.  

                                                
52See Rothblum and Solovay. 
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By singling herself as a gordibuena on the radio, Marlene and others, indicate the 

importance of politics of the body in Spanish-language radio and the music industry by 

extension. Even in a sound-based media industry, a female entertainer must curate her body 

image and weight with just as much care, if not more, than her talent and professional 

network. It is not about being thin, necessarily but about displaying the attributes that are 

deemed attractive according to a Latino male gaze. Marlene concedes that physical 

attractiveness is an advantage for women entertainers “que andan enseñando nalgas,” that 

is, that display the physical attributes of the commercially mythicized Latina body, “an 

amalgam of eroticized, racialized tropes about Latinas that inform U.S. popular culture” 

(Mendible 3). Curvy bottoms, full lips, and dark, flowing hair as per the model of turn-of-

the-century cross-over stars Jennifer Lopez and Selena mark this desired Latina body 

(Aparicio 98). I would add that in the context of the cultural imaginary of Mexican 

Regional music, the idealized female body is that of the “buchona” in reference to a type 

of bird that inflates is chest, she is characterized by large breasts and buttocks, a small 

waistline, puffy lips, and tight clothes that bring attention to these features. They often go 

through numerous surgeries to achieve those body standards to socialize with and earn the 

patronage of high ranking narcos.  

Marlene, who has been overweight and dieting for as long as she can remember, 

describes herself as a woman is relatable to “women of all sizes” (SoundCloud.com). Yet, 

she endorses a weight loss supplement program and body shapewear. Moreover, she 

recently went through a breast augmentation surgery which she talked about openly in her 

Al Chile and social media as a way to elicit support from her fans. She is not critical of 

women who have the buchona body and use it to their career advantage. Heightened by the 

requisite of constant social media presence, the gordibuena politic is visually translated as 

carefully crafted selfies that hide the stigmatized weight through contorted full body 
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postures. While it may seem contrary to the gordibuena narrative, Marlene admits to using 

filters and body postures openly. As such, the gordibuena is in a perpetual process of 

accepting and rejecting her body, always becoming closer to the idealized aesthetic that 

will allow her and other gordibuenas to function in industries and social spaces where 

women’s bodies are under constant surveillance.   

Insisting on ownership over her social media has played a fundamental role in the 

survival of Marlene Quinto’s career as a radio host. Concerning followers, she has an 

approximate: 314,000 on Facebook, 159,000 on Instagram, and 68,0000 on Twitter. More 

telling of her active followers a recent spontaneous Facebook live-feed was viewed by 

39,000 users (08/01/2017). In fact, on days in which she live-streamed a video minutes 

before going on air, the Radiozote.com server would crash as it could not handle the 

additional traffic. Her listener data invalidates the verbal assaults of her antagonists who 

randomly bombard her social media to mock her for her blunders with technology, atop of 

the old tired personal attacks that date back to the “Yo odio a Marlene” segment.   

Like the salesman taking the client book on their way out the door, social media 

allowed Marlene to take the listenership she had cultivated with her. By using her real name 

in social media as “@imarlenequinto” as opposed to using a sidekick name associated with 

a radio show and refusing access to her accounts, she is the sole proprietor, producer, and 

editor of her social media content. This allows her to maintain a level of independence that 

was not afforded to radio hosts of previous generations. She recognizes this advantage,  

A lot of older friends have said to me “it’s going to be hard for you to be [back] 
on the air.” But I say que eso se me hace una mentalidad muy pobre. It is an old 
mentality because now with social media you don’t need to work for radio or 
mayor TV. Always being there is always a boost. There are so many avenues, 
YouTube, podcast, IG [Instagram], and it is still growing. People are interested in 
monitoring what I’m doing. Si hubiera sido un locutor de hace veinte años me 
hubieran corrido y nada. Pero ahora la gente saben dónde estoy y qué estoy 
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haciendo. Before social media you were screwed! (Personal Interview 
06/09/2017) 

A lot of older friends have said to me “it’s going to be hard for you to be [back] 
on the air.” But I say that that mentality is poor. It is an old mentality because 
now with social media you don’t need to work for radio or mayor TV. Always 
being there is always a boost. There are so many avenues, YouTube, podcast, IG 
[Instagram], and it is still growing. People are interested in monitoring what I’m 
doing. If I would have been a host twenty years ago and lost my job, that would 
be the end. But now, people what to know where I am and what I’m doing. 
Before, social media you were screwed!  
 

In Marlene’s experience, radio and TV continue to be extremely insular industries where 

who you know is just as relevant as your experience and talent. In contrast, social media 

networks are built on participant’s shared values and engage human’s curious and social 

nature, especially for “the squishy, gooey” phatic content of everyday life that allows us to 

understand and interact (boyd 72-73). Social media users participate in an “always-on” 

lifestyle that is more than just about communication of information but also about 

“conveying presence and state of mind” (72)—the “always being there” that Marlene 

recognizes. In this being together Marlene and her gordibuenas construct a testimonio en 

vivo, a bearing witness of oppression that is live and ongoing through the combined, 

intimate, and dialogic channels of web-based radiophonic and social media. 

Marlene Quinto’s radiophonic feminism interrupts cultural violence through the 

technique of meta-ideologizing the stereotypical gendered, classed, and racialized tropes 

meant to create an oppressed subject. Within an industry and cultural imaginary that is 

dominated by men and organized through the masculinist logic, the subversive repurposing 

of the dominant symbolic systems is a feminist strategy for survival. For decades, U.S. 

Spanish-language morning radio was defined by the voices of men who rallied behind the 

cause of hard-working immigrants while openly chastising women (Casillas, Sounds of 

Belonging 102) or presenting them through the lens of the virgen/puta dichotomy as either 
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chaste mothers responsible for the unity of the family, or objects for aural male gaze. In 

her re-imagination of the FM morning show via internet radio, Marlene Quinto created an 

alternative space for women within this shared cultural imaginary to have an agentic voice, 

a space of convivencia that framed through a horizontal relationship of power, repurposed 

the confessional or “radio porno” format through the woman directed aural curiosity. This 

curiosity was not heterosexist but allowed queer perspectives without caricaturizing non-

dominant sexualities and sexual practices.  

At the intersection of gender and Spanish-language media politics, Marlene’s on-

air personas and projects, contested the practice of representing women as docile, 

submissive, or secondary to a male lead as signaled by the practice of labeling female hosts 

“sidekicks” as opposed to “co-hosts” in instances, as a way to minimize their talent, 

contributions, and by extension as a way to justify salary disparities along gender lines. 

Some women are making gains as lead hosts, for instance Univision radio hosts Silvia del 

Valle “La Bronca” and Carla Medrano “La Mala.” Like Marlene they perform the role of 

women holding their own in a man’s world, however, an essential part of their vocal and 

visual performance is playing up their body image to appease a masculinist hyper-

(hetero)sexuality. This performance, which is a topic for future study, involves a tactical 

outmaneuvering of misogynist sexual innuendo and potential humiliating situations, 

coming out unscathed. In contrast, Marlene frames her performance of feminine sexuality 

through the alternative framework of a gordibuena body. The gordibuena subject is 

involved in a continual process of affirmation and self-improvement, and at times surgical 

interventions, to meet the body standards of the idealized buchona body. The gordibuena 

is not radical antagonist to the order of male-dominance but is looking to survive within it. 

Contrary to the narrative that voices that are “demasiado feminista” are 

unmarketable, Marlene’s radio trajectory, social media following, and confirmed record of 
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streamers and podcast plays, demonstrate that her performance connects to the values of a 

new generation of radio listeners. Through her radio work her, her trabajo que no se ve, 

Marlene’s gordibuena feminism serve a pedagogical objective which is to re-educate 

machos to liberate them from their machismo and sense of inferiority and to open 

possibilities for immigrant Latina women’s sexual expression outside of the sanctioned 

spaces of marriage.  

Through the desmadre sonic aesthetic, Marlene’s radiophonic feminism is 

expressed sonically as multiple, competing, simultaneous, and loud narratives and sonic 

plots. It shares some characteristics of “rasquachismo,” as defined by Tomás Ybarra-

Frausto regarding the aesthetics of Chicano art, in that it expresses an underclass 

perspective through a Mexican cultural vernacular but with a bicultural sensibility. It 

conveys an insider, private code that is brash, hybrid, and seen as tacky from the 

perspective of the dominant class (156). But whereas the rasquache sensibility is about 

survival and inventiveness, the desmadre mode of operation is rebellion, disorder, and 

creative destruction; a seeking of cathartic pleasure through misbehaving. It is a process 

and a response to the multiple layers of intersecting oppression that mark the gordibuena 

body and voice as an outside “other” in both Mexican and U.S. dominant cultures. The 

desmadre sonic aesthetic sonifies this status. 
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Chapter 3: The Sonic Spaces of Convivencia of Super Mamás, Chicana 
M(other)work, and Locatora Radio 

The three podcasts I examine in this chapter connect to different facets of my 

identity. Super Mamás speaks to my current status as a mother of a young child, in a long-

term heterosexual relationship with a Latino male, and who is engaged in the daily struggle 

to do well in every aspect of life (career, parenting, body-image, health, and so on). Chicana 

M(other)work, reflects my Chicana identity (both political and cultural) and very specific 

experience of being a scholar of color, an Other in academia; this experience implies a two 

“invisible” and undervalued types of labor, intellectual work and caring for my own child. 

Locatora Radio, echoes my drive to decolonize Third Woman knowledge and ways of 

knowing as a way to address gender violence.   

As a listener, my identification which each of these Latina podcast producers/hosts, 

or podcasteras, across the multiple sites of shared cultural and experiential knowledge 

often re-routed my listening towards meditating on my own (mis)(dis)identification with 

their feminist projects. While listening for sounds of femininity, I became cognizant of my 

own, often contradictory, emotional reactions to those very gendered sounds in ways that 

the commercial radio hosts discussed in previous chapters had not incited. For example, I 

felt surprise, delight, and embarrassment the first time I heard the hosts of Locatora Radio 

use a soft sing-song voice to complement each other for looking “so cute.” I felt exposed 

and protective at the same time anticipating that I would have to defend their voice and 

sound from outside critiques that would surely say; How can they expect to be taken 

seriously if they are laughing, giggling, and speaking in an infantilized way? This response 

to hearing the sound of “high-femme” feminism revealed the workings of my misogynist 

thinking and, at the same time, the very techniques of their decolonizing politics.  
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This chapter listens closely to feminist politics in the Latina podcasting sphere. It 

examines the work they achieve through speech and sound as mediated by podcasting. An 

unseen labor and work, or trabajo que no se ve, that interrupts patriarchy and articulates 

versions of feminism that are articulated from the margins and interstices of hegemonic 

feminism. I pay attention to how each of these podcasts formulate radiophonic spaces of 

convivencia where women come together through horizontal power relationships to 

(re)create women’s knowledge and feminist epistemologies. Further, it pays particular 

attention to the feminist debates around motherhood and queer sexualities, two important 

themes in Latina woman-centered podcasts. 

This chapter begins with an overview of the podcasting and its reach within 

Latina/o/x audiences.53 As podcasting is a relatively new medium, and Latina-centric 

podcasts a more recent and still emerging genre, I first identify some of the limitations in 

the data available and identify future lines for research. I argue that Latina dominance in 

Latina/o/x podcasting reflects the medium’s compatibility with popular forms of 

production and speech due, in large part, to their operation outside a for-profit structure 

which allows podcasters to speak to very specific audiences. 

My close listening analysis of each of the three podcasts centers on how their 

specific soundmarks, or community significant sounds, echo their particular identities and 

feminist projects.54 Super Mamás sonifies a Oaxacan translocal and bicultural identity at 

                                                
53Contrasting with previous chapters, this chapter uses “Latina/o/x” to reflect the language that is used by 
research participants which is inclusive of non-gender identities and queer sexualities. 
54A close listening methodology, as explained in the Introduction, is a Sound Studies oriented approach to 
the study of sound in popular culture. Through systemized listening, it allows me to identity significant 
themes expressed through the embodied voices of Latina radio hosts. The sonic elements that frame and 
stylize their radio productions (including their material voice) serve as an entry point to “think sonically” as 
forwarded by Jonathan Stern about “what sound does in the human world, and what humans do in the sonic 
world” (2) which I recast listening for their affects, what they produce and intend to produce in listeners, 
and their agency, as expressed through the sonic strategies through which individuals and communities 
enact power. A focus on popular culture locates this a site where the “struggle for and against the culture of 
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the margins of the hegemonic narratives of both the U.S. and Mexican nation-states. It 

features the sounds of cumbia, sisterly banter, and the soundscape of a women’s place of 

work outside the domestic space, but within a shared familial space. They promote a 

feminist based on the pursuit of individual success which party draws form the language 

of positive psychology, which I discuss at greater length below. Chicana M(other)work 

voices a process of intergenerational and decolonizing healing through low volume, lower 

pitch voices, pauses for silence, and lengthy monologues. I argue these techniques reflect 

the literary traditions of Chicana theory (testimonio and rebozo as discussed below) and 

solicit a meditative mode of listening. Locatora Radio sounds a decolonial feminist praxis 

as articulated through the sonic language of millennial hip-hop and reggaetón music 

imaginaries, insistent affirmations, and unapologetic “goddess worship,” as they call it, 

which is heard through the voicing of a “high-femme” sonic aesthetic.  

While all of these podcasts advance feminist politics—broadly understood as the 

advocating for the advancement of the rights and social status of women—their 

predominant soundmarks underscore distinct points of Latina identities and create distinct 

sonic spaces of convivencia for their particular listening communities who also participate 

in shaping the direction of their programs through social media. The social media 

component of podcasting operates through the cultural logic of sharing economy, as 

explained through the example of Super Mamás, facilitates the communal construction of 

testimonios en vivo, a radiophonic based genre where participants “bear witness” to 

oppression in their communities and work to produce immediate and urgent change.55  

                                                
the powerful is engaged; it is also the sake to be won or lost in that struggle” (Hall 239). As part of a 
decolonial approach to research, I supplement my listening with personal interviews and ongoing 
communications with podcasters during the course of my research and writing.  
 
55 I theorize the testimonio en vivo genre and the concept of spaces of convivencia in greater length in the 
Introduction. 
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LATINA/O/X PODCASTING, SONIC SPACES OF CONVIVENCIA IN THE DIGITAL AGE 

A podcast is a digital audio or video file published as a series of thematically 

connected episodes that are uploaded to the web at regular intervals. They are produced by 

organizations such as news and entertainment providers, advocacy groups, religious 

groups, academic departments, etc. or by individuals or groups without external 

affiliations. Listeners download podcasts via a computer or mobile device connected to the 

Internet, most commonly to a smartphone. As new episodes become available listeners 

may download them automatically via an aggregator such as iTunes or they may download 

specific episodes at will (Gilman 4313). The length of each podcast may vary but is 

generally between twenty minutes to an hour with a median duration of forty minutes 

(Morgan). While there are a number of music and video-based podcasts, the vast majority 

of podcasts are talk-based and audio. Talk-based podcasts follow a predictable structure of 

an opening theme music and pre-recorded opening statement, a run-down of the current 

episode’s topics, content segments, one or two commercial or music breaks, and closing 

remarks. Commercials are usually spoken or pre-recorded by the podcasters who provide 

personal endorsements of the advertised products or services. As such, they largely imitate 

the familiar genre of analog talk radio. 

Podcasting is a 21st-century phenomenon. The first podcast went online in January 

of 2001—a song by the American rock band Grateful Dead, but the word “podcast,” was 

not suggested until February of 2004 as an aggregate of the word “iPod” (the most popular 

person audio player on the market) and “broadcast.” In the following years, between 

September 2004 and November 2006, Google search results for the word “podcast” grew 

from 24 to 97,000,000 (Gilman 4314). The vast majority are free to the public. Some make 
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revenue through sponsorships, affiliate links (where the podcaster makes money from 

clicks that result in online purchases), and/or on-air advertisement (Patreon.com). 

Podcasters incur the costs of sound recording equipment, audio editing software, storage 

of files via a media host web server, and fees paid to distributors. iTunes does not charge 

for distribution and SoundCloud.com offers hosting and distribution packages at $7 to $15 

a month. Most podcasters use both of these distribution platforms simultaneously. The 

sound quality of a podcast (volume, elimination of distracting noises, etc.) reflects the 

podcaster’s monetary and time investment. By and large, it is a much more inexpensive 

medium compared to analog radio. 

Both iTunes and SoundCloud review and approve the podcasts before publication 

based on criteria that prohibits hate-speech, illegal drug use references, and pornography. 

Both distribution platforms allow podcasters to mark their content as “explicit,” but this 

term is purposefully left ambiguous to discourage podcasters from publishing prohibited 

material that would work around a definitive description (Lysbn Podcast). In comparison 

to AM/FM radio, which is governed by the Federal Communications Commission, 

podcasting has a greater allowance for explicit language as it is the distributors who retain 

the right to censor speech by refusing to publish work that does not adhere to the terms of 

contract.56 

An independent study estimated that as of June 2015, iTunes carried approximately 

206,0000 podcasts series. Of those, only 40% or about 60,000 were active meaning they 

had added at least one new item in the previous six-month period (Morgan). U.S.-based 

                                                
56The Federal Communications Commissions does not regulate podcasts as it does television and radio 
broadcasts because they are accessed by subscription. FCC categorizes prohibited content as either 
“indecent” or “obscene” as descriptions from judicial rulings. The former is only prohibited from broadcast 
during times in which children may be exposed, the latter is always prohibited from freely aired broadcasts. 
See FCC consumer guide, “Obscene, Indecent and Profane Broadcasts.”  
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podcasts in languages other than English accounted for 22% of active podcasts (about 

13,200).57 Determining which are Latina/o (reflecting the experiences of people of Latin 

American descent in the U.S.) or Hispanic (reflecting the experiences of global Spanish-

speaking populations) would require lengthy quantitative study similar to that conducted 

by Josh Morgan who took up the task of analyzing the iTunes directory line-by-line. Such 

a job is complicated by the fact that not all Latino produced podcasts self-identify as such 

through their titles or descriptions. To make such a determination, a researcher would need 

to listen to potentially hundreds of hours of audio content. An alternative method is through 

crowdsourcing a database by using social media and the social networks of Latina/o 

podcasters to build a public record. I began such a project during my research between 

September 2016 to January 2018. I compiled a list of forty titles which grew to fifty-six 

after posting it to my social media accounts within a week. This is only a beginning step 

of a project that is of great importance to the public and future researchers.58 

An analysis of those fifty-six titles, based gender identity of podcasting individuals 

and teams, revealed that 50% were authored by Latina(s) (cisgender) and Latina/x (queer 
                                                
57Of these, the largest thematic categories were History and Philosophy at 36%, News and Politics at 33%, 
and Place & Travel and Podcasting at 32%. The smallest were Performing Arts at 9%, and Comedy and 
Self Help at 11% each. 
58While the list of titles is not central to my thesis, I include it an Appendix 1, for the purpose of leaving a 
historical record. My research method consisted of the following: I conducted keyword searches through 
iTunes, SoundClound.com, and aCast.com, since these distributors only categorize podcasts by thematic 
content. For instance iTunes lists: Arts, Business, Technology, Education, Games and Hobbies, 
Government and Organizations, Health, Kids and Family, Music, News and Politics, Religion and 
Spirituality, Science and Medicine, Society and Culture, Sports and Recreation, Technology, and TV and 
Film (Podcasts Downloads on iTunes). The content in the SoundCloud.com profiles allowed me to identify 
more podcasts by exploring the podcasters’ lists of followers, playlists, re-posts, or likes. After compiling a 
preliminary list, I crowd-sources for additional titles by posting my results to my personal Facebook page 
and the Facebook group page “Latinas Completing Doctoral Degrees” and added the hashtags 
“#podcasteriofest” and “#supportbrownpodcasts.” These hashtags were initiated by the organizers of the 
first Podcasterio Fest, a conference of Latina/o/x podcaster that took place November 19, 2017 at La Plaza 
de las Culturas y Arte in Downtown Los Angeles. It was organized by the podcasters of Cafe Con Pam 
Podcast, Latinos Who Lunch and Nos Vemos En El Swap Meet (“Podcasterio Fest 2017”). 
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female(s)), 12% by Latinx(s) (queer male, female, or trans), 21% by Latina/o cisgender 

teams, and 18% by Latino (cisgender male). I did not identify any teams consisting of 

Latino and Latinx individuals. This data makes evident that podcasting is a particularly 

popular medium for Latina women and Latinx individuals. As far as the podcast listeners, 

Nielsen Audio estimates that about 60 million, or 50%, of U.S. households listen regularly; 

37% are non-White, and 15%, or 9 million, self-identify as Hispanic (by their terminology). 

Podcast listeners tend to be younger and have higher levels of education and employment 

(Nielsen.com, Do You Know). While Latinas/os make up only 17.6% of the U.S. population 

(Flores), they are driving the growth of audio and video streaming taking a 29% share of 

the market.59 Moreover, Latinas outpace “non-Hispanic” women across all markers of 

media ownership.60 They are described as “avid tech users, voracious video consumers, 

and social trendsetters” (Nielsen.com, Latinas). While the aim of this dissertation is not to 

give a detailed quantitative account of Latina/o sound media consumptions patterns, these 

statistics serve to illustrate the saliency of sound media for Latinas, specifically.  

Nielsen Audio concludes that for Latinas “communication is paramount” (de 

Armas et al. 51) and attribute their higher levels of tech consumption to an “innate duality” 

and “ability to navigate, lead and influence both their root culture and the mainstream” 

(27). Among the reasons given for Latina economic “confidence and assertiveness” they 

list an average age of 31, generational gains in education and employment, an increasing 

role as breadwinners and caretakers, and an increase in the number who are native-born 

and bilingual. They conclude, 

                                                
59 19.8 million consumers 12 years and older (Latinas). 
60 Including desktop and laptop computers, smart phones, smart TVs, smart watches, tablets, and video 
game systems (Latinas). 
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...ambicultural fluidity… sees her functioning as entirely American and entirely 
“root culture” [demonstrating] a willingness to express her passions, concerns and 
beliefs, and become more socially engaged and politically active. [They] engage 
with financial services, share product reviews, consume media, plan family meals 
and build networks of friends and like-minded individuals in her personal and 
professional life. (51)  

Excluding “planning family meals,” the themes identified as central in the way 

Latinas consume media, do closely coincide with the activity and work of Latina 

podcasters. For instance, the Super Mamás podcast is directed at mothers and covers topics 

related to self-care, pregnancy, birth, infant care, parenting, and balancing family life while 

perusing professional and entrepreneurial aspirations. Chicana M(other)work discusses the 

challenges of being women of color, mothers, and scholars pursuing graduate school and 

the academic profession. Locatora Radio connect with like-minded “locamores” who 

experience the world through a “femme” identity. In addition to seeking connectivity and 

promoting professional, and economic empowerment, this chapter will demonstrate that 

they assert social critiques that addresses how Latinas experience the cultural politics of 

race and gender in their personal, and community lives. 

This chapter argues that Latina podcasting, achieves more than the objectives of 

engaging, sharing, consuming, planning, and networking. Latina podcasts (re)produce 

women-centered spaces through sound as sites for knowledge production that are organized 

in terms of affect and reciprocity, expressed in Spanish as “convivencia.” Convivencia 

implies a sense of co-habitation with others in given spaces, imbued with cariño, or loving 

care (Urrieta and Villenas 525). In these spaces of convivencia “social relations are 

orchestrated and organized on women’s terms… legitimacy is constructed through 

reciprocity, material and emotional resources are distributed equitably, and organization is 

maintained within horizontal relations of authority. Such spaces are culturally and 

historically produced, and can be created and maintained in a variety of social contexts” 
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(Díaz Martín and García 79-80). Moreover, they are multigenerational gathering spaces 

where younger women are recruited to build the community (83).  

Contrasting with spaces of convivencia created through the physical co-presence of 

participants in each other’s homes, in a workplace, or other meeting places, radiophonic 

spaces of convivencia are experienced in a virtual and sonically imagined space.61 The 

heightened physicality of sound in absence of other senses, intensifies the feelings of 

intimacy and belonging created through the act of convivencia. Similar to the experience 

of listening to a telephone earpiece, the sensorial and sensual aspects imbued in the acts of 

mediated listening through radio produces “intimate intersubjectivity” or “a liminal space 

between objectivity and subjectivity” that is beyond the exchange of information between 

individuals, but that it is also the sharing of “experiences and feelings” that construct social 

lives (Scott 490). Speaking and listening are acts of “touching” that constitute a way of 

knowing, or sonic empathy, that transgress and blur boundaries between individuals. In 

this way, “listening is an interior biological activity of sound waves entering the body and 

vibrating internal bones,” but it is also an “invasion of borders” (491) which is at the root 

of the definition of intimacy as both closeness and openness (491). Intimacy may not 

necessarily involve sexual arousal, but the immateriality of virtual technologies can 

intensify feelings of connection and belonging which can generate embodied and carnal 

sensualities, or “virtual intimacies” that queer what counts for connection, belonging, and 

love (McGlotten 7-9). This type of intimacy is highlighted in Locatora Radio’s concepts 

around the practice of “goddess worship,” as I will discuss below.  

Analog radio listening is largely a communal experience for Latinos who listen in 

the shared physical spaces of their work and home (Casillas, “Listening (Loudly)”). On-

                                                
61I use the term “radiophonic” to include sound media that sound or operates like radio. 
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demand audio streaming, however, requires more on the part of the individual listener who 

does not simply turn the dial to the “on” position to her pre-dialed to their preferred station 

and adjust the volume but has to complete a series of additional steps; paying a monthly 

data or internet plan, downloading and installing particular software or audio apps, 

conducting keywords searches, or following up on word of mouth or social media 

recommendations, downloading episodes, and choosing a time and place for listening. If 

she will be listening in the car, she will have to turn on her Bluetooth connection on her 

phone, pair the device, open the app, select the podcast, and finally hit play. In other words, 

it is a more individualized and private mode of listening. In contrast to analog radio, 

podcast listeners have thousands of options to choose from, while some try to appeal to 

broad audiences, the majority of podcast focus on specific themes. This individualization 

of is reflected in the invocation of audiences that are more specific than those called upon 

by analog radio hosts, not “usted,” “raza,” and so on (as discussed in previous chapters), 

but rather the very specific “super mamás”, “Chicana mothers-scholars,” or “locamores,” 

for instance. Theorizing the identity of the listener becomes a central to the imagination of 

radiophonic spaces of convivencia.    
 

SUPER MAMÁS: SOUNDING MAMÁ SISTERHOOD 

“We are all sisters here gathered to inspire, support, and guide each other to 
dream bigger and to enjoy this extraordinary journey that is womanhood.”  

– Super Mamás podcast, opening statement 
 

The Super Mamás podcast is hosted by Paulina and Bricia Lopez, two adult sisters 

in their early 30s. They are restaurant co-owners and business entrepreneurs with roots in 

the state of Oaxacan in Southern Mexico. Their father had migrated back and forth between 

Oaxaca and California in the 1980s and 1990s. He started an import/export operation of 
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Oaxacan products and resettled his young family in Los Angeles in the early 1990s. Paulina 

was twelve, and Bricia was nine when they, along with their other younger siblings 

“moved,” as they put it, to Los Angeles. Both women are married to men with similar 

origins and migration experiences between Oaxaca and Los Angeles. Paulina is the mother 

of three children under the age of five, and Bricia has a two-and-a-half-year-old boy (as of 

the writing of this chapter). They grew up in a working-class Central Los Angeles 

neighborhood, yet their parents made extraordinary efforts to ensure their children could 

benefit from the best educational opportunities available by commuting a distance of 

twenty-five miles from their home in Culver City to Malibu so that they could attend the 

highly ranked Palisades High School (Lopez and Lopez, Personal Interview 06/02/2017).62 

Regarding ethnic identity, and specifically on the question of whether they identify 

as Latina, Paulina affirmed that they primarily identify as Oaxacan, as reflected in “how I 

dress, speak, eat, listen to music, places I chose to go, my friends… Oaxaca has given us 

everything, and it is the reason why we are even here. We made it a mission to let the world 

know about Oaxaca and about everything it has to offer” (Personal Interview 

06/02/2017).63 The majority of Oaxacans in the U.S. do not have legal status and work 

                                                
62 Income and house values of these two cities differ by 20 to 40 thousand dollars on the average, yet the 
White to Hispanic demographic ratio in Culver City is 47% to 23%, while in Malibu it is 87% to 6.1%. 
There are 0 affordable housing units for rent Malibu. Median rents differ by about $900. There are 25% 
more renters in Culver City than in Malibu. In both citie,s nearly 45% of renters are overburdened by 
housing costs (Layfield, Onboard Infomatics). 
63This identification as Oaxacan first and foremost, reflects not only kinship for a person’s place of origin, 
but a specific aspect of Mexico’s cultural and political history that pre-dates the Spanish Conquest. Oaxaca, 
and neighboring Puebla and Guerrero, experienced the Spanish Conquest and Colonial period differently 
than other areas in central Mexico due to a combination of factors including the Mixtec’s and Zapotec’s 
previous rival relationship with the Aztec empire, their relationship between geographical terrain, climate 
and the social organization required to sustain exploitable crops, and the strength of their pre-Hispanic 
social and cultural systems. Oaxacan societies fared better than the northern populations in their ability to 
continue pre-Hispanic economies and maintain their indigenous cultural memory (Spores and Balkansky 
141-165). In modern times, Mixtec and Zapotec people were “the target of Mexican liberal reforms that 
sought to modernize them out of existence by incorporating their members into the young and modernizing 
Mexican nation-state.” The effort to create the “mestizo” citizen of a new “cosmic race” as José 
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poorly-paid occupations both in rural agricultural communities in the Central Valley and 

working-poor sectors of Los Angeles. As Michael Kearney explains, both the Mexican 

State and California marginalize Oaxacans from full access to citizenship and belonging, 

“Oaxacans are thus disposed to live in the transnational space that has opened up outside 

of the national economic, cultural, and political spaces of both nation-states” (182). This 

space is referred to Oaxacalifornia which fuses and transcends aspects of life across these 

two specific locales (182). As stated above, in retelling their migration to the U.S. Paulina 

spoke about “moving,” not immigrating, signifying a dismissal for the institutional 

language of both the Mexican and U.S. States and opting for labeling their own experiences 

on their terms.  

While Oaxacan heritage is a central presence in the podcast through direct and 

indirect references to the food and events at their co-owned family’s restaurant, 

Guelaguetza, family trips to Oaxaca, and in the discussions related their Oaxacan mother’s 

traditional practices, especially in earlier episodes, the podcast itself is not explicitly 

oriented around a Oaxacan, Mexican American, Chicana, or Latina perspective. Bricia 

rejects “labels” in general explaining,  

My sister and I are Mexican immigrants, so obviously when we relay a message it 
is going to come through a filter of our experience… the way we were brought up, 
working. I wouldn’t confine ourselves to that [Latina identity] because there are a 
lot of women that listen to us who are first, second, or third generation… the 
show is called “Super Mamás” it has an accent in the “a” because that is the way 
we decided to spell it from the beginning, but I think it has evolved to not just 
super mamás who are one color… a lot of cultures have the same experiences… if 
another culture can relate to all cultures it brings us closer together. I don’t like to 
limit myself to one, I think we can all look at each other and say, “we are more 
alike than different.” (Personal Interview 06/12/2017) 

                                                
Vasconcelos envisioned, resulted in the economic impoverishment of indigenous communities, leading tens 
of thousands of Oaxacans to migrate to California, specifically (Kearney 178). 
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Being accessible to a wider multicultural audience is important for the podcast but 

it does not predicate or place limits on their freedom to express in cultural specific ways. 

There are instances of code-switching, and limited translation of words borrowed from 

Spanish unless it involves a cultural concept they want listeners to understand. For instance, 

the idea of “abrazilar,” or the belief that an infant can develop an unhealthy habit for being 

her mother’s arms if she is carried for longer than necessary (EP 01). Some guest interviews 

are conducted mostly in Spanish with no translation to preface or explain the rationale 

behind their language choice. It suggests that the podcast does not seek cater to an English-

speaking audience, but as Bricia’s comment suggests, is inclusive of mothers from “all 

cultures.” 

The first episode published July 19, 2015. As of January 2018, they have published 

133 episodes in 31 months. An average of one podcast per week, which is an impressive 

record for a two-person team who also have family lives and full-time work to attend to. 

Among their stated reasons for starting the project they mention: feeling like they had a lot 

to say and, like many moms, “we don’t have anyone to talk to, except our kids,” and 

wanting to create something that reflected “our experiences as Latino moms.” They 

recognized that their experiences were missing from the “mommy podcast” sphere and 

from the discussions that predominated the Mommy and Me support groups they attended. 

They discussed a desire for talking honestly but also warned, “this should not be considered 

in any way professional parenting advice, so don’t take it too serious.” Going on to state, 

“We are here to have a good time, drink lots of wine, and sorry mom, we will talk a lot 

about you”(EP 01). The stated objectives of their first episode which spoke to a desire for 

connection, representation, and lighthearted reflections, coalesced into a pre-recorded 

opening statement: “We are all sisters here gathered to inspire, support, and guide each 

other, to dream bigger, and to enjoy this extraordinary journey that is womanhood.” As an 
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indication of their reach, their SoundCloud profile shows 450 followers, and several 

episodes record more than three thousand plays. Their Facebook page shows 3,600 

followers.64  

A sample of the first 100 episodes reflect six general and overlapping thematic 

areas, as reflected in the sum total: 

1) Motherhood (29/100); relating to the physiological, psychological, and 
cultural components of bringing life into this world and taking care of infants. 
Topics include pregnancy, birth experiences, and methods, labor, breastfeeding, 
post-partum care, post-partum depression, miscarriage, surrogate pregnancies.  

2) Parenting (25/100); methods and learned traditions, services available to 
improve parenting skills, co-parenting, parenting bilingual and bicultural 
children, early schooling, adoptions, parenting children with special needs, 
parent shaming, potty training, daily routines, and “making memories.”  

3) Relationships (10/100); topics regarding the improvement of relationships with 
children, spouses, extended family, and other parents.  

4) Health (16/100); aspects of physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual well-
being such as dealing with childhood sexual abuse, celebrating accomplishments, 
dealing with post-election feelings, anxiety, and improving sex lives. 

5) Professionalization (17/100); topics related to strategies for achieving 
professional goals, and balancing work vs. life demands, motivation. 

6) Lifestyle (16/100); organization of the home, fashion, social media, traveling, 
beauty, party planning, and cooking.65  
 

                                                
64 iTunes does not disclose the number of subscribers or downloads and only recently started to provide 
listener data to publishers and advertisers (Campbell). As new Latina/o/x podcast emerge, having access to 
this data will be of great interest to researchers to make connections between the demographics of listeners 
and the types of topics that are of interest to them. 
65 Sixty-four of the first 100 episodes feature a who was either a family member, a personal friend who is 
also a mother pursuing a professional or entrepreneurial career, or an owner or representative of a service 
or product of interest to mothers. Two examples of corporate representatives include Camila Alves, the co-
founder of Yummy Spoonfuls which is a flash-frozen food product for infants and young children, and 
Roxy Jimenez, a gym franchise owner and personal trainer focusing on fitness for mothers (EP 24; EP 97) 
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The Super Mamás space of convivencia is expressed through the sound of cumbia, 

happiness, and the soundmarks of family life at work. In the opening music theme, a slow-

groove multi-layered techno-cumbia features a melodic dialogue between an accordion and 

synthesizer. They take turns skipping across a minor scale to cadence in a playful quote of 

the “Inspector Gadget” cartoon theme. The groove, the playful melody, and unexpected 

entrance of whining trombone are reminiscent of the daily grind of taking care of an infant 

child. Much like in the song conveys musically, it’s an activity that evokes playfulness but 

many layers of repetition. This track, by the Los Angeles DJ team Metralleta de Oro, was 

chosen to project a desired mood and identity. Paulina explains, it “represents us and is 

who we are… you can’t listen to music and not be moving… it is about getting together to 

chill, have, fun, and dance, drink micheladas and be happy.” This reference to identity does 

not signal a specific ethnicity or culture, but rather a recalling of familial convivencia, as 

previously explained, a sense of co-habitation imbued with cariño or loving care (Urrieta 

and Villenas 525). To “chill” implies the process of becoming carefree, uninhibited, 

comfortable among close relations, and experience the feeling of happiness.  

This mood is consistent with their insistence on “enjoying the journey that is 

womanhood.” This idea of enjoyment is sonified through the frequent sound of laughter in 

multiple iterations as unrestrained giggles, chuckles, belly laughs and so forth. It is the first 

sound of one of their pre-openings which serves to establish a desired mood of familiarity. 

During their dialogues, laughter is a response to each other’s humorous remarks, 

interruptions, and recalling of an anecdote from their private life that they then go on to re-

tell for the benefit of the listeners, making the audience part of their inside jokes. In this 

way, the sound of laughter conveys intimacy, an invitation to share in the feeling of 

enjoyment with the Lopez sisters. The sound of happiness is also heard in their greetings, 

“Hello!” and closing “Bye-Bye!” sang in unison in a higher-pitched sing-song tone. Even 
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in episodes that deal with upsetting topics, such as the one regarding grieving the loss of a 

child (EP 104), the opening cumbia is followed by a laughter-filled dialogue between the 

sisters, before introducing the featured speaker. This sound contrasts sharply with the more 

muted Chicana M(other)work, as we shall see in the next section. 

Soundmarks of family life at work include the sound of another adult sibling in the 

room, the occasional child fussing in one of the sister’s lap, and the recalling of sounds of 

mothering through the vocal impersonation of wife/husband mother/child dialogues. These 

sounds transgress the gendered codification of the private “domestic” life which is the 

traditional realm of women in the home as necessarily separate from the public spaces of 

work, which, up to more recent times, has been the male domain.66 The closet-sized office 

located off the front entrance waiting area of the family’s restaurant (just wider than an 

adult’s arm length) where they record Super Mamás is not the locked-in “room of one’s 

own”—as Virginia Wolf advocated was necessary for a woman’s intellectual work—nor 

is it a place where the work of mothering takes place. It is a multifunctional space that can 

be a private work-place retreat for the four Lopez siblings who manage the restaurant's 

affair, an office space for their entrepreneurial projects, and a semi-private space where the 

Lopez sisters can attend to personal matters, including pumping breastmilk. “Semi-private” 

because Fernando, the younger adult brother is sometimes present when the sisters are 

pumping, be it facing an opposite wall (EP 01). At times the music from the dining room 

filters through the walls, or an unknown someone is shuffling papers in the background. 

Like the “super” in “Super Mamás” this room is characterized by its capacity meet the 

needs and demands of multiple people and like the podcast, it is a familial, inclusive space 

that is constantly growing and adapting to serve the needs of those who access it. 

                                                
66For a breakdown of U.S. Census data on women in the workforce see Baig. Baig). 
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Through the invitation, “Hola! Welcome to the Super Mamá Sisterhood!” Bricia 

and Paulina invite their women to join a community defined through doubly feminized 

lens. “Sisterhood” is a debated concept the hegemonic feminist circles of academia and 

political organizing. Some argue that “womanhood” is essentialist category invented by 

patriarchy to naturalize women’s oppression. The same term has been appropriated by 

women for the purpose of creating a political subject in order to expand her civil rights and 

liberties. However, through its creation, the bodies and minds of women were conceived 

as a unified entity “whose characteristics either constitute the ‘real’ nature of women or 

provide the rationale for a “real” feminist program” (Weissner et al. 2). “Sisterhood” and 

the idea of sisterly relations have been called upon as means of providing comfort, access 

to insight, and social empowerment, but they also contradict the objective of women’s 

empowerment since “families are often only the most private sites of warfare, of expression 

of dominance in fields of hierarchical values, and never more so than when they 

masquerade as benevolent social extension of natural relations, of benign patriarchal 

power” (3). A counter argument, forwarded by White feminists, is that that placing gender 

above all other categories of identity is a useful stepping stone to distinguishing feminism 

from other liberatory projects. Nonetheless, Women of Color feminists point out that 

generalizing sisterhood erases other important differences such as class, race, and 

sexuality. They oppose positive constructions of sisterhood between women who share 

familial positions as daughters, mothers, sisters, etc. but are “living in a world of 

multifarious, interlocking oppressions” (4). The invocation of a “Super Mamá Sisterhood,” 

while it may not stress a consciousness of intersectional politics, it does not necessarily 

erase the complexity of Latina mothers’ social positionalities. Rather, it expresses a 

positive “brand” of feminism defined through the experience of being a mother in the 21st 

century. As explained by Bricia, it is about “championing” and “celebrating” women. In 
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other words, the podcast serves as a platform to feature a positive narrative around the 

professional and personal achievements of mothers. These objectives are central to the 

Super Mamás brand, as explained by Bricia,  

The brand speaks to millennial moms women who don’t want to be confined to 
one definition of what motherhood is or could be. It is for women who do not 
claim to be the perfect mom and who champion their everyday mistakes because 
they know that is how they grow...” (Personal Interview 06/02/2017) 

In the discourse of marketing, a brand is understood as everything the public thinks 

it knows about its factual and emotional offerings (with or without a brand name) 

(McLaughlin). As such, “the brand,” is a subjective, flexible, and unstable idea that avoids 

identity labels which may stagnate or negatively define its offerings. Paulina explains the 

brand as a personal embodiment,  

We realized that we are our products, we are a walking reflection of all of our 
products, the mole, the restaurant, the michelada mix, the podcast, everything. We 
have to embody all the brands all of the time... we don’t need to have a 
commercial spot for any of the products because we are the talking brand. 
(Personal Interview 06/12/2017)  

The factual and emotional offerings of the Super Mamás podcast circulate through 

the economy of social sharing, a mode of circulation of tangible and intangible goods 

driven by the motivation to connect to others, as opposed to the drive for individual gain. 

While social sharing is not an entirely new mode of exchange, the increased access to the 

Internet in the 21st century has amplified the prevalence of a social economy or a “sharing-

based modality of production” (Benkler 16-22). Whereas the objectives of the commercial 

AM/FM radio of Alicia Alarcón and Marlene Quinto, discussed in the previous chapters, 

were largely unidirectional (to inform, educate, and entertain), podcasters explain their 

work in terms of “sharing” implying a horizontal power relationship with their audiences. 

In Super Mamás this is often evoked through warnings that they are not expert on a subject 
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but “just sharing.” As Paulina explains, the podcast started by sharing experiences evolved 

into sharing resources, “in the first episodes there were many mom listeners sharing their 

stories, but then we began bringing in experts to talk about specific subjects and give 

solutions and resources because at the end of the day you want to listen to a podcast or read 

a book and learn something” (Personal Interview 06/02/2017). This explanation focuses on 

the imagined experience of the listener who wants to “learn something” as opposed to a 

top-down objective of wanting to “teach” or “educate” listeners. This contrast also 

underscores their different economic concerns; while the former must maintain and grow 

their audience in order to secure advertising sponsors to prove her worth to the company 

or pay her own wages, the latter medium is usually not an exclusive source of income for 

the host, but a means to complement her professional profile or a personal or 

entrepreneurial brand.  

On the politics of mothering, Super Mamás presents a vision of motherhood as a 

woman’s reproductive, intellectual, and emotional labor of caring for herself and her 

children. A labor that is constantly negotiated with the demands of professional work, 

career ambitions, and to a much lesser extent, her partner’s needs. The responsibilities and 

joys of mothering are the counterbalance and the backdrop to all other of her other 

obligations to herself and her community. Being “Super” refers to the conscious intention 

of succeeding in all aspects of a Latina millennial mother’s life, from raising bilingual and 

bicultural children, to improving her marital sex life, to managing her public brand, to 

keeping herself motivated in her career. If this wasn’t enough, super mamás remind 

themselves to “enjoy” the journey. This vision aligns with a contemporary discourse re-

defining the idea of “having it all.” It stresses women’s personal attainment without holding 

contempt for maternity, in contrast to the rhetoric of 1960s and 1970s Women’s Liberation 

Movement and more recent iterations of “corporate feminism.” Moreover, it aligns with 
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Women of Color feminism’s attention to how specific cultural legacies complicate gender 

politics (albeit without a systemic analysis of patriarchy and intersectional oppression 

along the race and class).  

The rhetorical language of positive psychology, a scientific field concerned with 

what makes people “what enables happiness, the effects of autonomy and self-regulation, 

how optimism and hope affect health, what constitutes wisdom, and how talent and 

creativity come to fruition... to understand and build the factors that allow individuals, 

communities, and societies to flourish” (Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi, “Positive 

Psychology” 13).  The opening phrase, “we are following our dreams striving to be a better 

version of ourselves every day” draws from this concern over leading meaningful and 

fulfilling which conflates with the tradition of motivational speakers that advance positive 

thinking techniques for entrepreneurs as is the case of Anthony Robbins, a self-described 

“life and business strategist” and the media proprietor Oprah Winfrey, who are both 

referenced in the podcast.67 The focus on individual self-improvement and achievement 

within the status quo contrasts with the critical ideological project of Third Woman 

feminisms concerned with building a framework for community empowerment to address 

the systematic and interlocking cultural, social, and economic systems that oppress Latinas 

and other Women of Color. Building on the work of Super Mamás, the following 

podcasters were inspired by Bricia and Paulina but also recognized a need to speak from a 

                                                
67 This opening line is featured in episodes no. 91 (02/07/2017) through no. 115 (08/23/2017) and reflects 
the discussion of episode no. 85 “Our Tony Robbins ‘Date with Destiny’ Experience” (12/20/2016) where 
Paulina and Bricia reflect on the impact of attending a three-day motivational seminar led by Anthony 
Robbins, a prolific motivational speaker with a number of books, TV projects, and seminars who has 
developed a positive psychology method he calls, neuro-associative conditioning. In short, the aim of this 
method is to re-write a persons’ emotional map so they can condition themselves to feel and behave in 
ways that support their goals (“Neuro”). For an overview and critique of self-development coaching 
programs see Aboalshamat, et al. 
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Chicana feminist perspective on mothering in the specific space of academia (Chicana 

M(other)work Collective, Personal Communication).  

 

CHICANA M(OTHER)WORK: SOUNDING THIRD WOMAN FEMINISM  

The Chicana M(other)work podcast is produced and hosted by a group of five 

women in the early stages of their post-doctoral careers who have named their group the 

Chicana M(other)work Collective: Cecilia Caballero is a Ph.D. Candidate in the 

Department of American Studies and Ethnicity at the University of Southern California; 

Yvette Martínez-Vu holds a Ph.D. in Theater and Performance Studies from the University 

of California in Los Angeles and is the Assistant Director for McNair Scholars Program at 

the University of California, Santa Barbara; Judith C. Pérez-Torres is completing a Ph.D. 

in Higher Education from the University of Utah; Michelle Téllez is the more seasoned 

scholar of the group, she completed her Ph.D. in Education from Claremont Graduate 

University in 2005 and is an Assistant Professor in Mexican American Studies at 

University of Arizona; finally, Christine Vega is a Ph.D. candidate in Social Science and 

Comparative Education at the University of California, Los Angeles (“About Us”) 

They share similar upbringings as second-generation Mexican Americans who 

grew up in the U.S. Southwest. Martinez-Vu, Pérez-Torres, and Vega were raised in the 

Los Angeles area to parents who immigrated from Mexico. Caballero grew up in the San 

Francisco Bay area, also to Mexican immigrant parents. Téllez grew up in the San 

Diego/Tijuana borderlands as a transfronteriza, meaning that the passing from one country 

to another to attend school, shopping, and so forth was a frequent occurrence in her daily 

life. As a collective, they describe themselves as “a group of five mother-scholars who 

identify as Chicana-Indigena, Chicana, Chicana/Xicana/Latina, and Afro-Chicana” (About 
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Us). Their hybrid ethic and cultural identifications reflect a central discourse of Chicana 

politics which recognizes Mexican Indigenous and African heritage.  

Like the Super Mamás podcast, a central theme of Chicana M(other)work is the 

hosts’ identities as mothers. The parenthesis around “other” implies that their intersectional 

position as racialized and gendered subjects mark their experience as marginal subjects 

inside the hegemonic institutions of academia where Latinas make up only 4% of the U.S. 

tenured and tenure-track faculty and face a variety of additional obstacles to tenure 

including discriminatory attitudes, institutional barriers, and additional familial, 

community, and professional obligations (Machado-Casas et al. 4). 

The idea for the podcast originated at a writing retreat during the 2015 Mujeres 

Activas en Letras y Cambio Social (MALCS) summer institute, when the group (except 

Pérez-Torres who was too pregnant to travel at that time) had an impromptu brainstorming 

session as they were turning in for the night in their hostel bunk beads.68 The idea for a 

podcast arose from a conversation in which they were noting the scarcity of Latina 

produced podcasts that spoke on the experiences of mothers in academia and poor women 

of color, specifically (Episode 6). They first broadcasted live through Radio Sombra, a 

community radio station located in Espacio 1839 which is a clothing and art store located 

in Mariachi Plaza in the Los Angeles Downtown neighborhood of Boyle Heights. After an 

initial four episodes, the group decided to buy their own sound equipment so that they 

could better accommodate their schedules and record from “more comfortable spaces” such 

as each other’s homes or their places of work. They raised money for their equipment 

                                                
68 Mujeres Activas en Letras y Cambio Social (MALCS) was established at the University of California, 
Davis in 1982 by a group of Chicana/Latina academics who wanted to bring attention to the largely 
unacknowledged contributions of women in the Chicano Movement. Their flagship publication, 
Chicana/Latina Studies is the premier peer-reviewed academic journal featuring interdisciplinary 
scholarship and creative works centered on Chicana/Latina experiences (History of MALCS).  
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(microphones, soundboard, and headsets) through a Gofundme.com account (Personal 

Communication). 

In the last fifteen months, from October of 2016 to January 2018, they have 

published a total of ten episodes. Their Sound Cloud account shows 103 followers and the 

episode play counts are between 350 to 800. While this may seem like a small number 

compared to the prolific record of the Super Mamás podcast, it is, in fact, a substantial 

amount if one takes into account the complexity of booking time around five academic 

schedules, diverse locations, and parenting responsibilities. Moreover, while having their 

own equipment does provide portability, it also means that the equipment must be set up, 

tested, and broken down after each recording session. Some of these additional 

complications are reflected in the fact that not everyone is present in all of the episodes, or 

in some instances, a member of the collective may phone-in or contribute a pre-record a 

“dedication” segment.  

The pre-recorded opening statement signals a very clearly defined identity and 

objective:   

We are a collective of Chicana Ph.D. mother-scholars, artists, and activists. We 
created Chicana M(other)work to amplify the lived experiences of mothers of 
color within and outside academia. Together, as a Chicana M(other)work 
collective, we theorize, write, organize, mother and create spaces for communal 
healing and care out of our shared belief that our labor of mothering is a 
transformative act, porque si madres no hay revolución.  

The objective to “amplify the lived experience of mothers of color within and 

outside academia” goes beyond the representation of the minority experience of Chicanas 

mothers in academia. It connects to the experiences of women of color across 

socioeconomic classes as part of a commitment to social justice. This narrative is further 

defined in their co-written article published in the MALCS journal Chicana/Latina Studies 

titled, “Our Labor is Our Prayer, Our Mothering is Our Offering: A Chicana M(other)work 
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Framework for Collective Resistance.” Publishing their work in this journal is a significant 

step in establishing their theoretical contributions within the history of Chicana feminism 

as MALCS and Chicana/Latina Studies was established as a response to the gender 

discrimination within the National Association of Chicano Studies (now National 

Association of Chicana and Chicano Studies) (Hurtado 411). In their article, they define 

Chicana M(other)work as a challenge to the institutional barriers faced by mothers of color 

in academia and declare six core beliefs:  

Chicana M(other)work is intergenerational 

Chicana M(other)work means carving space 

Chicana M(other)work means healing ourselves 

Chicana M(other)work is an imaginary 

Chicana M(other)work makes our labor visible 

Our labor is our prayer; our mothering is our offering (Caballero et al. 52)69 
 

These themes are reflected throughout the podcast. The intergenerational aspect of 

Chicana M(other)work is heard as they pay tribute to the legacies of their mothers, 

grandmothers, aunts, and community women whose work of caring if often made invisible 

or undervalued. This is also heard through the “dedications” segment of the podcast which 

appears towards the beginning of each episode. The objective of the dedication is to speak 

the names and memories of Mothers of Color or other prominent social justice figures 

recently passed. M(other)work is not limited to caring for the physical and emotional needs 

of children but also for instilling a belief in love and the knowledge to heal themselves and 

                                                
69 “Motherwork” was first theorized by the black feminist scholar Patricia Hill Collins. Chicana 
M(other)work expands on this concept by focusing specifically on the lived experiences of Chicanas and 
women of color in academia (49).  
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each other. The metaphor of “carving space” is a reference to the words of Gloria Anzaldúa 

and the recognition that Chicana bodies in academia are transgressive because they are 

present in a space that was not created for them (52-60). In the podcast, for instance, this 

idea is present in a discussion about attending academic conferences and locations that are 

not child-friendly. While all the lack of child-care in the workplace affects all working 

mothers, for the Latinas having to conceal their maternity continues “racialized discourses 

that rendered Latinx bodies and sexualities as dirty, deviant, and diseased” such that the 

“uncontrolled” sexuality of Latinas is represented as “mothers whose excessive 

reproduction mark them as aberrant or manipulative agents intent on planting “anchor 

babies” in an effort to secure U.S. state resources” (Rodríguez 197).  

Chicana M(other)work as healing work is understood as both individual and 

communal and encompassing a holistic framework inclusive of physical, emotional, 

psychological, and spiritual selves (58-60). On this note, episode no. 10 was completely 

dedicated as communal healing session post the U.S. presidential election of November 

2017 which was especially traumatic for racial minorities, immigrant communities, and 

women. Healing is a central practice that, in this framework, requires “constantly 

confronting pain to find my [sic] joy” (59). Evoking the idea of an “imaginary” signals a 

utopian agenda for survival; “It is a collective, it is vibrant, it is ancestral, it is fluid, it is 

shape-shifting, it crosses space and time” (63). Making labor visible is done through the 

recognition of all the “other” work that is the labor done in the home but which the eyes of 

academia sees as distractions that prevent women from the ideal academic position which 

includes, but is not limited to, “teaching [our children] to love their brown skin” (67).    

Echoing the narrative structure of their Chicana/Latina Studies treatise, the podcast 

utilizes the methodologies of testimonio and the metaphor of rebozo as narrative structures. 

Testimonio, as summarized by the collective, “is a story told from a place of intent and 
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understanding of social, political, and historical contexts... where the private becomes 

profoundly political with the intent to raise social consciousness for people reading the 

text” (61).70 The rebozo metaphor references the way that the literary voices of the five 

authors and their testimonios are weaved together like the traditional cloth used childbirth, 

serves to hold and carry babies, and “can be used to cover, protect, and shield” (64). The 

concept of “weaving” is one that is also important in Third World feminist theorizing. 

Building theory through the language of Third World women’s embodied epistemological 

traditions constitutes a decolonial approach to feminist theorizing. Their connection to both 

MALCS and their referencing of the Latina Feminist Group (as referenced in the article) 

signals an intentional move to stake a claim the newest iteration of Chicana academic 

feminism.  

In the podcast, these narrative structures are represented at the level of discourse 

and through sound. The podcast opens with the sound of music—a simple mid-tempo rock 

beat played only by a bass drum and cowbell. A clean, but note-heavy, blues guitar riff 

follows reminiscent of the sound of the Chicano 1970s East L.A. rock band Los Lobos. If 

compared to the role music plays in the Super Mamás podcast, this opening does not play 

an explicitly significant role in setting up the desired mood. It is, however, a hint to the 

imaginary of the Chicano rasquache art aesthetic, in the sense that it sounds very much 

home-made and analog, pieced together with little technology, especially when compared 

to the heavily layered techno-cumbia mixed tracks by Metralleta de Oro that speak to a 

more millennial sensitivity.71 After several repetitive bars of music, the voice of a child 

                                                
70 This definition draws from the work of the Latina Feminist Group, as does mine in my theorization of 
testimonio en vivo, in the Introduction. 
71 Rasquachismo or the rasquache aesthetic, as theorized by Tomás Ybarra-Frausto to characterize 
Chicano art stressed the underdog perspective, ingenuity, resilience, and a hybrid bicultural sensibility, 
rooted in “Chicano structures of thinking, feeling, and aesthetic choice” (156) that is part of a “Chicano 
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comes in reciting the greeting, “Welcome to the Chicana Motherwork podcast we hope you 

enjoy our show.” The sound of a child’s voice is significant here, as an example of how 

Chicana/o children are invited into the intellectual projects of their parents. The music then 

continues and slowly fades away behind the pre-recorded opening statement.  

When the introduction to the episode comes in the energy level, vocal pitch, and 

volume tend are low. It requires the listener to be actively engaged if she is to capture the 

full meaning of the significant amount of information that is recited quickly in the first 

minute of the broadcast. There are a number of specialized phrases that are not part of an 

everyday language including; “mother-scholars,” “amplify the lived experiences,” “create 

spaces for communal healing and care,” “labor of mothering is a transformative act,” and 

the then the switch to Spanish, “porque sin madres no hay revolución.” Even for a member 

who is part of this academic and cultural community and familiar with this type of language 

and the contexts in which they are used, as I am, the quick recitation poses a substantial 

cognitive load. Keeping track of all the pieces of this mini-thesis while then continuing to 

tune-in to the introduction for the topics that will be covered in the episode as iterated 

through a low energy and low volume speech can be a quite challenge. The theoretically 

loaded speech reflects the hosts’ background as social justice activists, their training as 

academic writers, and the imagination of intended listeners who will likely share an 

understanding of these key terms because of their shared subject positions as Chicana 

mother-scholars. 

There is a prominence of marked pauses throughout the speech suggesting that 

speakers are carefully choosing words or phrases to express complex ideas that may be 

unrehearsed. This pausing, indicated below as (-), suggests the careful sectioning of 

                                                
vernacular” (155) reflecting a political and cultural stance in opposition to conservative Mexican American 
citizenry modes of decorum and politesse (159). 
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language and is suggestive of academic modes of writing and dialogue where precision is 

important. As an example, the following is a transcript of a member of the collective 

responding to a twenty-minute monologue by the prominent Chicana writer Ana Castillo 

who was a featured guest: 

...I have to say thank you, to hear the way that (-) genealogy was really (-) really 
empowering (-) for me (-). And then to comment on what you just said (-) which 
is devastating, (-) I had a feeling that is where you were going that (-) “I didn’t 
have to change much” (-) which is a great thing, as a writer, as a researcher so it’s 
not so much labor (-) but then (-) what is implicated in that? (-) Right? (Episode 
5) 

Turn-taking follows a circular pattern, as I observed while present in the recording 

of episode no. 6. This practice parallels the order of Mesoamerican indigenous ceremonies, 

for instance that of the temezcal healing ritual. In the temezcal, participants enter a womb-

like structure made of natural materials and partake in a herbal vapor bath; water, prayers, 

and turns to speak are given and taken following the order of the circle, likewise, 

participants enter through one direction and exit by following the circular path (Aparacio 

Mena). During the podcast, when a new voice comes in, the name of the speaker is not 

always announced. This, again, mirrors the rebozo narrative metaphor work where voices 

are weaved to make a collective fabric, each individual strand becoming part of a collective 

whole. However, it also indicates that the intended listeners will already know the 

podcasters personally (as colleagues, students, or community members) or that the onus is 

on the listener, not the host, to keep track of who is speaking.  

The low volume and low register of voices, frequent pauses, lengthy monologues, 

and the general absence of an exaggerated level of energy that the radio listener is 

accustomed to hearing, solicits a meditative mode of listening. In other words, this podcast 

is not one a listener can fully digest while driving, doing house chores, or performing any 

other kind of activity that makes extraneous noise or requires concentration. Speaking from 
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my experience as a listener, the radiophonic space of convivencia imagined by Chicana 

M(other)work is one that demands dedicated listening and pairs well with quiet, non-

cognitive-heavy activity such as art making or crafting as opposed to driving or doing 

housework. It reflects the intention of Chicana M(other)work as a healing practice where 

wounds are gently, and judiciously re-examined in order to progress healing. 

 

LOCATORA RADIO: THE SOUND OF HIGH FEMME POLITICS 

The Locatora Radio podcast is hosted by Mala Muñoz and Diosa Femme, (Zoe 

Muñoz and Ariana Rodriguez Zertuche, respectively). Muñoz, a.k.a. “Mala” is a crisis 

counselor-advocate at a rape and domestic violence agency and Los Angeles and is a 

contributor to several online publications including VIBE magazine, the Huffpost Blog, 

and Everyday Feminism. Her work profiles Women of Color artists from Los Angeles and 

writes on gender violence in Latinx culture. She describes herself as an advocate, activist, 

danzante, and loca. Rodriguez Zertuche, a.k.a. “Diosa,” works as a community organizer 

in the South Bay area of Los Angeles (Capitulo  001), Mala is a third generation Chicana 

with Mexican and Puerto Rican heritage, and Diosa is second generation Mexican and 

Peruvian. They are both college graduates in their mid-twenties who live at home with their 

families due, in large part, to the high cost of living in Southern California (Capitulo 001, 

Capitulo 006). 

Gender and sexual politics are at the core of their identities and is a central theme 

of the Locatora Radio podcast. Mala Muñoz is a cisgender woman who describes herself 

through a number of gender transgressive identifiers including “mala,” “loca,” “bruja,” and 

“hoe” which she re-claims through self-affirming narratives. Diosa presents herself as a 

queer high-femme and dates both cisgender men and queer women. The use of the term 
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“queer,” as opposed to “bi-sexual,” signals a rejection of sex/gender/sexuality binary 

frameworks. The term “high-femme” signals a preference for a gender performance 

through exaggerated forms of femininity (Capitulo 004).  

The first Locatora Radio podcast came online on November 16, 2016. As of March 

1, 2018, the podcast has published 32 episodes, or “capitulos” as they label them, without 

the accent mark prescribed in its Spanish spelling, at an average rate of two per month. 

Their first capitulo has been accessed nearly 7,000 times according to the SoundCloud play 

count. On first twenty-four hours after a capitulo is published the average play count is 

between 200 and 300 plays. Their SoundCloud subscriber count is 2,781. They also publish 

the podcast through audioboom.com and the music listening app Spotify. The podcast has 

social media accounts through Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook. As explained by Diosa 

and Mala, they spent a considerable amount of time planning the podcast before their first 

recording. This included theorizing a title, logo, mission statement, an overall vision for 

what they wanted to achieve, and creating a Locatora profile across a number of social 

media platforms. “Intentional” is a keyword that describes their whole production, from 

their presentation through social media, to their speech, and their sonic and visual 

performances. The intention of establishing themselves as a voice within Latinx digital 

culture is reflected in the number of articles and collaborations with other prominent online 

magazines and blogs Latina/o multi-media networks. Moreover, there is intention and a 

thesis behind each concept they put forward. For instance, the “loca” in locatora radio is a 

double feminization of the Spanish “locutor” for radio host by 1) adding the suffix –a, and 

2) changing the prefix to “loca” which is a term that is used to signal out women who do 

not conform to the strict gender standards of patriarchy as crazy. Rather, they argue, that 

the work the world is a violent “crazy-making” place for women and femmes who are often 

blamed for the violence enacted upon them (Capitulo 001).  
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Their analysis is intersectional, exploring the “layers and levels of femmeness and 

race, mental health, trauma, gender experience, sexuality, and oppression.” By thematic 

threads, the first 32 capitulos can be categorized as follows: 

Celebrating legacies of femmes and womnx of color (4): 6, 8, 9, 11 

Dating, Romantic relationships (6): 17, 21, 26, 28, 30, 31 

Interviews (9): 6, 11, 13, 14, 22, 24,27, 29, 30 

Music, Fashion, Art, Poetry (10): 6, 9, 10, 11, 23, 22, 34, 27, 30, 32  

National politics (3): 5, 23, 29  

Politics of race (4): 4, 5, 13, 15 

Politics of sex (6): 10, 16, 17, 21, 23, 26   

Politics of gender (3): 4, 10, 24 

Self-love (4): 7, 12, 18, 31 

Sexual and reproductive Health, Mental health (3): 3, 16, 29 

Social media (3): 17, 24, 27 

Theorizing experiential knowledge (7): 1, 2, 7, 8, 19, 24, 28  
 

Their first eight episodes were recorded from Shop Mi Vida, a women’s hand-made 

Latina-themed clothing and accessory store located in Highland Park in East Los Angles. 

They then continued recording at Radio Sombra, a community radio studio located inside 

the Espacio 1839, an art store in Mariachi Plaza in the Downtown neighborhood of Boyle 

Heights. The sound quality of their podcast is not consistent. At times the volume of the 

recording is very low and other times it is loud to the point of distortion. This is probably 

explained because of their unfamiliarity with the equipment they borrow or lack of training 

with sound recording technology. As with other Latina podcasts, it is a learn-as-you-go 
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process. Because of the setting of these recording spaces which are located off traffic-busy 

Los Angeles streets, the humming of automobiles filters through the walls creating a 

consistent ambient background sound. In one instance, during capitulo 9, the listener is 

also able to hear filtered sounds from a live music event happening in the outside courtyard 

of Mariachi Plaza. They typically record on Saturdays, this also accounts for an increase 

in noise related to customers coming in and out of the shops, such as the faint sound of 

doors opening and closing, a dog sobbing in the background, or a sudden burst of volume 

from a conversation in the shop. These noises are not distracting, but rather serve to 

sonically frame the podcast as physically rooted in the experience of urban Mexican Los 

Angeles. In fact, they analyze the intersection of gender politics and urban sounds in a 

special episode recorded for the Sounding Out! blog. There they used testimonios to 

theorize the idea of “sonic landscapes of unwelcome” signaling out how men constantly 

harass femmes and women of color are through whistling, kissing noises, and unsolicited 

and intrusive questions. In turn, women develop sonic femme-defense techniques such as 

wearing unplugged headphones in to signal unavailability while also surveying for 

potential dangers (Podcast #63). 

The music choices featured in their opening title and sound breaks (typically two 

per capitulo) reflect millennial generation music tastes, namely hip-hop, and reggaetón. 

Their opening title features a reggaetón music beat.72 The reggaetón genre has roots in the 

1990s underground music of Puerto Rican youth featuring lyrical content that is often 

sexually charged and also speaks about drugs, violence, and poverty. Reggaetón became 

mainstream in the early 2000s complementing hip-hop culture due to its similarities in 

visual themes, lyrical styles (rapping, singing hooks, verse-chorus-bridge structure), and 

                                                
72 Reggaetón rhythm is based on the dembow riddim from Jamaican and West Indies dance music which is 
a 3/2 tresillo rhythm complemented by a bass drum in a 4/4 time (Rivera et al. 17). 
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its reflection of the lives of the working-poor and poor classes (Rivera et al. 17-76). This 

musical choice is significant for their sexual politics as Reggaetón is a genre “hyper 

masculine to an extreme” with an overwhelming majority of male performers and 

descriptions that covey women as rarely more than objects of the male gaze, restricted to a 

character for derision or conquest. A principal characteristic of the genre is a call-and-

response chorus where women’s voices respond to male desire and dominance (Goldman 

442).73 Despite its overwhelming misogynist themes, Locatora Radio uses the sonic 

language of this genre and other traditionally sexist, described below, with the intention of 

re-claiming and re-inscribing them through a femme-positive narrative.  

The song breaks typically feature works by women hip-hop artists that echo the 

capitulos theme. For instance, the song “Bag Lady” by Erykah Badu in Capitulo 12 

“Espacios and Palacios” conversed with the idea of cleaning out physical and emotional 

spaces, letting go of things, and people, that we no longer need in our lives. Capitulo 25, 

“Femme Revenge” is a commented playlist of songs where women who are survivors of 

abusive relationships with men take justice into their own hands. The playlist includes 

“Man Down” by Rhianna, “Bust Your Windows” by Jazmine Sullivan, “La Vida es Así” 

by Ivy Queen, and “Hit ‘Em Up-Style” by Blu Cantrel.  

Social media plays a predominant role in their project. In fact, Diosa and Mala met 

each other through their participation in Chinoga Fire and Latina Rebels, two Latina 

feminist social media networks (Capitulo 034). As a result of these exchanges, a group of 

women came together calling themselves the Mami Collective. The group includes women 

of color feminist who are activists, poets, writers, artists and organizers from Los Angeles 

                                                
73Recall the notable examples of Daddy Yankee’s (2004) “A ella le gusta la gasolina” (She likes 
gasoline)/”Dale más gasolina” (Give her more gasoline) and Winsin and Yandel’s (2005) “Rakatá,”/ “Papi, 
dame lo que quiero” (Baby, give me what I want) (Goldman 442).  
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and other parts of the country including from the states of Florida and Tennessee (Capitulo 

003). Differing from Super Mamás and Chicana M(other)work, the experience and politics 

of being a Latina mother is not centrally connected to the term “mami” (“mommy” in 

Spanish). Rather, “mami” in this context, is a re-imagination of the Latina stereotype that 

emerged from early 1990s hip-hop culture. A “mami” was typically a lower class woman 

of Puerto Rican or Dominican descent who appeared as a hyper-sexualized music video-

vixen, or was described as such in rap lyrics. Her lighter color skin and hair type placed 

her higher in the hierarchy of Eurocentric desire making her a more eroticized version of 

the hyper-sexualized black woman video vixen (Rivera 120-128). As with other labels that 

Mala and Diosa re-claim, the dehumanized video vixen “mami” is collectively recuperated 

and reinterpreted as an empowered woman who is “unapologetic for taking up space” and 

comfortable her body. She finds strength from being part of a group where she may speak 

freely (talk shit, be petty) and be loved unconditionally and unapologetically by her friends. 

Dressing up in sexually provocative wear as traditionally imagined by and for the male 

gaze (low cut tops, skin-tight clothes, etc.) is part of the mami aesthetic, however it is done 

for the benefit of a self-gaze and for the gaze for the Mami Collective as a means of 

personal empowerment by creating a positive relationship with their Latina bodies and a 

positive self-image (Capitulo 003).  

Community affirmation, a concept at the core of the Mami Collective, is a 

soundmark of the podcast. During the course their dialogue, when either Diosa or Mala 

speak, the other vocalizes sounds and phrases that signal agreement, encouragement, and 

inspiration. For instance, while describing the concept of “femme tech,” 

Diosa:  I know that you actually have a really brilliant example about sewing and 
weaving [Mala: mhmm]. Tell us about it.   
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Mala: Yes! Absolutely! So, what we wanted to do with this capitulo, right? Is talk 
about how, women, women of color, indigenous women, indigenous femmes, 
have been participating in technology and innovation for centuries, right? Like, 
we have been creating and our ancestors have been creating for centuries but quite 
often the production and the inventions made by indigenous women, by black 
women, by brown women, by femmes, are often undervalued [Diosa: Yes.] 
Considered, either frivolous, not that intricate [Diosa: mhmm] not that innovative, 
they are completely undervalued because of who creates these products [Diosa: 
Yes.] and because their utility is not recognized [Diosa: Correct.] right? [Diosa: 
Yes.]  

So we saw a contemporary example of very ancient femme knowledge [Diosa: 
mhmm] now being utilized like in bio-tech. [Diosa: Yes! Tell us! (Laughs)] So 
we, I, I bet a bunch of people have seen this, but there was an article that made its 
rounds in different publications and Remezcla did one, an article about Aymara 
women, indigenous women from Bolivia who were using their very traditional 
weaving techniques [Diosa: Yes.] and weaving patterns to create heart implants, 
for children [Diosa: Yes.] with heart defects. So I guess there is some bio-tech 
company that decided to take on these Aymara women as employees [Diosa: 
mmm] and they are really there like in laboratories weaving the actual physical 
little tiny heart implants by hand [Diosa: mmm] right? Because, based on the 
research I have seen and based on the journalism around these women, the type of 
intricate work done by these women is even more intricate than a machine can 
accomplish [Diosa: Wao!] so they needed something so technical that machines 
could not perform it. [Diosa: Yea! Yea!] So they needed to go into a very old pool 
of knowledge. So you have these indigenous women saving lives and doing so in 
a bio-tech... [Diosa: Context, yea!] atmosphere [Diosa: (overlapping) Damn! It’s 
so brilliant! Mmm.] which I think is awesome. 

Diosa: Yeah, and I like how you mentioned, and you touched on the fact that 
these knowledge are undervalued [Mala: Yes.] and because of who is created and 
who is producing them is not seen as important [Mala: mhmm] is not seen as 
scientific [Mala: It’s not genius]. It’s not genius, yes. 

Mala: And if anything with our “femme tech” theme and content what we want to 
establish that women of color are geniuses [Diosa. We are.] and have been 
geniuses for many centuries.  

Diosa: And I think also, we bring our community with us. [Mala: Yea!] And I 
don’t see that from white men, I don’t see that from white women, I see them, 
like, what is that word? Nepotism. [Mala: Yea] Like I see that unfair shit where 
the only reason they get ahead is because they know people and not because they 
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are genioses. [Mala: Or the have the funds to back up their ideas.] Yes. No, but 
us, we bring our people with us. [Mala: aha]. (Capitulo 008) 

 

Through constant affirmations they assert each other’s situated knowledge while 

also asserting Third World women’s knowledge traditions and ways of knowing and 

theorize concepts for feminist epistemologies as “femme-tech,” “brujeria,” “abuelita tech,” 

“femme defense,” and “loca epistomologies,” among others.  

“Mami” is also present in the opening tag line “Mamis of Myth and Bullshit,” as a 

reference to a verse from the poem Loose Woman by the Mexican American author Sandra 

Cisneros, “I am the woman of myth and bullshit./(True. I authored some of it.)” As 

explained in Capitulo 1, Sandra Cisneros is one of the patron saints of the podcast, she is a 

role-model of transgressive femininity who intentionally defies the prescribed gender roles 

ascribed to women, principally that of understanding oneself as someone’s wife, daughter, 

or mother. Correspondingly, the podcast centers on the experience of being a self-defined 

woman. While there is an acknowledgement of their relationship with parents, romantic 

relationships and friends, they are not central themes, as reflected in their SoundCloud 

podcast description:  

Las Locatoras make space for the exploration and celebration of the experiences, 
brilliance, creativity, and legacies of femmes and womxn of color. Each Capitulo 
[sic] of Locatora Radio is made with love and brujeria, a moment in time made by 
brown girls, for brown girls. Listen as Las Locatoras keep brown girl hour and 
discuss the layers and levels of femmeness and race, mental health, trauma, 
gender experience, sexuality, and oppression.  

The labels “femmes” and “womxn of color” reflect an understanding of gender as 

socially constructed and fluid. “Femmes” refers to an intentional and exaggerated 

performance of traditional femininity as passive (think fawn eyes, prissy dresses, baby-doll 

voice, etc.). The spelling of women as “womxn” is meant to signify that women are not an 

extension of men (as established by the biblical story of Adam and Eve) but that they are 
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their own free entities. Moreover, it sheds light on prejudice, discrimination and intuitional 

barriers women have faced. It is also more intersectional than the label “womyn” because 

it includes trans-women and women of color (Urban Dictionary: "femme," "womxn"). 

Likewise, “x” replaces other gendered words in Spanish including Latinx, locx, burjxs, and 

locutorxs in written form. In speech, these are usually pronounced with the feminine ending 

“-a.” 

The statement of brown girl hour as “made by brown girls for brown girls” fits into 

the vernacular of femmeness. While referring to women as “girls” may sound infantilizing, 

here it is employed as a performance of exaggerated femininity. Setting aside, “grown girl 

hour”, as explained in capitulo 18, underscores the idea of the importance of self-care and 

self-love theorized as “goddess worship” which is about recognizing that women pass on 

spiritual knowledge. Goddess worship means, 

...loving on herself and loving others, empowering herself and empowering 
others, recognizing that you are a flawed being, you have made mistakes, you 
have hurt and harmed others and you have also been hurt and harmed and you are 
going to work on it... no gods are perfect beings, acknowledge that you are a 
growing being and that there is something larger than you, there is something 
cosmic about your existence and you are going to keep going... you have others 
protecting you and you are protecting others. (Capitulo 018) 
 

Exchanging love is equated with femininity and the work of goddess worship works 

to correct an imbalance that sees femininity as superfluous. One example of this work is 

through the practice of posting selfies. Selfies are about self-documentation and self-

worship. Posting selfies and commenting on friends’ selfies is about “engaging in a thread 

of love.”  Taking many selfies is equated to goddess worship because “we like to see them 

visually, we like to have not one, but many images of La Virgen” (Capitulo 018).  
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The sound of “high-femme” is heard differently in the voices of each host. In 

Diosa’s voice it is heard through her sonic softness, both in terms of volume, rate of speech, 

and general gentleness in the delivery of each word. While not a common occurrence, 

Diosa is the one more likely to cadence statements by with a higher pitch which is 

suggestive of a question and can be interpreted as a lack of confidence. But in the context 

of the dialogue with Mala, the higher-pitched cadences are more of request for Mala to 

affirm or follow up on an idea when Diosa has exhausted herself emotionally when 

speaking about emotionally difficult subjects such her experience with previous romantic 

relationships or “coming out” to her parents. Her soft speech, however, should not be 

confused with frailty, but rather the opposite, as a strength that is grounded in being at ease 

within femme identity.  

In Mala’s voice, femmeness, is expressed more loudly. Her moniker “mala” is 

suggestive of her vocal style. She is more likely to erupt in loud laughter or role-play a 

situation in which she is talking-back to a misogynist or to patriarchy itself. In these talking 

back sessions her voice increases both in volume and speed. Comparing the ease in which 

Mala produces a monologue to the tactic and paused style of Chicana M(other)work hosts, 

suggests that her monologues have been rehearsed many before. As a crisis-advocate who 

frequently runs workshops of self-defense, this is likely the case. The radiophonic space of 

convivencia established through Locatora Radio reflects the urban cultural imaginary of 

Mexican/Latina Los Angeles, it is a sonic space intentionally set aside for the affirmation 

and “locas,” women of color who practice feminism through transgressive femmeness.  

Latina voices dominate the field of Latina/o/x podcasting. Podcasteras are 

motivated to speak on their own specific experiences which they don’t generally see or 

hear represented in mainstream media. Latina podcasts affirm experiences and systems of 

Latina knowledge that originate from their lived experiences and cultural heritages. 
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Podcasting allows for a (re)construction of women’s spaces of convivencia--multi-

generation spaces organized and maintained by women with cariño and reciprocity and 

where relationships power dynamics are horizontal. In this way, the political dynamics of 

spaces of conciencia merge with the logic of the sharing economy.  

The specific soundmarks of each of podcasts discussed underscore the specific 

intersectional and lived experiences of podcasters and, by extension, feminist praxis that 

draw from different definitions and practices toward empowerment. Super Mamás features 

the sound of a specific translocal and bi-cultural identity outside hegemonic concepts of 

U.S. and Mexican nation-states, corporate feminism through a rhetoric of positive 

psychology, that extends the demands of individual achievement through the status quo 

beyond the traditional spaces of domesticity; Chicana M(other)work sounds a process of 

intergenerational and decolonizing healing through low volume, lower registers, frequent 

pauses, and lengthy monologues that reflect the literary traditions of Chicana theory 

(testimonio and rebozo) and solicits a meditative mode of listening for healing; Locatora 

Radio sounds their feminist praxis through the language of the millennial hip-hop sonic 

imaginaries, unrelenting affirmations, and unapologetic “goddess worship” through the 

voicing of high-femme aesthetics that redefines male-centric aesthetic sensibilities for 

women’s empowerment such as the “mami” in the “mami collective network.” Each of 

these podcasts advance feminist politics, understood broadly as advocating for the 

advancement of the rights and social status of women, their predominant soundmarks 

underscore distinct points of Latina intersectionalities and create sonic spaces of 

convivencia that are targeted toward their particular imagined listening communities. 
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Chapter 4: Contestaciones to Narcodespechos: Gender Politics in  
Regional Mexican Music  

Sometime in the mid-to-late 2000s transnational Mexican women took to video-

based podcasting to publish self-authored musical interpretations labeled “contestación” 

followed by the title of a commercially popular song in the genre of Regional Mexican 

music. 74 “Contestaciones” are their parodic rewritings of some of the most explicitly 

misogynist songs performed by contemporary all-male artists in the styles of Norteña, 

Banda, and Grupera. While a few resemble the high-budget productions of mainstream 

music videos, most are typically recorded from the performer’s bedrooms using a low-tech 

laptop or desktop camera and the computer’s built-in microphone. Clues in podcasters’ 

profiles reveal that they are a transnational phenomenon some originating as far south as 

the state of Michoacán, México and as far north as Chicago in the United States. As such, 

they represent “multispatial, multilayered, hybrid identities and cultures that coexist at 

cross-border, regional, and global levels” (Piñon 21). The intention of these Latina 

authored, and woman-centered musical productions is to interrupt the narratives of 

misogynist cultural violence manly by inverting their sexist narratives to give women 

dominance in heterosexual romantic relationships and sex. This chapter listens closely to 

the genre of contestaciones to hear how they articulate feminism, generally understood as 

the advancement of women’s social status and rights, through the particular imaginary of 

popular transnational Mexican culture.  

Connecting my overall thesis, I argue that contestaciones are a powerful testimonio 

en vivo that signals out the entrenched and violent logic of machismo promoted by 
                                                
74 More recently a genre titled “respuestas” address women-deprecating songs in Latin Urban subgenres, 
mostly Reggaeton but also crossover styles of Salsa and Bachata. On the evolution of the Latin Urban 
genre and online anti-Reggaeton movements. See Rivera, Michelle Marie. Hate It or Love It: Global 
Crossover of Reggaeton Music in the Digital Age. Ph.D. diss. Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2014.  
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transnational Spanish-language media and that the social network created by these 

YouTube podcasteras and their audiences are a space of convivencia where woman come 

together to (re)construct feminist epistemologies. However, my reading is also critical of 

how some contestaciones in some instances do little more than inverting the language of 

misogyny and so that women are the aggressor/oppressors of men, thereby re-inscribing 

the logic of heterosexist gender oppression. At other times, they echo back or duplicate the 

virgin-mother/puta dichotomy by attributing women a naturalized state of moral 

superiority or sexual passivity.   

My listening methodology is inductive and contextual. I identified on videos 

available through YouTube using keyword searches, following suggestions provided by 

the YouTube algorithm, and by browsing the networks of contestación performers. Being 

familiar with Mexican Regional songs through my own radio listening practice, I also 

searched for songs which I think are particularly offensive to women and adding 

“contestación a” before the title. Moreover, I also talked to my family and friends who are 

more familiar with the genre and the offending songs I will call “narcodespechos.” My 

informants included Marlene Quinto, a Regional Music radio host discussed in Chapter 

Two, who provided me additional titles, names of artists, and insight as to how these songs 

fit into the thematic trajectory of the artists who perform them. 75  

The first section begins by theorizing a connection between Mexican Regional 

music of the mid-to-late 2000s and the cultural context of narcocultura to propose that 

misogynist ballads are subgenre I call, “narcodespechos,” songs that relocate the violent, 

                                                
75I would like to acknowledge el colega Dr. Gilberto Lara Peña for cuing me in on the genre of YouTube 
contestaciones, Dr. Julie Minich for her initial feedback in this chapter’s infancy as a term paper, Dr. 
Arturo Arias for directing its second revision as my Qualifying Paper, and the MALCS 2015 writing 
workshop crew including Dr. Josie Méndez-Negrete where I developed an earlier version of this chapter for 
publication in the Chicana/Latina Studies journal (Spring 2017).   
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misanthropic narratives of narcocorridos to the more socially acceptable realm of 

mainstream misogyny. I then situate contemporary contestación performers within the 

tradition of U.S.-Mexico borderland singers known their gender transgressive politics to 

advance the concept of “cyber-hociconas”—a subversive feminist identity that employs 

social media to voice a transgressive Latina testimonios. The next three sections examine 

three areas of contention as heard in contestaciones: 1) macho privilege, 2) the basis of 

women’s “worth,” and 3) the definition of feminine heterosexual desire. Each section 

introduces a narcodespecho that is exemplary of a masculinist narrative followed by two 

different versions corresponding contestaciones.  

 

MUSICAL MACHISMO AND FEMININE COUNTERSONGS AT THE BORDERLANDS 

Contestaciones continue a Mexican borderlands tradition of collective public 

dialogue through the performance of songs and countersongs (Broyles-Gonzalez 189). 

Moreover, certain song genres have been traditionally inscribed with gender politics and 

divided along gender lines; the corrido for “masculine” narratives and the domestic drama 

and boleros for the “feminine.” Early corridos tell the deeds of heroic men who stood up 

for social justice particularly facing off Texas Rangers or “rincheros” and during the 

Mexican Revolution. The male-centered corrido has thus come to signify “heterosexual 

masculinity and heteronormative narratives of resistance” (Vargas, "Borderlands 

Bolerista" 173). Meanwhile, the “domestic drama,” as Magdalena Barrera terms it, and the 

bolero inscribe “feminine” narratives. The domestic drama, popularized by the Texan 

Lydia Mendoza in the 1940s and 1950s, is a genre that comments on women’s experiences 

in work and marriage. Their popularity reflected the increased personal freedoms of 

Mexican women in the U.S. and the corresponding societal anxieties caused by their 
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women’s increasing agency (7-9). Lydia Mendoza’s particular repertoire which kept her 

touring for nearly sixty years musician “de talón” who mingled with a working-poor 

audience, conveys an early “feminist blueprint” which solicited popular audiences to 

engage with thinking about gender and sexual relations (Broyles-Gonzalez 189). Boleros, 

with their more sensual sound, emotive lyrics, and sexually suggestive content, became a 

preferred venue for feminist intervention in the 20th century, especially for working-class 

Chicana audiences “staging of public testimony about love, pain, and desperation, as 

critical sites of inquiry on sexuality and power” (Vargas, Dissonant Divas 68-70). Among 

the most notable bolero singers are the Texan Chelo Silva, infamous for her gender 

transgressions and later Paquita la del Barrio who channels a so-called “feminist rage” by 

denouncing lovers’ betrayals while also ridiculing men for their numerous physical and 

social shortcomings (Foster). Into the twenty-first century Jenni Rivera retooled the Banda 

genre to women with undisciplined desires or “malandrinas” and “chacalosas” who 

enjoyed life through activities traditionally reserved for men such as drinking, partying, 

and sex (Garcia Hernandez). Rivera’s music also gave a woman’s testimony of domestic 

violence, divorce, and self-image, or “testimonios of gender nonconformity” that appealed 

to a new generation of Chicanas and Mexican women alike (Vargas, Dissonant Divas 186). 

The 1970s hit “Contrabando y tración” by Los Tigres del Norte, which recounts the 

steps taken to smuggle a drug-filled vehicle and a lover’s quarrel resulting in murder, marks 

the beginning of the narcocorrido song genre which is mostly centered on the recounting 

of the feats of male drug smugglers, or narcos (Ramírez-Pimenta 10).76  However, unlike 
                                                
76 Narcocultura encompasses a multitude of performative expressions, social codes, and myths that are not 
fully represented or express through narcocorridos alone.  Illegal drug smuggling in Mexico has been 
around since at least the late 1800s through the Second World War, expanding in the 1970s due to the 
industrialization of agricultural production, and finally entering a new phase of increased traffic that went 
along with the processes of globalization and neoliberal reforms which took hold in the 1990s. Even though 
production and trade reach far south into Mexico and expands to Canada, narcocultura and narcocorridos 
are centered in a borderlands imaginary. See Gomez Gonzales and Figueroa Figueroa; Sanchez Godoy.  
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the corrido genre that precedes it, narcocorridos generally fall short in their critique of 

social injustice. The rise of popularity and content of narcocorridos corresponds with the 

official start of Mexico’s Drug War in 2006 and the explosive increase in related murders 

and increasingly disturbing public displays of tortured and dismembered bodies that 

followed. Narcocorridos evolved into various subgenres including “perrones,” “alterados,” 

“enfermos,” “empecherados,” “blindados” and so forth, titles suggestive of their graphic 

retellings of drug use, torture, murder. The male subject of the narcocorrido expresses his 

heroism through murder, gory violence, substance abuse, and unabashed misogyny 

(Ramírez-Pimienta 302). While Mexican states and local governments took steps to censor 

narcocorridos from the radio and public live performances, they were wildly popular with 

youth party due to their up-tempo style and inventive new instrumentations that mixed 

instruments and musical styles of Banda and Ranchera. A West Coast variant of 

narcocorridos, marketed as “Movimiento Alterado,” marks a mid-point between 

narcocorridos and misogynist narco-songs, or narcodespechos, as it mixed allusions to 

violence with celebrations of macho excess as unmeasured drinking and drug use and 

sexual exploits.77 

What I term, narcodespechos, songs in the tradition of “canciones de despecho” 

that is songs of that vent heartbreak of an offender lover and are motivated by vengeance 

and jealousy (Vera 124-126), but that are inscribed with the hyper-violent language and 

musical styles of narcocorridos. Moreover, many narcodespechos are performed by the 

same groups made famous by their narcocorridos. In this way, displacing the object of 

narco violence from other men to women responds to the censorship of narcocorridos in 

general, but also reveals the level in which direct, institutional, and cultural violence 

                                                
 
77 On Movimiento Alterado see Ramírez Pimienta, “De torturaciones...” 
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against women is deemed socially acceptable.  Narcodespechos then, are songs that 

originate in a cultural imaginary of narcocultura in the early 21st century and into the 

present where a hyper-masculine male subject celebrates his successful oppression of 

women through emotional outmaneuvering, humiliation, and sexual dominance.  

The themes that largely play out in narcodespechos and contestaciones reference a 

normative and conservative Mexican cultural imaginary that draws from Christian 

doctrines that posit women as self-sacrificing and subordinate to men an instate marriage 

and motherhood as the ideal and natural objectives of women. At the same time, they are 

naturally weak and inclined to evil (as per the biblical story of creating). Men, on the other 

hand, are socialized to serve their ego and presses to express heterosexuality through 

multiple sexual conquests (Alegría 273–277). The macho subject is self-centered and sees 

women as obliged to provide him with comfort and pleasure. He is expected to express his 

manhood by pleasuring his body in excess through drinking, wenching, and the like 

(Rincón 27).  

Contestaciones directly contest the validity of these notions as heard in 

narcodespechos. Operating through semi-anonymous social media where they are both 

exposed to and shielded from potential attacks. On YouTube, cyber-hociconas create 

pseudonyms to protect their identity from the general public but reveal their face, making 

them recognizable to their real-life communities. If the person posting gives permission, 

other users may comment on the video. User’s comments provide some indication of how 

the gender politics expressed through the contestación create a dialogue regarding 

normative and non-normative articulations of gender and sex. Deliberatively offensive 

comments or “trolling” also reveal how snubbed subjects answer back to contestaciones 

through misogynist logic by commenting negatively on the performer’s physical 

appearance, weight, sound, intelligence, or sexual attractiveness. Anticipating misogynist 
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vigilance, cyber-hociconas will often preempt their attacks by dedicating their songs to 

other women, or warning assuring that they are “ardidas” or not male-haters, or by kindly 

and unkindly asking machistas not to watch.  

The women that perform them are “cyber-hociconas.” “Hociconas,” in that sense 

that they are women within the U.S./Mexico cultural borderland that rebel against 

“patriarchal norms of decency, decorum, and language in order to continue to voice her 

demands” often risking “censorship and physical violence when her words are considered 

offensive or distasteful in nature” (Uriqujo-Ruiz 107). “Hocicona” the gendered adjective 

derived from the Spanish word “hocico” or snout, emphasizes the undisciplined, animal-

like, unruly speech of women that grinds against the social and political norms of 

patriarchy. As such, their sound is perceived as “dissonant” when heard by her oppressor’s 

ear or ears conditioned by his logic. Their “cyber” twist signals to the way in which their 

projected images (and voices) on the web “become the texts spectators read, and this, in 

turn, provides a site of discourse” (17). By adapting mainstream narcodespechos, a 

dominant forms expression, cyber-hociconas echoing back their words and in that meta-

ideological move, they expose and disarm their logic. 

  

“DUERMO TRANQUILA MI AMOR”: OVERPOWERING MACHOS 

Mexican machismo constructs the macho male subject through idealizations of 

masculinity influenced by Indigenous and European legacies in Latina/o cultures. The 

macho is a heterosexual subject defined by a “self-aggrandizing male bravado that flirts 

with physical harm” and sexual fame but also attributes signaling responsibility such as a 

presence of mind, stoicism, and bravery (Coronado). Narcodespechos often celebrate a 

macho’s supposed natural sexual prowess which prevents him from staying faithful to one 
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romantic partner. Songs in this category include “Te estoy engañando con otra” (I’m 

cheating on you with another woman) and “Callejero y mujeriego” (A rambler and a 

womanizer) performed by the Norteña group Calibre 50. One of the most “contestadas” 

(song eliciting a contestación), is “Sin evidencias” (No evidence) by Banda Sinaloense MS 

de Sergio Lizárraga. In this song, the narrator boasts of his ability to dupe his romantic 

partner with a repertoire of standard excuses that explain away the mounting evidence of 

his illicit love affairs: 

Como de costumbre voy de madrugada  
Con un ligero aliento de un buen Buchanan’s  
Traigo la camisa toda perfumada  
Pa’ ver que nuevo pretexto ahora me salva  
No debo dejar ni una evidencia  
Mi experiencia puede más que mi conciencia  
Siempre busco la manera de decirle  
Y me cree lo que le digo a pesar de mentirle 

 
As usual I’m home at dawn 
A hint of Buchanan’s in my breath 
My shirt wears her perfume 
Let’s see what excuse can save me this time 
I should not leave any evidence behind 
My experience is stronger than my sense of guilt 
I always find to explain 
And she believes me all the same 

The narrator has spent the night drinking and having sex with another woman and 

is coming to home his girlfriend/wife early the next morning. After successfully running 

through the repertoire of lies, the narrator finally soothes with a lullaby-like verse, “duerme 

tranquila mi amor” (sleep soundly my love). The line, “Mi experiencia puede más que mi 

conciencia” (My experience is stronger than my sense of guilt) reveals that he is aware of 

his wrongdoing but his ability to overrule feelings of guilt due to the experience he has 

gained through previous escapades (mi experiencia) is a source of masculine pride. Scenes 
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from the music video show that other men in his social group are complicit with his 

infidelity they facilitate and encourage his sexual adventurism by inviting him to a 

nightclub, providing drinks, and introducing him to sexually available women. They even 

drop the couple off at the hotel (they are too drunk to drive, we suppose). There we see him 

collecting the evidence he will later have to excuse (lipstick in his shirt, etc.). The existence 

of a narrative that privileges the masculine construction of meaning condones, in this case, 

excessive consumption of alcohol, and infidelity. The more disturbing aspect of this song, 

however, is that its slow tempo and lullaby-like melody encourages the passive acceptance 

of its misogynist messages as evidenced by its popularity (21.1 million hits on YouTube) 

and recordings of live performances where fans (men and women alike) are seen singing 

along.  

One contestación by user “betsroman” sings the perspective of the cheated woman 

suggesting that she is not as naïve as she leads him to believe, but merely putting on the 

expected “angry act”: 
 
Como de costumbre me hago la enojada 
Mientras él me cuenta donde andaba 
Piensa que de veras soy tan despistada 
Y no se imagina a quién tuve en su cama 
No debe asustarte tanto mi imprudencia 
Aunque mi apariencia sea de inocencia 
 
As usual I play the role of the angry one 
And he knows nothing 
He things I’m really that clueless 
And can’t imagine who has slept in his bed 
Though I look so innocent 
He should not be surprised at my indiscretion  

The narrator goes on to describe that while he is out womanizing, she is sleeping 

with one of his friends in their marital bed. She mocks her partner’s waning physique and 

finally concludes, “duermo tranquila, mi amor” (I sleep soundly my love) parodying the 
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very terms through which he had asserted his superiority immorality. By insulting the male 

partner’s physique, she inverts the cliché whereby women, and not men, are valued for their 

physical attractiveness. The contestación does not contest the “boys will be boys” notion 

that men are naturally incapable of monogamy. Her version of feminine empowerment is 

not through the signaling of injustice but through an appropriation of the very terms in 

which men hurt women by being dishonest and unfaithful. She plays the expected role of 

mujer abnegada to her advantage as a means to both counter his aggression and satisfy her 

sexual desires. As a mujer abnegada, she remains the blameless victim thus, the passive 

receiver of aggressions, thus also liberating herself from feeling remorse. This contestación 

does not seek to portray women as morally superior to men, but to acquit women of public 

and private obligations to be their moral superiors. She remains a mujer abnegada to the 

public eye, but privately she supersedes her partner in her ability to manipulate established 

gendered norms of decency to her advantage.  

A problem with this mode of sexual emancipation, however, is that it operates as a 

destructive force within socially sanctioned types of relationships. It limits women’s 

agency to that which is potentially empty of other benefits such as mutual respect, honesty, 

companionship, and love. Thus, the possibilities for a transgressive feminine subjectivity 

are limited to the indulging in carefully veiled acts of sexual liberation that replicate macho 

forms of egocentric sexuality but do not necessarily challenge the logic of a sexist gender 

binary.  

A different contestación posted by user “karitoflak” begins with remarks addressing 

comments she has received on her previous videos, 

Me ha ido más o menos con los comentarios, pero como son comentarios malos 
de hombres, se me resbalan. Lo que sea que venga de un hombre malo para mí se 
me resbala. (Contestacion de sin evidencias) 
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I have received so-so comments so far, but since they are bad coments from me, 
they slide of my back. Whatever comes from a man that is negative slides right 
off.  

Karitoflak recognizes that her videos provoke negative reactions from certain types 

of men, yet she reaffirms that those men and their comments are inconsequential. Opening 

comments such as this one are typical across the genre and serve to un-invite potentially 

antagonistic listeners and also to invalidate their authority by signaling the misogyny that 

undergirds their opinions. Karitoflak’s version of “Sin evidencias” ridicules the male 

partner for his disorderly conduct and filthiness: He does not smell like the high-end liquor 

Buchanan’s, but rather like forty-ounce beers or “cahuamas,” he looks drugged and his 

shirt is splattered in vomit. Her response is not vengeance by duplicity and adultery but by 

holding the moral and economic high-ground. She sings, 
 
Te vas a que te cuide tu mamá 
Aunque ni ella te puede soportar 
Tus mentiras ya no quiero escuchar 
Mejor ve con la zorra que ahora traes 
Le dices que te ponga un collar 
Pa’ que no te le vayas a soltar 
Lárgate ya por favor 
 
Go to your mother’s care 
Though she is also done with you 
I am done hearing your lies  
Better yet run to your current hoe 
Tell her to put a leash on you 
So you don’t run astray 
Please leave already  

While this narrator shows agency by dismissing the offending party from her life, 

by suggesting that he should find care his mother's home or with his current lover, the 

narrative maintains the notion that of women as nurturers and caretakers and men as eternal 

social orphans needing to secure feminine reproductive labor through their care. He fails, 

not for his infidelity (which is not addressed in this contestación) but for not maintaining 
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the decorum expected of a civilized man as a son or husband. As signaled in the line, “Le 

dices que te ponga un collar” (Tell her to put a leash on you), the quality of feminine care 

a man is determined by his adherence to the formal and informal gender contracts. Thus 

his wild, uncivilized behavior deems he should be leashed like a dog as he has been 

unfaithful to the norms of decency that would rightfully earn him feminine care.  

These two contestaciones offer two different modes of empowerment for women 

in traditional marriage. The first proposes that women manipulate the roles assigned to 

them by machismo, for instance, that of the sexually chaste and naïve mujer abnegada, to 

invert dominance in the relationship and enjoy sexual escapades on par with that of machos. 

The second proposal is to maintain the high moral ground and dismiss men who do not 

demonstrate bad social decorum. Both projects provide alternatives within the established 

expectations of domestic femininity. As such they take a defensive stance that remains 

complacent with the moral order established by male domination. Neither condemns the 

value system that creates the womanizing macho nor do they imagine the possibility for an 

alternative ideal of masculinity. Meanwhile, ideal models of femininity are frequently 

imagined through across narcodespechos.  

 

“NI QUE FUERA BRUTA”:  APPRAISING WOMEN’S WORTH 

“Cabecita dura” (Stubborn little one) by La Arrolladora Banda El Limón de René 

Camacho describes a woman who proves to be unworthy of a man’s love because she is 

insincere, a gold digger, capricious, vain, and ultimately unmarriageable. Other songs that 

share this unworthy woman-bashing theme include, “Ni que estuvieras tan buena” (You’re 

not all that) by Calibre 50, “La llamada de mi ex” (My ex is calling) by La Arrolladora 

Banda El Limón, “Y ahora resulta” (As it so happens) by Voz de Mando, and “La doble 
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cara” (Two-faced) by Banda Carnaval. --all of these have merited contestaciones. 

“Cabecita dura” berates a woman through a litany of negative qualifiers: controlling, 

jealous, imposing, complicated, immature, and stubborn. As punishment, he takes back his 

promises of a church wedding, honeymoon in Greece, and future family, reserving these 

for a worthier woman.  

While the song does not mention infidelity, the corresponding music video portrays 

a sequence of events where he spies on her and catches her cheating. In turn, he carries on 

with the relationship while plotting the ultimate revenge. At the climax of the narrative the 

couple is standing at the altar on their wedding day, but when he is asked to take his vows, 

he calmly says “no” and walks away to leaving her hysterical at the altar. In a final, sepia-

colored, scene, the narrator is seen among a group of men who are presumably waiting to 

cross the U.S.-Mexico border illegally. We are left to conclude that his exile is as a result 

of his relationship with the unworthy woman. The hardships he will endure as an 

undocumented worker are no doubt her fault.   

Reneging on his commitment to marry at the climax of a wedding ceremony is the 

ultimate act of machista revenge as a woman’s worth, in this framework, is determined by 

her desirability as a man’s life partner. Marriage grants her social status by moving her 

away from the puta side of the virgin-mother/whore dichotomy. Denying her marriage 

denies her a sanctioned status within patriarchy and marks him not as an aggressor but as 

a victim of her many imperfections. She is to blame for his subsequent exile and his new 

status as a residual non-subject condemned to social forms of nonexistence outside his 

nation. By extension, the unworthy woman unfairly represents all the larger structural 

forces that disempower men as political subjects. His advantage is twofold. First, he 

engages an exercise of sovereign privilege by taking away a woman’s subjectivity in an act 
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of public shaming. Then, he reappears as a worthy, blameless but disempowered subject 

through no fault of his own.  

Cendy Valeria’s contestación follows a model of empowerment via an assertion of 

her emotional superiority. In a condescending tone, she counters the insult “cabecita dura” 

with “niño imaduro” (immature child): 
 
Está muy bonita tu idea hermosa 
Ya olvida lo nuestro y ve busca a tu esposa 
Esos sueños tuyos que tanto has querido 
Tengo disfrutados junto a mi marido 
Digas lo que quieras, tú no me convences 
Sigue hablando no me importa lo que pienses 
Tus palabras que no sirven de alivio 
Para tu estrategia de sentirte vivo 
No será contigo, niño inmaduro 
 
You have nice ideas 
Forget about us and go find yourself a wife 
Those dreams of yours that you seek so much 
I have enjoyed them beside my husband 
Say what you want, you do not move me 
Keep talking, your thoughts do not concern me 
Your words don’t help you 
As a strategy to feel alive 
It’s not meant to be with you, immature child  

As the song relates, she was able to learn from a relationship gone sour to then articulate a 

model of femininity capable of representing her true potential. Unlike his “immature” 

rhetoric, she does not dwell on the details of the failed relationship or resort to insults. She 

provides evidence of her maturity by way of her blissful marriage where she thrives in her 

role of wife. Thus, female empowerment remains imbricated within traditional gender 

discourses of power. Her worthiness is based on her ability to ascend to the level of 

mother/wife. She gains social status through a prescribed role in a normative heterosexual 

relationship. 
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Rosa Elena Chavez’s contestación titled “Ni que fuera bruta,” (I’m no beast) offers 

a narrative more akin to bolero diva Paquita la del Barrio and her “feminist rage” (Foster). 

Like Paquita, she maintains a somber expression, holds her head high, and avoids looking 

into the camera as her disdain for the offending man is too great to merit her direct attention. 

She lists his many defects: 
 
Eres un borracho, te quedas dormido 
Eres un idiota, nunca te he querido 
Contigo no salgo ni a tomar cervezas  
Mucho menos pienses te acompañe a Grecia 
Eres dominante y eres un machista 
Quieres una esclava, no me cabe duda 
Contigo no sigo… ni que fuera bruta 
 
You are a drunk, you fall asleep 
You are an idiot, I’ve never loved you 
I don’t care to go out for a beer with you 
Don’t even think I will go to Greece with you 
You are domineering and a machista 
You want a slave, there is not a doubt 
I’m not following along... I’m no beast 

While musically this is not a Bolero genre song, the disparaging tone of Chavez’s 

composition and interpretation is reminiscent of Paquita’s style her classic songs, “Rata de 

dos patas” (Two-legged rat) or “Hombres malvados” (Evil men) where a scorned lover 

calls out men on their hypocrisy and likens them to vermin. After being rejected by a man, 

she asserts her social status by comparing herself with other less enlightened women. The 

statement “ni que fuera bruta” (I’m no beast) presupposes that a woman that indulges a 

man in his macho vices is thus a “bruta,” a beast of burden.  It does not convey solidarity 

with other women who are also subjected to masculine oppression. Nonetheless, this 

contestación does assert the notion that women have inherent value as they are, “tampoco 

me gusta me provoques tanto estrés ni estar prometiendo cambiar me forma de ser” (I also 
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dislike the way you stress me out having to promise to change my way of being). She insists 

on her liberation from accommodating to his desires and disavows herself from the moral 

responsibility of enabling macho excess. In turn, to be a worthwhile man deserving of the 

family he desires, he will first have to admit to and change his machista ways. 

Both Valeria and Chavez’s contestación to “Cabecita dura” express a desire for an 

alternative model of masculinity that overcomes the deficiencies of the macho subject; 

emotional immaturity, drunkenness, and domineering ways. This assessment of 

exaggerated masculinity constitutes a practice of feminine empowerment however limited 

by the instance on blissful marriage as the source of positive recognition in society. 

 

“HAY QUE TENER VALOR”: RE-WRITING SEX  

Imagined through narcodespechos, women are often reduced to willing participants 

in their objectification, public humiliation, and violent sex. The profoundly problematic 

song, “El tierno se fue” by Calibre 50, is also one of the most popular narcodespechos on 

my list. As of the writing of this chapter, its official YouTube music video records over 70 

million views, and the song ranked in third place in Mexico’s Top 20 chart which includes 

all music genres (“Calibre 50 | El Tierno; Revolvy.com). It is not shocking that women 

should be objectified in masculinist forms of popular art, but what is disturbing is the 

amount of unopposed commercial radio airplay that a song with such sexually suggestive 

content received. Speaking from my own experience living in a predominately Latino 

community in Austin, Texas, in the years following its release, I can attest to hearing this 

song played over the radio across all Regional Mexican format stations, and at public 

spaces such as the local grocery store, Mexican restaurants, and on the road blasting out of 

people’s cars. In the song, heterosexual roles are defined by a male-centered narrative that 
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normalizes male-directed violent sex. The narrator describes a sexual fantasy where he 

leads a woman to perform oral and anal sex. To work around radio censorship words are 

suspended mid-way so that listeners fill in the suggested innuendo: 
Llevarme tus labios de mis pies a mi cara  
Detenerte en el medio  
Y me des una ma...nera distinta de querer 
...Ponerte la mano donde sabes bien  
Seré una bestia que sin respetar  
Tomare tu cintura y te daré por...  
Detrás de tu cuello, morderte hasta hacerte llorar78  
 
Lead your lips from my feet to my face 
Stop you in the middle 
And you will give me a... different way of making love 
...I will place your hand you know very well where 
I will be a beast and will not respect 
I will take you by the waist and give it to you... 
Behind your neck, I’ll bite until you cry 

The absence of her consent stressed by the verse “Seré una bestia que sin respetar” as a 

prerequisite for male pleasure. In turn, her role is to react by crying, scratching, pleading 

for him to stop, and screaming his name. In a spoken intermission the narrator states, “Esto 

es para ti chiquita, te va a doler, pero te va a gustar” (This is for you little one, it is going 

to hurt, but you will like it.” A final verse, suggests he has been recording everything with 

his cellphone. Presuming that this is done without her consent is consistent with the rest of 

the narrative that predicates male pleasure through the taking of female sexual sovereignty. 

The cell phone recording adds another layer of violence through a pornographic rendering 

of the male-gaze. In this narrative, the male subject is an author, actor, director, producer, 

and future consumer of a pornographic production. Pornographic, here, understood as a 

power relation that subtracts the sentient object of desire from all autonomous modes of 

                                                
78 “Y me des una ma... nera distinta de querer”  is suggestive of oral sex, the pause after “ma” suggest the 
profanity  “mamada”; “Daré por... detrás” suggest anal sex. “ 
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subjectivity. The female object of desire participates as tormented being that is to be 

exhausted physically and emotionally in the sexual encounter and a pornographic image 

owned by her tormentor for his future arousal.  

One constestación, by Maritza Perez, closely resembles the narcodespecho 

storyline and lyrics, doing little more than changing the gender pronouns and suffixes: 
 
Paso tus labios por toda tu piel 
Me detengo en el medio y voy a jalar de tu... 
Pelo y te muerdo y vas a ver 
La bestia que llevo dentro de mi ser 
Mojada la cama de tando sudor 
Me volteas de espalda y besas  
Detras de mi cuello y me muerdes hasta hacerme llorar 
 
I pass my lips through your skin 
I stop in the middle and pull your... 
Hair and I bite and you will see 
The beast in me 
The bed is drenched in sweat 
You turn me around and miss 
Behind my neck and you bite until I cry 

This contestación is no alternative at all, but offers please is surrendering her will 

to his version of sexual pleasure. Only one act of female sexual agency is suggested when 

she guides his hand to give her pleasure. As expected many comments condone the passive 

stance of this contestación. For instance, one user writes: 

Hay que tener valor. Primero, no veo la contesación, solo una aceptación, y la 
neta te oyes media sorry. No se logró la rima ni la intención. Se oye vulgar igual 
que la versión de Calibre 50.79 

You have to be brave/have value. First, I do not see the contestación, only an 
acceptance, and in truth, you sound kind of sorry. The rhyme was off and also the 
intention. It sounds vulgar, just like Calibre 50’s version.   

                                                
79 For clarity, I have edited the spelling and punctionation of this quote. 
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“Valor,” as suggested by this comment, is both the idea of having the courage to speak 

back in a subversive manner as opposed to echoing back the oppressors’ narrative. A lack 

of “valor” is a lack of agency and imagination on the part of the subordinated subject. 

Moreover “tener valor” also denotes a recognition of a woman’s intrinsic value as such, 

independent from masculine recognition and approval. Thus this version produced by 

women is “vulgar” like the original. Still, while some may find it reprehensible Calibre 

50’s version and many other of their songs in the same woman-bashing vein, are widely 

commercialized products that have provided the artists and their associated companies 

substantial accolades and economic benefits. Many other commenters were less generous 

and insulted Perez on her looks, singing abilities, intelligence, and so on. Perez is not 

particularly any more or less talented, or any more or less better looking than other 

contestación performers. However, her perceived lack of “valor” made her target for the 

sanctioned modes of misogyny via personal attacks on her physical appearance, 

intelligence and value as a gendered subject. 

In contrast, Yanet Beltrán offers contestación that destabilizes the male-gaze. It 

boasts a female sexual prowess that surpasses that of hyper-violent masculinist imaginary 

by being inclusive of an array of sexual fantasy imaginaries including male-directed 

pornography, as well as bondage, dominance, and sadomasochism (BDSM) play. By this 

distinction, I mean to differentiate between pornography as a genre based on a logic of 

violence and other genres of sexual fantasy that are premised on subject’s equality 

(Mikkola 132). She begins by promising to live up to his PlayboyTV inspired fantasies. 

She will tie him to the bed, direct him to give her oral pleasure, and he will be so 

overwhelmed by her control that he will not have the time to touch his phone. She sings, 

Ahorita te aclaro que la monja se fue 
Con látigo y esposas te la voy a… 
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Amarrar de la cama, besarte hacerte adivinar 
Que rincón de tu cuerpo te voy a tocar 
Abrirme de piernas, acercarme a tu cara 
Mientras paras tu labios y me das una ma . . . 
. . . nera distinta de acariciar 
 
Let me make this clear, the nun has left 
With a whip and handcuffs I’m going to... 
Tie you to the bed, kiss you and make you guess 
What part of your body I am going to touch next 
I open my legs, get near your face 
While you hold your lips up to give me a... 
Different type of caress 

In this version, she leads the fantasy, but it is suggested that both participate in acts 

of giving. She alludes to his enjoyment and includes the male-directed imaginary of 

PlayboyTV as his point of reference. More importantly, violence, threats of violence, or 

non-consensual acts are absent from this narrative. In fact, his sexual enjoyment will be so 

complete he will not see the need to re-frame the narrative through a camera lens. Her 

empowerment is rooted in the control of the narrative, complementing and substituting 

pornographic sex with BSDM play but still within a heteronormative imaginary.  

A definition of feminine cisgender sexuality is at stake. Perez proposes sexual 

enjoyment through submission into violent masculine sexuality and is critiqued for her 

acquiescence to the misogynist narrative. In contrast, Beltrán proposes a subversive play 

of sexual dominance via BSDM that gratifies both male and female subjects. She is 

gratified by controlling the narrative and he by submitting to it.   

For Latina cyber-hociconas, YouTube podcasting provides a multi-mediated space 

of convivencia through which women can repurpose the language and sound of hyper-

violent misogynist narratives that frame women as mujeres abnegada, unworthy of respect, 

or objects of male sexual aggression. Contestaciones successfully circumvent the male-

dominated Spanish-language entertainment industry to reach a sympathetic audience.  
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Their reach, however, is overshadowed by the economic power of the male-

dominated music industry. For instance, of the examples referenced Beltran’s version of 

“El tierno se fue” is the most popular with 1.1 million views. However, is not anywhere 

near the 70 million views listed for the Calibre 50 video, not to mention their radio airplay. 

As amateur productions that mock the work profit-making artists, it is rare that 

contestaciones will ever be heard on the radio, though there are instances in which listeners 

do request them from their local DJs.  

Nevertheless, they constitute an important testimonio en vivo, a practice of bearing 

witness to oppression by calling out the narratives of cultural violence that normalize direct 

and institutional violence against women of color, particularly Mexican immigrant women 

at the borderlands. They respond to a period in which the violence of narcocultura 

permeates all areas of Mexican and Mexican immigrant popular cultures displacing the 

sound of misandry, as narcocorridos, to a misogynist genre, narcodespechos. In most cases 

the feminist politics within contestaciones are limited by their defensive and at times 

reactionary modes of discourse: they suggest liberation through the appropriation of macho 

logic which is empty of values such as love and mutual respect; they uphold notions of 

feminine virtue as moral and emotional superiority to men who are eternal orphan-children; 

or else they work to salvage heterosexual normativity within marriage which is an 

institution of patriarchy. Of the ideological battlegrounds discussed, sex seems to open up 

more opportunities to redistribute power along more equitable lines between heterosexual 

men and women. In this arena, a woman’s vision takes the lead in imagining sexual 

pleasure that is grounded on mutual physical and psychic satisfaction.  

Although contestaciones fall short of a transgressive feminist intervention that 

questions gender normativity altogether, they do temporarily interrupt misogynistic 

narratives currently promoted by the mainstream Spanish-language transnational media. In 
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the landscape of narcocultura, cyber-hociconas accomplishes crucial cultural work to cope, 

negotiate, and reject a victimized subjectivity. Women’s attempts at articulating a voice for 

women’s empowerment, even if imperfect or incomplete, deserve our attention as we look 

to ways in which Latinas at the border enact survival. 
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Conclusion: Sound as a Point of Departure 

By listening closely to the feminist politics expressed through the work of 

contemporary Latina radiophonic voices, this dissertation records a previously overlooked 

decolonial imaginary, a third space between colonial and postcolonial history where the 

voices of women of color are perceived through their silences and gaps (Perez 23). It brings 

the still evolving histories of women doing critical work in the arena of popular culture into 

the hegemonic space of academic inquiry as a way to add to and advance the discourse of 

Third World women knowledge and ways of knowing.  

Using the study of sound as a point of departure, I have formulated a critical 

methodological approach to hear the intersection of gender and power in popular culture. 

A close listening methodology involves; listening inductively through a careful and 

systematic documenting of the themes and soundmarks that encode women-centered 

epistemologies; listening contextually as an analytical axis, a mode of thinking sonically 

about how sounds and sound-based technologies reflect social, communal, and personal 

histories of Latina borderland subjects contending with colonial legacies while (re)creating 

subaltern knowledges; finally, listening dialogically, that is, dialoguing with my research 

participants whose insights regarding their lived histories and work I include throughout as 

part of a decolonizing approach to research that displaces me, the writer, from a privileged 

position as the expert knowledge maker. As discussed in the Introduction, I engage in a 

close listening methodology that refers back but also reformulates Bernstein’s notion of 

“close listening” in literary studies. My approach introduces a critical tool for considering 

talk radio as a primarily speech-based genre that largely bypasses the text and the 

hegemonic institutions that legitimize knowledge. This methodology is not meant to be a 
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rigid system of thought, but one that offers multiple tools to answer the central overarching 

question of what feminism sounds like in Latina popular culture. 

Through the four case studies of Alicia Alarcón, Marlene Quinto, Latina 

podcasting, and the Constestaciones music genre, I have discussed the specific gender 

politics echoed throughout their work to underscore that feminism in 

Latina/immigrant/working-class popular culture is plural and that each iteration reflects 

their author’s lived experiences and intersectional subject positionalities, contextualized 

through the particular politics of the sound medium through which she speaks. While radio 

has been an important presence in the cultural lives of Latina/o communities throughout 

the 20th century, my focus on contemporary voices from 1990s to the present, highlights a 

critical moment in the history of the U.S. Latina/o communities when the result of 

neoliberal economic restructuring and accelerated Mexican emigration to the United States 

fanned anti-immigrant sentiments resulting in a number of policies meant to intimidate 

Latinas/os and suppress their voices.  

From the early 1990s and into the 2010s, Alicia Alarcón was one in the choir of 

Spanish-language radio voices addressing the needs of Latino immigrants as political 

subjects. However, her work sets Alarcón apart from other Latina/o radio commentators 

because she also challenged the notion that Latina/o radio audiences were mostly interested 

in politics that affect their immediate concerns as transnational immigrant communities, or 

else preferred depoliticized programing (“radio porno” confessionals, opinion contests, and 

music formats). Her productions across radio, literature, and Spanish-language newsprint 

reflect a broad political thematic agenda, one that critiques the narratives of American 

Exceptionalism, White supremacy, and the economic and cultural manifestations of late 

capitalism. She understands her voice as carrying an ethical responsibility to her audience. 

This understanding is guided by the principles of journalism within a liberal democratic 
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framework where the primary function of news media is to produce informed citizens so 

that they can fully participate in democratic institutions. This provides a counter-narrative 

to anti-immigrant pundits who portray Latinos as foreign subjects that threaten the stability 

of White America. She interpellates her audience as intelligent subjects who refuse to be 

infantilized by offerings of dominant media. Her feminized sounds constitute meta-

ideologizing strategies that undermine detrimental political and cultural narratives as well 

as sexist aggressions. These include performances of silence, desmayo and regaños. Her 

positions on women’s empowerment are rooted in her situated knowledge as a working-

class and immigrant Mexicana, stressing women’s liberation through economic 

independence as learned from her mother, and a freedom to express sexual desire through 

a poetic forms of speech.  

Marlene Quinto belongs to the so called “generación del ’94,” youth whose family 

migrated to the U.S. from mostly rural towns in Mexico as consequence of economic crises. 

She was present in Los Ángeles at an important cultural moment when “rancho” met 

“cholos,” that is when urban Chicano culture co-mingled with the rural aesthetics of 

quebradita music from Sinaloa. Her education as the daughter of a young, self-empowered 

immigrant mother, as a young popular music connoisseur, and barrio life, prepared her to 

exploit the machista aggressions by appropriating its symbolic system as a means of 

survival technique. Working from within a predominately male-dominated and masculinist 

industry, Marlene has redefined and reimagined the sound of Spanish-language FM 

morning show through her very loud, bilingual and bicultural, working-class, ranchola, 

immigrant, and social media savvy millennial voice. Her more recent internet radio 

experiment provided a subversive space of convivencia for immigrant women to express 

deviant sexualities through a woman-directed sexual curiosity that went beyond voyeurism 

to explore the psychic and emotional complexities of women’s sexuality. Marlene’s 
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radiophonic persona echoes the voices of other lioness-like women before her, by rejecting 

and questioning machismo on and off air. Moreover, it represents an embodied voice that 

speaks from a gordibuena subjectivity—a model of feminine sexuality always in the 

process of becoming closer to the ideal required to be economically successful “in a man’s 

world.” Marlene’s gordibuena feminism serves a pedagogical objective which is to re-

educate machos as to liberate them from their machismo and sense of inferiority and to 

open possibilities for immigrant Latina women’s sexual expression outside of the 

sanctioned spaces of marriage. Through the desmadre sonic aesthetic, Marlene’s 

radiophonic feminism is expressed sonically as multiple, competing, simultaneous, and 

loud narratives and sonic plots. The desmadre mode of operation is rebellious, disorderly, 

and creative destruction—seeking cathartic pleasure through having misbehaved. It is a 

process and a response to the multiple layers of intersecting oppression that mark the 

gordibuena body and voice as an outside “other” in both Mexican and U.S. dominant 

cultures.  

The three Latina podcasts discussed—Super Mamás, Chicana M(other)work, and 

Locatora Radio—are situated in the Digital Age when the means to create and distribute 

individualized radiophonic media are well within Latina’s reach. Their productions 

respond to a desire to hear their own experience echoed back in these podcasts, and 

mainstream media in general. Latina podcasts affirm experiences and systems of Latina 

knowledge that originate at the intersection of their specific social positions, lived 

experiences, and cultural heritages. Podcasting allows for a (re)construction of women’s 

spaces of convivencia--multi-generation spaces organized and maintained by women with 

cariño and reciprocity and where relationships power dynamics are horizontal. In this way, 

the political dynamics of spaces of convivencia merge with the logic of the sharing 
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economy. The specific soundmarks of each of the podcasts discussed reflect feminist praxis 

that draw from a number of ideologies for personal and community empowerment.  

Super Mamás features the sound of a specific translocal and bi-cultural identity 

outside hegemonic concepts of U.S. and Mexican nation-states, Oaxacalifornia, and ideas 

from mainstream feminism through a rhetoric of positive psychology. The combination of 

these extends the demands of individual achievement within the status quo beyond the 

traditional spaces of domesticity into the areas of professional achievement and self-care.  

Chicana M(other)work sonifies a theorized political project towards 

intergenerational and decolonizing healing through low-volume, lower registers, frequent 

pauses, and lengthy monologues that reflect Chicana literary traditions and Indigenous 

epistemologies (testimonio and rebozo). Their sound solicits a meditative mode of listening 

for healing. Locatora Radio sounds their feminist praxis through the language of the 

millennial Reggaeton/Hip-Hop sonic imaginaries, unrelenting affirmations, and 

unapologetic “goddess worship” through the voicing of high-femme aesthetics that 

redefine male-centric language for the purpose of women’s empowerment such as the term 

“mami.” Their specific soundmarks underscore distinct points of Latina intersectionalities 

and create sonic spaces of convivencia that are targeted toward their particular imagined 

listening communities. While Super Mamás and Chicana M(other)work are organized 

around the narrative of articulating womanhood as young mothers with professional 

careers, Locatora Radio represents a younger generation of millennials who articulate their 

feminist praxis through web-mediated ways of socializing, and a Latinx identity.   

YouTube video podcasters producing the musical genre of contestaciones are 

speaking back to the more recent wave of misogynist radio narratives that echo the violence 

of narcocultura, at its height in the mid to late 2000s. YouTube video podcasting provides 

a multi-mediated space of convivencia through which they can repurpose the language and 
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sound of hyper-violent misogynist narratives that frame women as mujeres abnegadas, 

unworthy of respect, or objects of male sexual aggression. However limited, contestaciones 

successfully circumvent the male-dominated Spanish-language entertainment industry to 

reach a sympathetic audience.  

Contestaciones author an important testimonio en vivo, a practice of bearing 

witness to oppression by calling out the narratives of cultural violence that normalize direct 

and institutional violence against women of color, particularly Mexican immigrant women 

at the borderlands. They respond to a period in which the violence of narcocultura 

permeates all areas of Mexican and Mexican immigrant popular cultures displacing the 

sound of misandry, as narcocorridos, to a misogynist genre, narcodespechos. In most cases 

the feminist politics within contestaciones are limited by their defensive and at times 

reactionary modes of discourse: they suggest liberation through the appropriation of macho 

logic which is empty of values such as love and mutual respect; they uphold notions of 

feminine virtue as moral and emotional superiority to men who are eternal orphan-children; 

or else they work to salvage heterosexual normativity within marriage which is an 

institution of patriarchy. 

 Of the ideological battlegrounds discussed, the imagination of sex creates an 

opportunity to redistribute power along more equitable lines between heterosexual couples. 

In this arena, a woman’s vision takes the lead in imagining sexual pleasure that is grounded 

on mutual physical and psychic satisfaction. Although contestaciones fall short of a 

transgressive feminist intervention that questions gender normativity altogether, in the 

landscape permeated by narco-cultura, they accomplish crucial cultural work to cope, 

negotiate, and reject a victimization.  

The current moment in radio and media technologies in general, opens up 

possibilities for filling gaps in the limited, but slowly growing scholarship on the cultural 
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history of Latina/o/x radiophonic media. This project leaves unfinished a history of Radio 

Mujer-Austin which due to time limitations I was not able to include as part of this work. 

Radio Mujer-Austin is a transnational woman-centered radio station that promotes a 

connection between a Central Mexican middle-class perspective on gender and the political 

and cultural sensibilities of Central Texan Spanish-speaking audiences. Besides 

documenting the history of this station and curating a public archive, my preliminary work 

and interview with host, Alejandra Frias initiated a reflection regarding the sonic 

articulation of middle-class feminine pedagogy as suggests by the stations programing, 

music soundmarks, and the rhetorical modes of speech that echo the work of early Mexican 

radio women commentators.  

In addition, I have a pending commitment with Alicia Alarcón to digitalize and 

deposit her considerable archive into a public university library, thus preserving this 

valuable record that reflects the political lives of West Coast immigrants at a critical time 

in Latina/o history. Along the same life of efforts, there is a great need to build a database 

to centralize information on Latina/o radio archives and to identify and preserve any private 

collections before they disappear. Continuing to think about the feminist politics and 

radiophonic media, a future study on the genre of “mommy podcasts” which center on the 

experiences of mothering from different intersectional perspectives, (including the two 

mentioned in this work), provide a rich cultural text from which to understand the 

evolvement of feminist ideologies on mothering. This project would look at the possible 

dialogues between hegemonic discourse on mothering, and alternative perspectives 

provided by mothers of color.  

Thinking more broadly about online cultural production, there is a growing trend 

of Mexican immigrant’s use of video podcasting for recording ordinary activities such as 

recipes, home cleaning routines, places of work, music lessons, and crafting, to name a 
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few. These online archives of quotidian knowledge provide apertures from which to hear 

the self-narration of classed, gendered, and racialized transnational subjects. Moreover, 

there are generational differences in the way Latinas/os use self-streaming as an economic 

activity that merit attention. This current work is a beginning step in thinking through sound 

as point of departure to understand how quotidian media producers re-imagine narrative 

genres and make inventive use of new communication technologies for social and political 

advancement.  
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Appendix 1: List of Latina/o/x Podcasts 

@MujerAustin. Radio Mujer Austin 95.1 FM. soundcloud.com/radiomujeratx. 
A Lo Dicho Pecho. Centro de Investigación Latino y la Alianza de Nevada de la 

Universidad de Nevada, Reno. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/a-lo-dicho-
pecho/id1028680816?mt=2. 

Al Chile con Marlene Quinto. Quinto, Marlene, host. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/al-
chile-con-marlene-quinto/id1215001022?mt=2. 

Allegedly NYC. Ruiz, Nomi and Sanjurjo, Ava, hosts.  
itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/allegedlynyc/id1114442105?mt=2. 

Alt.Latino. National Public Radio. npr.org/podcasts/510305/alt-latino.  
Anzalduing It. Favela, Justin and Ortega, Emmanuel, hosts. 

itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/anzalduingit/id1257824280?mt=2.  
Arroz con Chicken. De Los Santos, Jaime and Williams, Everlina, hosts.  

arrozchicken.com/arroz-con-chicken-podcast/. 
Bag Ladiez. soundcloud.com/bgladies.  

Beat Latino with Catalina Maria Johnson. beatlatino.com/. 
Bitter Brown Femmes. Alicia, Cassandra and Angel, Ruben, hosts. 

itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/bitter-brown-femmes/id1328822052?mt=2.  
Bodega Boys. “Desus Nice” and “The Kid Mero,” hosts.  

itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/bodega-boys/id1039621715?mt=2. 

Bold Latina Podcast. boldlatina.com/podcasts/. 
Brown Girls Rising. Bellis, Audrey, host. worthywomen.co/brown-girls-rising-podcast/ 

Cabronas y Chingonas. “FriedPapita” and “Myte,” hosts. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/c-
as-y-c-as/id1244159643?mt=2.  

Café con Chisme. Ferrada, Sebastian and Ferrada, Yasmin, hosts.  
itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/café-con-chisme/.  

Cafe con Pam. Covarrubias, Pam, host. spreadideasmovepeople.com/podcast.  
Candid Chicana’s Chatroom. Guadalupe Montalvo, Deanna, host. 

spreaker.com/user/10205809.  
Cerebronas Podcast. Amezcua, Cynthia, host.  

itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/cerebronas/id1240386895?mt=2. 
Chicana M(other)work Podcast. Chicana M(other)work. 

chicanamotherwork.com/podcast. 
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ChicanoCast. Amador, Fernando, host. 
itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/chicanocast/id483586654?mt=2. 

Chisme with Yesika Salgado. Salgado, Yesika, host. soundcloud.com/yesikastarr.  
Choises and Chisme. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/choices-chismes/id1106512541?mt=2. 
Creating Espacios: Interviews with Self-Made Latinas Who Are Innovating in Their 

Spaces. Nunez, Vivan, host. creatingespacios.co.  
De Colores Radio. De Colores Collective. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/de-colores-

radio/id1244903280?mt=2. 
De Colores Radio. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/de-colores-radio/id1244903280?mt=2 

Devil’s Advocate. Alcantár, Fernando, host. spreaker.com/show/devils-advocate.  
DJ Pino’s Podcast. “DJ Pino,” host. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/dj-pinos-

podcast/id387587639?mt=2.  
El Kiosko Podcast, “El Kiosko,” host. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/el-

kiosko/id1317516575?mt=2.  

El Podcast: The Eli Castro Show. Castro, Elizardi, host. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/el-
podcast-the-eli-castro-show/id1160392395?mt=2.  

El Show de Piolín. Sotelo, Eduardo, host. elshowdepiolin.net/podcasts/.   
El Valle de los Tercos: Historias de Latinos en Silicon Valley. Franco, Fernando and 

Graglio, Diego, hosts. elvalledelostercos.com/episodios.  
Hood Digest Podcast. Hood Digest. thehooddigest.com/stay-petty/.  
Joto and La Gurl. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/joto-and-la-gurl/id1256289395?mt=2.  
Jotx y Recuerdos. soundcloud.com/jotxsyrecuerdos.  

La Hora de lxs Chismosxs. CultureStrike. soundcloud.com/culturestrike/5th-podcast.  
La Verdad. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/la-verdad-podcast/id1095907930?mt=2.  
Latin Connection Podcast. Flores, Griselda, host. 

acast.com/latinconnection/latinconnectionpodcast-
chicanobatmantalksnewversionofthislandisyourland. 

Latina Theory. Genis, Arianna and Isa, Maria, hosts. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/latina-
theory/id1332250553?mt=2. 

Latino in Chicago. Lugo, Eric, host. concienciaventures.com/latinoinchicago/.  
Latino USA. National Public Radio. npr.org/programs/latino-usa/.  
Latinos Who Lunch. Favela, Justin and Ortega, Emmanuel, hosts. latinoswholunch.com/.  
Let there be Luz. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/let-there-be-luz/id1278718509?mt=2.  
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Locatora Radio [A Radiophonic Novela]. Muñoz, Zoe “Mala” and Ariana Rodriguez 
Zertuche “Diosa Femme,” hosts.  itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/locatora-radio-a-
radiophonic-novela/id1290486596?mt=2. 

Logra Tu Dream. Nava, Arturo, host. logratudream.com/podcasts/.  
Morado Lens. Farfan, Nathan and Rodriguez, Cindy, hosts. moradolens.com/blog/.  
New Books in Latino Studies. Poe, Marshall, host. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/new-

books-in-latino-studies/id425455181?mt=2&ls=1. 
No Time to Chill. Carcha-Diaz, Adrienne, host. soundcloud.com/notime2chillpodcast.  
Nos Vemos En El Swapmeet. Octavio, Luis, host. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/nos-

vemos-en-el-swap-meet/id1226546895?mt=2.  
Notes from a Native Daughter. Rivera, Soldanela, host.  

itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/notes-from-a-native-daughter/id1136164609?mt=2.  
Ph.D. Trekkers .C., Yan and G., Mari, hosts. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/phd-

trekkers/id1249867437?mt=2. 

POC Talk. poctalkpod.com/episodes/.  
Radio Ambulante. National Public Radio. npr.org/podcasts/510315/radio-ambulante.  
Radio Menea. Bayetti Flores, Verónica and Zoila Pérez, Miriam, hosts.  

radiomenea.com/listen/.  
Rebel Report. Johnson, Catalina Maria, host. latinorebels.com/category/rebel-report/.  
Science in Color Podcast. “Alex” and “Veronica,” hosts. science-in-

color.com/category/science-in-color-podcast/. 
Somos Padres. Menchaca, Paolo and Mendoza-Menchaca, Yesenia, hosts. somos-

padres.com/en/podcasts/.  
Soul Rebel Radio/On Resistance. De La Torre, Monica, host. 

archive.kpfk.org/index.php?shokey=soulrebel.  
STER on the Road, Vera, Eric, host. sterentertainment.com/sterthefeed/.  
Story Time With the Homo. Noyola, Jessica, host. spreaker.com/user/10037765. 

Super Mamás. Lopez, Bricia and Lopez, Paulina, hosts. supermamas.com/episodeindex/. 
Tamarindo Podcast. Bobadilla, Melinna and Gonzalez, Brenda, hosts. 

tamarindopodcast.com/episodes/.  
The Church of What's Happening Now: With Joey Coco Diaz. Diaz, Joey and Syatt, Lee, 

hosts. thechurchofwhatshappeningnow.libsyn.com/. 

The Currently. Aimee, Betsy, host. itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/the-
currently/id1257970263?mt=2.  
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The Voc/zes of Minneapolis. University of Minnesota Department of Spanish & 
Portuguese Studies.  soundcloud.com/user-749661530.   

Veer Queer. Endesha Haynes and Bianca Gomez, hosts. 
itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/veer-queer/id1274225578?mt=2.  

Viva La Round Girls. Hernandez, Megan et al., hosts.  
vivalaroundgirls.libsyn.com/website. 

What’s Up Fool? Podcast. Esparza, Felipe, host. felipesworld.com/podcast/.  
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